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ABSTRACT 
This dissertation explores the historical development of the Carl D. Perkins Vocational 
Education Act of 1984, with the incorporation of ―special populations‖ as a provision in the law 
from 1963.  From 1917 through 1963, vocational funding primarily supported teacher training, 
research, program improvement, and expansion of vocational programs, in 1963 acknowledging 
the social climate of the time Congress included provisions to support services for disadvantaged 
students.   In 1984, Congress established prescriptive provisions attaching funds to serve and 
address the needs of underserved students described as special populations.  Vocational 
education‘s focus expanded from 1963 -1984 to included provisions to create programs 
eliminating sexual bias and stereotyping. This dissertation traces the foundations by which 
Congress was led to focus on access to vocational education programs and prescribe funding to 
serve handicapped, single parents, displaced homemakers, economically disadvantaged, 
academically disadvantaged, students with limited English proficiency, and gender equity.
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CHAPTER ONE:   
Introduction to Vocational Education  
 
 
In 2006, Congress acknowledged a shift in language which occurred over the past decade 
reflecting the intent, direction, and language of vocational education.  Vocational education at its 
inception referred to Agriculture, Home Economics, and Industrial Arts.  However, as America 
pushed through the Industrial revolution and entered the age of laptop computers, global 
networks, social networks, and smart phones, the American educational system was expected to 
keep pace.  A primary area in education where this modernization is taking place is within 
Career and Technical Education (CTE) programs, or vocational education.  CTE today 
references all of the programs taught at secondary or postsecondary institution which are not the 
foundational academic courses.  For example, mathematics, English, science, and history are 
referred to by many educators as the core academics; however, business education, computer-
aided drafting, architectural design, and forensic pathology are all classified as CTE or what had 
been previously referred to as vocational education.  The notion that the expanding global 
economy necessitates educational reform has been the recent mantra in American education. 
Throughout American history, the government has responded to the social and economic needs 
of its citizenship through creation, modification, and reauthorization of educational legislation.  
The United States in the twentieth century was no different.  In 1917, Congress enacted the 
Smith-Hughes Act as a means of supporting national defense towards the end of the First World 
War.   In 1958, Congress responded to the hysteria caused by the Russian satellite Sputnik with 
the creation of the National Defense Education Act.  And in 1984, Congress responded to the 
focus on education created by A Nation at Risk, and the transformations that had been 
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implemented through law regarding access and equity in education, with the creation of the Carl 
D. Perkins Vocational Education Act.   
The Carl D. Perkins legislation is the primary funding source for vocational education in 
the United States.  The origins of this funding can easily be traced back to the Smith Hughes Act 
of 1917; however from 1963 through 1984 the purpose of the funding was expanded and 
changed the focus of vocational education.  In 1984, the Carl D. Perkins Vocational Education 
Act of 1984 included provisions which financially supported the following under-represented 
student groups categorized as ―special populations:‖  handicapped, single parents,  displaced 
homemakers, economically-disadvantaged students (including foster children), academically 
disadvantaged, English-language learners, and gender equity; which would later be titled 
students pursuing nontraditional occupations nontraditional for their gender, defined in the Law 
as students pursuing training in occupations where their gender compromise twenty-five percent 
or less of that occupation.
1   
  
This dissertation thus explores the historical development of the Carl D. Perkins 
Vocational Education Act of 1984, with the incorporation of ―special populations‖ as a provision 
in the law from 1963.  From 1917 through 1963, vocational funding supported teacher training, 
research, program improvement, and expansion of vocational programs. In 1984, Congress 
established prescriptive provisions attaching funds to serve and address the needs of underserved 
students described as special populations.  Vocational education‘s focus expanded from 1963 -
1984 to included provisions to create programs eliminating sexual bias and stereotyping. This 
dissertation traces the foundations by which Congress was led to focus on access to vocational 
                                                     
1
 United States Department of State, HR 4164 (234) Carl D. Perkins Vocational Education Act of 1984 (Washington 
DC: United States Public Laws) 1984:130. 
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education programs and prescribe funding to serve handicapped, single parents, displaced 
homemakers, economically disadvantaged, academically disadvantaged, students with limited 
English proficiency, and gender equity.
2  
 
 The purpose of this study was to conduct a historical policy analysis of the foundation by 
which the Carl D. Perkins evolved to incorporate special populations by describing the 
historical evolution of vocational education in the United States.  The method used for this 
research was historical inquiry.  Sources reviewed during the historical inquiry include the 
Congressional Record, pertinent legislative debates and hearings, the 1963 Vocational 
Education Act (including the 1968 and 1976 amendments), the 1984 Carl D. Perkins Vocational 
Education Act (including the 1990,1998 and 2006 amendments), the 1976 educational 
amendments specifically Title IX, the National Assessment for Vocational Education reports, 
the educational subcommittee reports including A Nation At Risk and Education for a Changing 
World of Work , the Carl D. Perkins Archives, located at Eastern Kentucky University, and e-
mail correspondence and interviews.  Secondary sources include journal articles, books, 
websites, and media publications regarding career and technical education.  Through the use of 
historical inquiry and oral history interviews, conducted in 2003, with leadership of state level 
adminstrators in a particular midwestern state the study is able to examine the application of the 
legislation. Each participant was interviewed regarding their involvement with the Perkins 
legislation and their thoughts on the current reauthorization process.  The interviews took place 
in their offices, by phone or in a conference room.  Participants were contacted via phone to 
initally begin the dialogue, followed by an e-mail to confirm the agreed up date, time and 
location  Before the interviews began a consent form was signed.  Interviewees reviewed the 
                                                     
2
 United States Department of State, HR 4164 (234) Carl D. Perkins Vocational Education Act of 1984 (Washington 
DC: United States Public Laws) 1984:130. 
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transcriptions before publication.  All audio tapes are locked in a file and all transcriptions are 
kept on a password protected computer on a secure server network.  
 The examination of primary sources dispelled many of my preconceived notions 
regarding the primary players in the incorporation of special populations.  For example, though 
the legislation is named after a particular politician the role he played was no more influential 
than the grass root organizations, fellow congressional leaders, and committee members.  The 
evolution and growth of vocational education was most pronounced in my assessment.  Prior to 
delving into the research I felt education moved in a circadian rhythm, however after detailed 
analysis it is evident that in the United States vocational education responds to the social and 
economic needs of the nation and continues to broaden its focus to provide access for all 
students. 
 The history of vocational education stretches back for centuries, the word "vocation" 
comes from the Latin term vocare, meaning "to call";
 
its usage before the sixteenth century, 
referred to the "call" by God to the individual.
 3
  The political reference to vocational education 
first appeared in 1858 when Justin Morrill gave a speech on the floor of the House of 
Representatives supporting a government funded agricultural college.  In his speech, Morrill 
related the decline in American agriculture by presenting the decreasing numbers in New 
England‘s wheat, potato, and tobacco production from 1840-1850.  Morrill declared that the 
decrease in production was due to the deterioration of the soil and acknowledged that countries 
which had collegiate programs in agriculture did not show the same decrease in production.
4  
On 
                                                     
3
 Richard A. Muller, Dictionary of Latin and Greek Theological Terms: Drawn Principally from Protestant 
Scholastic Theology (Grand Rapids, Michigan: Baker Book House Company, 1985), s.v. ―vocatio.‖ 
 
4
 C.F. Cross, II, Justin Smith Morrill - Father of the Land-Grant Colleges (East Lansing, MI: Michigan State 
University Press, 1999), 91. 
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July 2, 1862, President Lincoln enacted the Morrill-Land Grant Act to address this issue, and 
support Morrill‘s concept of a government funded agricultural college.5  ―The official title of the 
law was: An act donating Public Lands to the several States and Territories which may provide 
Colleges for the benefit of Agriculture and the Mechanical Arts.‖6   This law gave birth to the 
United States government‘s involvement in vocational education, and the institutions of 
agriculture and mechanics that were created from this Morrill Act are still part of our educational 
landscape today.  With the beginning of the land-grant movement the spirit of vocationalism 
could no longer be resisted by elitist universities.
7
  Lincoln Stevens, of the University of 
Wisconsin, claimed the land-grant mission was a service to the people, ―Sending a state to 
college;‖ it was ―teaching anybody – anything—anywhere.‖8 
There are generally three theoretical perspectives when examining the emergence of 
vocational education in the United States.  The first perspective states that as the United States 
entered into the Industrial Revolution, technologies changed and jobs became more specialized; 
thus traditional modes of apprenticeship became inefficient.  As a result, the demand for high-
skilled workers created through industrialization promoted the growth of educational programs 
to provide the traditional on-the-job training through the creation of vocational education 
programs.  M. Trow discusses this concept in the International Journal of Comparative 
                                                                                                                                                                           
 
5
 C.F. Cross, II, Justin Smith Morrill - Father of the Land-Grant Colleges (East Lansing, MI: Michigan State 
University Press, 1999), 92. 
6
 C.F. Cross, II, Justin Smith Morrill - Father of the Land-Grant Colleges (East Lansing, MI: Michigan State 
University Press, 1999), 92. 
7
 Howard R. D. Gordon The History and Growth of Vocational Education in America (Boston: Allyn & Bacon, 
1999), 35. 
 
8
 Howard R. D. Gordon The History and Growth of Vocational Education in America (Boston: Allyn & Bacon, 
1999), 35. 
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Sociology in his 1961 article titled ―The Second Transformation of American secondary 
education.‖  Economist Mark Blaug in his work Economics of Education, Volume I and II, 
highlights the point, defining the economic reasoning for the creation of vocational education as 
a response to the industrial needs of the United States. Fritz Malchup expanded on the 
perspective in his work Education and Economic Growth claiming that because economic 
requirements for skilled labor increased the return to invest in vocational education programs 
also increased reflecting growth as a result of the enhanced demand.  The concept of investment 
in human capitol finds its roots in the writing of Horace Mann in his promotion for public 
support of education.
9
 
The second theoretical perspective explains the rise of vocational education as a natural 
outcome of an expanding democratic society focused on integrating and socializing new citizens.  
J. Taylor, in his work A Handbook for Vocational Education, and Ellwood Cubberly in Public 
Education in the United States, both present the argument that vocational education was a means 
of training and integrating recent immigrants and working class youth into the economy, while 
upholding the ideals of the American educational systems commitment to equal educational 
opportunity.  This perspective is most prevalent during the rise of Progressive movement in 
education in the late 1920‘s and early 1930‘s.  Benavot in his work ―The Rise and Decline of 
Vocational Education‖ writes that this perspective is ―attempting to meet the needs of an 
increasingly heterogeneous student population, the decisions of state policy-makers and 
educational administrators to expand  vocational education programs is seen as a rational 
strategy for furthering national integration.‖10  
                                                     
9
 Joel H. Spring, Education and the Rise of the Corporate State, (Boston, Beacon Press, 1972). 
 
10
 A. Benavot, ―The Rise and Decline of Vocational Education‖ Sociology of Education 56-2 (April 1983): 66 
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During the period from 1900 – 1930 the United States experience a major change with 
the industrialization of cities, the migration of immigrants resulting in a growth and 
transformation in the population of the United States.  This expansion in population changed the 
culture of the public school.  The Progressive educators saw the school as the mechanism by 
which to cultivate this new population and Americanize them.  Many historians argue that during 
this time the American High School was transformed into an ―entirely new educational 
institution.‖11  And this is evident in the curriculum available; for example, in 1930 the high 
schools of Los Angeles offered 129 different courses in industrial arts, 47 courses in home 
economics, 16 courses in agriculture and 42 commercial courses.
12
 This expansion of course 
offerings and vocational education can be attributed to the increase in number of students 
attending high school in the nation.  Aggregate Secondary enrollments in1900 were just of 
700,000 students, by 1930 that number had jumped to over 4.8 million.
13
  Angus and Mirel 
present the idea that this boost in student enrollment provided opportunity for Progressive 
education to expand vocational curriculum in the high school to keep students in school and 
engaged in the curriculum.  They go on to describe how individuals governing the school 
accepted this ideology however, the parents and the students being skeptical and enrolling in the 
more traditional courses.  Angus and Mirel in their book The Failed Promise of the American 
High School 1890 – 1995 examine high schools in Michigan as a case study, and describe the 
role of agendas and politics in the shaping of high school curriculum.   
                                                     
11
 David L. Angus and Jeffery E. Mirel, The Failed Promise of the American High School 1890 – 1995, (Teachers 
College Press, Columbia University, NY 1999). p.53. 
 
12
 David L. Angus and Jeffery E. Mirel, The Failed Promise of the American High School 1890 – 1995, (Teachers 
College Press, Columbia University, NY 1999). p.53. 
 
13
 David L. Angus and Jeffery E. Mirel, The Failed Promise of the American High School 1890 – 1995, (Teachers 
College Press, Columbia University, NY 1999). p.53 
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Cohen in his book Children of the Mill – Schooling and Society in Gary, Indiana 1906 – 
1960 examine the Gary schools and development under the direction of William A. Wirt.  Cohen 
emphasizes Wirts‘ belief that schools need to do more, not simply emphasize the academics but 
provide students opportunities in public speaking, nature studies, music, and a whole host of 
other activities.  It is clear the Progressive education movement expected the school to provide 
culture, intellectual stimulation and social experience – and used vocational education as the 
mechanism though which to achieve their goals.    
The final theoretical perspective views the rise of vocational education as a class-based 
solution which historians such as Joel Spring in his work Education and the Rise of the 
Corporate State 
14
and Paul Violas in his book The Training of the Urban Working Class describe 
as invented by capitalist businessmen and industrial managers as an attempt to consolidate their 
power over emerging corporate capitalist economies.
15
  The historians suggest that support for 
vocational education programs by business and industry was a mechanism used to neutralize the 
discretionary power of skilled workers and union-controlled apprenticeship programs by placing 
the responsibility of training for job entry position in public education programs, and in turn in 
business manager‘s hands.  The aforementioned theoretical perspectives provide explanation for 
the rise of vocational education. The origins of vocational education in the United States can be 
traced back to the earliest colonization of this country.  The first serious discussion about 
vocational education legislation was initiated at the beginning of the twentieth century and would 
lead to the creation of the Smith-Hughes Act of 1917. 
                                                     
14
 Joel H. Spring, Education and the Rise of the Corporate State, (Boston, Beacon Press, 1972). 
 
15
 Paul C. Violas, The Training of the Urban Working Class: A History of Twentieth Century American Education / 
(Chicago: Rand McNally, 1978). 
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Vocational and occupational programs have evolved from their inception in the early part 
of the twentieth century.  What was defined as a vocational education program expanded as 
industries changed and technologies improved.  Since 1917, vocational programs targeted 
specific trades and occupations such as, diesel mechanics, welders and the construction trades.  
As a result, vocational education became viewed as the education for the lower socio-economic 
class.  As a consequence, vocational programs attracted a level of stigma.  However, as the labor 
market became more specialized and economies demanded higher levels of skill, governments 
and businesses increasingly invested in vocational education through publicly funded training 
programs, organizations, and subsidized apprenticeship or traineeship initiatives.   At the 
postsecondary level vocational education was typically provided by a community college.   
To understand what all CTE includes we can also look at the definitions the Department 
of Education and professional associations provide.  The term ‗career and technical education‘ as 
defined in the Perkins legislation means organized educational activities that— (A) offer a 
sequence of courses that—(i) provides individuals with coherent and rigorous content aligned 
with challenging academic standards and relevant technical knowledge and skills needed to 
prepare for further education and careers in current or emerging professions; (ii) provides 
technical skill proficiency, an industry-recognized credential, a certificate, or an associate 
degree; and (iii) may include prerequisite courses (other than a remedial course) that meet the 
requirements of this subparagraph; and (B) include competency-based applied learning that 
contributes to the academic knowledge, higher-order reasoning and problem-solving skills, work 
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attitudes, general employability skills, technical skills, and occupation-specific skills, and 
knowledge of all aspects of an industry, including entrepreneurship, of an individual.
16
 
The Association for Career and Technical Education (ACTE) defines CTE in the following 
manner: 
 ―Career and technical education prepares both youth and adults for a wide 
range of careers. These careers may require varying levels of education – from 
high school and postsecondary certificates to two- and four-year college degrees. 
Career and technical education is offered in middle schools, high schools, 
community and technical colleges and other postsecondary institutions. Career 
and technical education covers a variety of challenging fields in diverse subject 
areas which are constantly evolving due to the changing global economy. Some of 
the career areas that students may enter through career and technical education 
include: Agriculture (farmers, animal scientists, turf grass specialists); Trade and 
Industrial (automotive technicians, carpenters, electricians); Business and 
Marketing (entrepreneurs, financial officers, arts/graphics designers); Family and 
Consumer Sciences (management and life skills, executive chefs, hotel 
managers); Health Occupations (nurses, physical therapists, biomedical 
engineers); Public Safety and Security (EMTs, emergency management and 
                                                     
16
United States Department of Education, Office of Vocational and Adult Education, Perkins IV- Carl D. Perkins 
Career and Technical Education Improvement Act of 2006 – signed into law August 12, 2006 
http://frwebgate.access.gpo.gov/cgi-bin/getdoc.cgi?dbname=109_cong_bills&docid=f:s250enr.txt.pdf 
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response coordinators); and Technology (3D animator, computer engineer, 
biotechnical engineer).‖ 17   
Career and technical education is attempting to move away from the stigmas associated with 
industrial education and vocational education, organizations such as ACTE are working to 
explain that career and technical education is not merely a low socioeconomic track.  According 
to the U.S. Department of Education‘s Office of Vocational and Adult Education (OVAE), most 
high school students take at least one career and technical education course during their tenure, 
and one in four students take three or more vocational courses in a single program area. One-
third of all college students are involved in career and technical programs, and as many as 40 
million adults engage in short-term postsecondary occupational training.
18
 
History of Vocational Education 
The Morrill Act of 1862 was the first legislation passed by the federal government to 
support vocational education.  According to Calhoun and Finch in their work Vocational 
Education: Concepts and Operations, institutions under the Morrill Act were known as land-
grant colleges because their financial support came primarily from the sale of the land provided 
by the act.  In 1914, the debate favoring additional federal support for vocational education 
programs began.  ―There is a crying need for vocational education… for every part of the United 
States – to conserve our resources…to prevent the waste of human labor, to increase the wage 
earning power of our productive workers and to meet the demand for trained 
                                                     
 17 Association for Career and Technical Education, ―CTE Information and Research‖ ACTE, last modified 2011 
http://www.acteonline.org/cteresearch.aspx 
 
18 Association for Career and Technical Education, ―CTE Information and Research‖ ACTE, last modified 2011 
http://www.acteonline.org/cteresearch.aspx 
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workmen…Therefore, Vocational Education is needed as a wise business investment for this 
Nation, because our national prosperity and happiness are at stake…‖19 Marvin Lazerson and 
Norton Grubb in their work American Education and Vocationalism site the Commission on 
National Aid to Vocational Education as the most influential document of the vocational 
education movement.
20
  The purpose of the Commission to answer six basic questions ―1) What 
is the need for vocational education, 2) Was there a need for federal grants (assuming a need for 
vocational education), 3) What vocational programs required federal grants, 4) To what extent 
should the federal government extend federal grants for vocational education to the states, 5) 
What amount of money was needed (the proposed legislation), and 6) What standards are 
required for the federal government to grant monies to the states for vocational education‖21 The 
Commission was composed of Congressional delegates representing education, agriculture, 
industry and labor– in less than the time allotted the Commission produced a nearly 500 page 
report covering every phase of the many problems involved in a comprehensive study of national 
aid to the states for the vocational education.  The Commission presented its findings to 
Congress with recommendations for a federally aided system of vocational education based on 
state aid and cooperation.  It outlined many of the principles and arrangements, which gave both 
Congress and the public an understanding of the obligations to provide vocational training as a 
joint responsibility of both the state and the Federal Government.
22
  The report described a 
                                                     
19
 U.S. House of Representatives, Document No. 1004 (Washington, D.C.: Sixty-Third Congress, Second Session 
1914), 12-13. 
 
20
 Marvin Lazerson, and W. Norton Grubb, American Education and Vocationalism: A Documentary History 1870-
1970 (New York, N.Y.: Teacher College Press, 1974), 116. 
 
21
 Howard, Gordon, The History and Growth of Vocational Education in America (Needham Heights, MA: Allyn 
&Bacon, 1999), 54-55. 
 
22
 Senate Report No. 97, 64th Cong., 1st Session. (1915-1916). 
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concern for early school leavers stating that one-half of the children who entered elementary 
schools in the United States of 1914 remained to complete the final elementary grade.  The 
report indicated only one in ten students who entered elementary school went on to complete 
their final year of high school.
23
  The Commission viewed vocational education as a remedy to 
assist schools in retaining students.   The Commission‘s recommendations laid the foundation for 
the federal support for vocational education programs. The report included the following 
recommendations:  
1. Funding support for pre-college level programs in public schools 
2. Federal aid designed to prepare students more than fourteen years old for employment 
3. Support for three types of schools: full-time schools, with fifty percent of the time in 
vocational instruction; part-time schools for employed youth; and evening schools for 
adult workers. 
4. Federal funding should be used for training for vocational teachers  
5. Grants should be available for paying part of the salaries of vocational teachers. 
6. Funds should be available for vocational teachers to conduct research activities. 
7. Schools receiving federal funds should under public supervision. 
8. Schools receiving federal funds should be less than college grade  
9. Some form of administrative structure should be developed to supervise grants on a 
statewide basis. 
                                                     
23
 Howard R. D. Gordon The History and Growth of Vocational Education in America (Boston: Allyn & Bacon, 
1999), 103. 
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10. Federal grants should be distributed under the discrepancies of a federal board.24 
Lazerson and Grub summarize the finding in the following manner: 
―vocational education will indirectly but positively affect the aims and methods of 
general education: (1) By developing a better teaching process through which the 
children who do not respond to book instruction alone may be reached and 
educated through learning by doing; (2) by introducing into our educational 
system the aim of utility, to take its place in dignity by the side of culture and to 
connect education with life by making it purposeful and useful.‖25 
 If the Commission on National Aid to Vocational Education is arguably the most 
influential document then the passage of the Smith-Hughes Act of 1917 is arguably the most 
important legislation in the history of vocational education in the United States.
26
   The 1914 
Smith-Lever Act had provided funding for the creation of the Presidential appointed national 
commission to study vocational education in the United States.  On April 2, 1914, President 
Woodrow Wilson created the National Aid to Vocational Education commission, assigned to 
study the   relationship between federal aid and vocational education, and appointed Senator 
Hoke Smith of Georgia as the chair.  The commission established guidelines for future 
legislation on federal aid to vocational education, recommended development of a national plan 
for vocational education, the training of teachers of trade and industrial subject areas, the 
                                                     
24
 Howard R. D. Gordon The History and Growth of Vocational Education in America (Boston: Allyn & Bacon, 
1999), 103. 
 
25
 Marvin Lazerson, and W. Norton Grubb, American Education and Vocationalism: A Documentary History 1870-
1970 (New York, N.Y.: Teacher College Press, 1974), 117. 
 
26
 W.G. Camp, and J. R Crunkilton, ―The History of Agricultural Education in America: the Great Individuals and 
Events,‖ Journal of the American Association of Teacher Educators in Agriculture, 26, no.1 (1985). 
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government payment of the salaries of teachers of agriculture and other trade industry subjects.  
In addition, the commission established provision of aid for day school, part-time school, and 
evening school to be controlled by the public, operated at less than college level, and to prepare 
the participants for useful employment.  The commission made its report in June of 1914, 
Senator Smith and Representative Dudley M. Hughes, both of Georgia, presented their bills in 
the House and Senate in early 1916.   
 On February 10, 1916, Senator Smith introduced House Bill-11250. It read in part: 
It is especially designed to prepare workers for the more common occupations in 
which the great mass of our people find useful employment.  As here used it 
means that form of education whose controlling purpose is to give training of a 
secondary grade to persons over 14 years of age for increased efficiency in useful 
employment in the trades and industries, in agriculture, in commerce and 
commercial pursuits, and in calling based upon knowledge of home economics.
27
 
During the discussion regarding the Bill, Congress expressed concerns over the state of 
vocational education.  It was declared that more workers were being trained using the German 
model of apprenticeship in the city of Munich than in all the large cities of the United States, 
which had a combined population of more than twelve million.
28
  Congressional reports indicate 
that Congress defined three sources of wasted manpower in the United States: the involuntary 
                                                     
27
 M.L. Barlow, History of Industrial Education in the United States. (Peoria, IL: Charles A. Bennett Co., Inc 1967), 
59-60. 
28
 U.S. House of Representatives, House Report 181 (Washington, D.C.:  64
th
 Congress, First Session, February 12, 
1916), 1-11. 
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idle, those who were improperly employed, and the imperfectly employed.
29
 Congressional 
members argued ―This bill is designed to increase the efficiency of the wage earner, whether on 
the farm or in the industries, by ensuring an intelligent direction and application of energy in 
production an employer will pay more for brawn when directed by brain‖30  As the debates drew 
on, President Wilson urged prompt action on the Smith-Hughes Act, because other legislative 
issues related to World War I were needing to take precedence.   So with the encouragement of 
the President, Congress passed the Smith-Hughes Act, and it was signed into law on February 
23, 1917.  As stated in the Smith-Hughes Act, the purpose of the legislation was: To provide for 
the promotion of vocational education; to provide for cooperation with the States in the 
promotion of such education in agriculture and the trades and industries; to provide for 
cooperation with the States in the preparation of teachers of vocational subjects and to 
appropriate money and regulate its expenditure.
31
 
The Smith-Hughes legislation was created based on the recommendations of the 
Commission on National Aid to Vocational Education.  The legislation provided opportunity for 
the promotion and growth of vocational education; while at the same time laying the foundation 
which would isolate vocational education from other parts of the comprehensive high school 
curriculum.  The law required that in order to receive federal funds each State must establish a 
State board of Vocation for vocational education …having all necessary powers to 
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cooperate…with the Federal Board of Vocational Education."32  Smith-Hughes required that 
each State establish a plan: ―…showing the kinds of vocational education for which it is 
proposed that the appropriation shall be used; the kinds of schools and equipment; courses of 
study; methods of instruction; qualifications of teachers; …plans for the training of 
teachers…Such plans shall be submitted by the State Board to the Federal Board for Vocational 
Education.  The State Board shall make an annual report to the Federal Board for Vocational 
Education…on the work done in the State and the receipts and expenditures of money under the 
provisions of the Act.‖33  The Congressional Record provides evidence that the concept of the 
State plan was to serve as a contract between the states and the federal government, assuring 
adherence to the Federal requirements and procedures.  What it became was a mechanism 
through which the States established priorities, laid out organizational structures, identified 
goals, activities and accountability systems.  In addition, the requirement for states to establish 
Boards of Vocational Education, in several states, led to the establishments of two boards 
separate from State Board of Education, thus creating two separate governing structures 
overseeing public education which co-existed at the state level.  The unintended consequence of 
the two governing bodies was the idea that vocational courses and/or schools were distinct from 
general academic courses in secondary schools. Sections eleven and twelve of the legislation are 
examples of how this polarization took place.  This section established the criteria for vocational 
educators requiring that vocational education teachers must ―have had adequate vocational 
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experience or contact in the like of work . . .‖34  But most notably that a student taking a 
vocational education course from a teacher being paid in part or in full from federal funds could 
not receive more than fifty-percent of their schooling in academic courses. 
35  
This separation, or 
tracking, of students who participate in vocational curriculum is one that still plagues American 
education today. 
 Historians G.C Haywood and C. S. Benson in their work Vocational-Technical 
Education: Major Reforms and Debates 1917-Present, presented to the Office of Vocational and 
Adult Education (OVAE) in 1993, described this process as the 50-25-25 rule.  For example, if a 
secondary student spent 50 percent of his/her time in agriculture class, 25 percent of his/her time 
would be spent in courses related to agriculture, with the remaining 25 percent of the time being 
spent on academic courses.  The rule was universal for all vocational education legislation 
passed between 1917 through the 1960's.  A flaw with the rule was that it segregated students in 
vocational education from students participating in the traditional academic curriculum.  In 
addition, programs established under the umbrella of vocational education perpetuated separation 
of students and teachers by subject matter.  It was not until the introduction of the Perkins 
legislation in 1984 that vocational education legislation began to use terms like ―academic 
integration‖, ―articulation‖ and ―sequences of courses.‖  Agriculture, Home Economics and 
Industrial Education were the initial segments of vocational education programs and were 
distinguished from academics and implemented in such a fashion as to differentiate each 
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program from other vocational programs.  The impact of this separation is still evident today in 
separate teacher organizations, affiliations, curriculum development and student organizations. 
 Congress initially allocated $3 million in 1917 to support vocational education, this 
allocation increased to $7.2 million by 1926, with $1 million designated for preparing vocational 
education teachers, and $3 million allocated to support agriculture, home economics, trade and 
industrial education.  Smith-Hughes funds could be used to assist states in paying salaries of 
teachers, supervisors, and directors of agriculture, home economics, and trades and industry.  
Funds could also be spent towards research and development to investigate better ways to 
conduct and implement vocational education.
36   
It is important to note that the Smith-Hughes Act 
did not support vocational education above the high school level.  It was not until the 1968 
amendments to the Vocational Education Act that the funds were allocated to support vocational 
programs at postsecondary institutions, including community colleges.  
 Howard Gordon states though Smith-Hughes was not passed because of the possibility of 
war, a close relationship between vocational education and national preparedness did become 
apparent to congressional leaders as we entered into World War I.
37 
  During the first World War 
the military and industrial shortage of trained workers became an emergency for the newly 
formed Federal Board of Vocational Education.  The Federal Board was responsible for building 
a permanent system of vocational education with the task of training men in skilled occupations 
useful in combat conditions.  During the war, both the War Department and the U.S. Shipping 
Board requested assistance in organizing and conducting war classes‘ occupations after the 
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soldiers had completed their actual military training.
38  ―Thus for the first time in the history of 
the United States the schools of America were called upon by the Federal Government to 
undertake (the teaching of) vocational training.‖39  
 The relationship between education and the social, economic and political needs of the 
country grew and evolved as the United States developed into a Super Power.  As the country 
moved through the First and Second World War the demographics of the country changed.  
Immigrants continued to migrate to the United States seeking work, a new life and a new start. 
Congress and the President looked to the public education system to assimilate, educate and 
Americanize this new population.  The next chapter will examine the evolution of vocational 
education from simple high school agriculture, trades and home economics, to a legislation 
which encompasses training for both secondary and postsecondary students, expansion reflecting 
the modernizations in technology, and access and sex equity for all students.   
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CHAPTER TWO:  
 The Evolution of Vocational Education Legislation  
 
 The following chapter explores how the vocational education legislation continued to 
transform and evolve to address the social, political and economic needs of the country, 
culminating in the shift from development of specific programs to a focus on access and equity 
for all students.  The change in focus reflects the changing social priorities of the United States 
from the first World War through the Reagan years.  From 1917 to 1947, twenty-one bills 
regarding vocational education were introduced before the Senate, and thirty-two before the 
House of Representatives.
40 
 However, only ten laws related to vocational education were passed.  
They include: 
 The Smith-Sears Vocational Rehabilitation Act (1918) which provided vocational 
training to WWI veterans upon return from war. 
 The Smith-Blackhead Act (1920) which provided civilian rehabilitation training 
for anyone injured in industry. 
 Provisions for the Smith-Hughes Act (1924) which allowed for the inclusion of 
Hawaii. 
 The George-Reed Act (1929) which allocated $2.5 million for a period of five-
years to supplement the Smith-Hughes Act in the areas of home economics and 
agriculture. 
 The George-Ellzey Act (1934) which provided additional funding for trade and 
industrial education. 
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 The George-Deen Act (1936) which allocated $12 million annually for 
agriculture, home economics, trade and industrial education, and distributive 
education. 
 National Apprenticeship Act, also called the Fitzgerald Act (1937) which was 
designed to train a competent workforce by providing the worker with instruction 
as a component of work.  The training was done at the expense of the employer. 
 The National Defense Act (1940) which provided funds for vocational education 
for war production workers and encouraged rapid training of workers, primarily 
women who were trained for industrial work to support the war effort. 
 The Walsh-Clark Act (1943) which provided vocational rehabilitation for WW II 
veterans. 
 The GI Bill, Public Law 346 (1944) which provided college education or 
vocational training for veterans. 
 The George-Barden Act (1946) which supplemented the Smith-Hughes Act by 
providing $28 Million for agriculture, home economics, trade and industrial, and 
distributive education. The programs of vocational education were broadened 
since additional funds could be spent for equipment and vocational guidance.  
Moreover, of the aforementioned include the George-Reed Act, the George-Ellzey Act, the 
George-Deen Act, and the George-Barden Act.  Each of the laws added new provisions to or 
repealed portions of the Smith-Hughes Act of 1917. The George-Reed Act in 1929 authorized 
increasing annual appropriations by 2.5 million dollars over the following five years.
41 
 The Act 
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was introduced as a temporary measure to expand vocational education in agriculture and home 
economics.
42 
 
 
The next noteworthy piece of vocational education legislation was the George-Ellzey Act 
of 1934, which replaced the George-Reed Act.  The purpose of this Act was to provide further 
development of vocational education in several states and territories. 
43 
 The George-Ellzey Act 
was also a temporary act which appropriated $3 million in fiscal years 1935, 1936 and 1937.  
One third of the allocation was designated to the states and territories based on farms, rural, and 
non-farm areas of training in agricultural subjects, home economics, and industrial education. 
Following the George-Ellzey Act was the George-Deen Act of 1936, the first major permanent 
addition to the Smith-Hughes Act.  The George-Deen Act was the first legislation to significantly 
increase funding for vocational education with an annual appropriation of $12 million for 
agriculture, home economics, trades and industry.  In addition, the George-Deen Act allowed for 
distributive education as an allowable expense.
 44
  Distributive education was described as part-
time and evening classes for the working population to attend.
 45
   
  In 1936, President Roosevelt appointed a twenty-four member committee to study three 
items: the experience under the existing federal vocational legislation, the existing relationship of 
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training and academic education and that relationship to the prevailing social and economic 
conditions, and finally the extent to which there was a need for expanded programs.
46
  The 
Advisory Committee on Education made the following recommendations.  They asked Congress 
to review the basic statutes with the intention of removing restraining provisions; consolidate all 
federal funds into a single fund; permit the determination of what was considered a vocational 
program to fall to the states; allow for plant training to be continued and expanded; provide states 
that had separate schools for African Americans to review a just and equitable share of the 
federal funding; and establish an age of seventeen for instruction designed to prepare for specific 
trades and the age of fourteen for participation in all special fields. 
47
   The report was published 
in 1938 and in 1946 the Vocational Education Act, also referenced as the George-Barden Act of 
1946, superseded the George-Deen Act by increasing appropriations to $29 million.
 48
  The 
George-Barden Act assisted several States and territories in the developing vocational education 
in agriculture, home economics, trades and industry and distributive education.
 49
  The parts of 
the law which created the largest change eliminated funding for teacher education, allocated 
dollars for state administration, and allowed funds to be spent on equipment.  McClure, 
Chrisman and Mock in their book Education for Work claim the laws which impacted vocational 
education from 1947 to 1962 fall into two categories: acts administered by the United States 
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Office of Education and the Vocational Education Boards, and legislation administered by other 
federal agencies or by states.   
 The movement of education as a national issue fluctuated several times through the 
twentieth century.  The Department of Education was originally created in 1867, but was 
demoted to an Office in 1868.
50
   In 1939, the United States (U.S.) Office of Education was 
moved from the U.S. Department of the Interior to the Federal Security Agency.  By 1950, 
approximately twenty federal agencies were involved in educational activities and the influence 
and control of the federal government over education was negligible.
 51
  Then, in 1953, education 
was transferred again to the Department of Health, Education and Welfare.  Finally, in 1979, 
President Carter signed the Department of Education Organization Act, dividing the Department 
of Health, Education and Welfare into the Department of Education and the Department of 
Health and Human Services.  The Department of Education was elevated to a cabinet level 
department and began operation in 1980. The mission of the department is to:  
―Strengthen the Federal commitment to assuring access to equal educational 
opportunity for every individual; supplement and complement the efforts of 
states, the local school systems and other instrumentalities of the states, the 
private sector, public and private nonprofit educational research institutions, 
community-based organizations, parents, and students to improve the quality of 
education; encourage the increased involvement of the public, parents, and 
students in Federal education programs; promote improvements in the quality and 
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usefulness of education through federally supported research, evaluation, and 
sharing of information; improve coordination of Federal education programs; 
improve the management of Federal education activities; and increase 
accountability of Federal education programs to the President, the Congress, and 
the public.‖ 52   The responsibilities of the U.S. Department of Education are 
divided into six areas, three of which directly relate to the purpose of the 
vocational legislation including: ―helping local communities and schools meet the 
most pressing needs of their students, preparing students for employment in a 
changing economy, and ensuring nondiscrimination by recipients of federal 
education funds.‖ 53   
  During the 1950s and 1960s the American educational system expanded – due in part to 
the baby boom post World War II. The population seeking education grew tremendously, and 
student enrollments in secondary programs soared (Appendix A). To accommodate this dramatic 
increase in population the federal funding for education doubled, and state and local funding 
tripled.  This period witnessed a plethora of legislation that impacted and forever changed the 
American educational system, including vocational education.  The legislation included: 
 The National Defense Education Act (1958) which provided vocational education 
programs to address national defense needs. 
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 The Area Development Act (1961) which alleviated unemployment and 
underemployment in urban communities by training and retraining in technical 
and scientific fields. 
 The Manpower Development and Training Act (1962) which was designed to 
facilitate employment, address the increased unemployment of the 1950's and 
hasten the efforts to upgrade the work skills of the nation. 
 The Vocational Education Act (1963) which modernized vocational education by 
providing more program flexibility increased funding for special populations and 
construction of vocational centers. 
 The Economic Opportunity Act (1964) which provided funding for economically 
depressed areas and would lead to the creation of Job Corps under the Job 
Training Partnership Act. 
 The Elementary and Secondary Education Act (1965) which allocated money for 
―practical arts‖ thus broadening educational opportunities for all students. 
 The Vocational Education Amendment (1968) which increased flexibility and 
further maintained, extended and improved vocational education. 
 The Higher Education Act (1965) which extended opportunity grant programs to 
post-secondary technical and vocational programs by setting aside 25% of the 
funds appropriated for Title IV of the act - Educational Opportunities. 
 On October 4, 1957, the Soviets launched the first satellite into space, Sputnik I.  The 
Sputnik launch changed America‘s outlook on the world.  The technological marvel caught the 
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American public off guard and forced the United States to re-evaluate the American educational 
system. In the 1950s, policy makers concluded that the educational system in the United States 
was designed to feed the economy of the nineteenth century.  Academic subjects were taught 
separately, and there was no emphasis placed on the world of work. The United States was a 
world power, but with the successful launch of Sputnik, that position was in jeopardy. As a 
result, the U.S. and the U.S.S.R. entered the space race. A transformation of American education 
was underway with the passage of the National Defense Education Act (NDEA) in 1958. 
In 1960, Senator John F. Kennedy ran for the presidency on the platform that his 
administration would bring the United States to the forefront in space technology.  The 1960s 
witnessed the second major transformation in American vocational education since 1917.   In 
1961, President Kennedy appointed an advisory committee named the Panel of Consultants on 
Vocational Education.  The committee comprised of representatives from education, business 
and labor from across the United States.  In November of 1962, the committee recommended 
major changes in federal legislation for vocational education.  The report recommendations were 
originally presented as part of President Kennedy‘s education bill.  However, doubts arose as to 
whether the bill would pass.  As a result, vocational educators led by Representative Carl Perkins 
introduced the sections pertaining to vocational education as a separate bill in the House.  
Representative Perkins‘s bill was successful and became the Vocational Education Act of 1963.  
Kennedy‘s education bill finally passed Congress in 1965 as the Elementary and Secondary 
Education Act under the Johnson administration.   
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 The Vocational Education Act of 1963 essentially broadened the audience of the Smith 
Hughes Act by expanding vocational education opportunities to a wide array of students.
 54
  The 
purpose of the bill as stated in section one of the act is to authorize: 
 ―Federal grants to States to assist them to maintain, extend, and improve 
existing programs of vocational education, to develop new programs of vocational 
education, and to provide part-time employment for youths who need the earnings 
from such employment to continue their vocational training on a full-time basis, 
so that persons of all ages in all communities of the State - those in high school, 
those who have completed or discontinued their formal education and are 
preparing to enter the labor market, those who had already entered the labor 
market but need to upgrade their skills or learn new ones, and those with special 
education handicaps - will have ready access to vocational training or retraining 
which is high quality, which is realistic in light of actual or anticipated 
opportunities for gainful employment, and which is suited to their needs, interest, 
and ability to benefit from such training.‖ 55 
The Vocational Education Act of 1963 was the first major transformation in vocational education 
legislation since the passage of the Smith-Hughes Act of 1917.  The act transformed vocational 
education in a number of ways: broadening the definition of vocational education, establishing a 
work study program for students, providing funds to aid in the construction of area vocational 
schools, and allocating for part-time employment for youth. The law amended the existing 
legislation authorizing federal grants to states to help develop new vocational education 
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programs and maintain, extend, and improve existing programs.  The 1963 law allowed for 
vocational education programs, which were to be planned based on actual or anticipated 
employment opportunities for anyone who could benefit; this was a significant change in the role 
of vocational education.  Educators were now asked to anticipate and accommodate economic 
need.  The 1963 funds could be utilized by local education agencies to provide all citizens 
(including postsecondary student) an economic and social economic benefit of the training or 
retraining.  For the first time funding for courses were not limited to students enrolled in 
secondary educational institutions.  The law also required business and office occupations to be 
included in the occupational categories.  Allocations for the states were determined by the 
number of individuals in various age groups needing vocational education and that number‘s 
relationship to the per capita income of the state.  Ninety-percent of the allocation for the 
Vocational Education Act of 1963 was sent directly to the states, approximately $60 million, and 
the other ten-percent was reserved for research, development and pilot programs.  Of the state 
allocation, three-percent was to be designated for ancillary services such as teacher training, 
program evaluation, development of instructional materials, and state administration and 
leadership.  In order to receive funds states had to submit a state plan for approval.  The plan had 
to designate a State Board of Education as the sole supervisory and administering agent, set 
policies and procedures on how the allocation would meet the needs of the workforces, provide 
standards for teachers, supervisors and directors, and establish a procedure for accounting for the 
use of the federal allocation. 
  The 1963 law prohibited states from transferring funds from one occupational program to 
another.  Occupational categories were broadened specifically in agriculture, occupational 
economics and pre-employment training.  On the other hand, where the George-Barden and 
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Smith-Hughes Acts had restricted transferring categorical or line item funds, the Vocational 
Education Act allowed States to transfer and combine these earmarked monies to best meet the 
needs of the state.  In addition, the law established permanent programs for vocational education 
including the Practice Nurse Training, and Area Technical Training school programs.  In 1968, 
the Vocational Education Act was amended.  Funding and flexibility increased and provisions 
established to aid high school programs, students who had left school and were in need of re-
training, and students with special needs. Funding was made available for the construction of 
area vocational centers and state administration and planning. The law supported cooperative 
education, broadened the definition of vocational education and provided funding to expand and 
develop curriculum. 
In the 1970s education assessment and evaluation of the effectiveness of education 
became a top priority.  Several pieces of legislation through the 1970's addressed issues of equity 
that directly and indirectly affected vocational education. Other legislation of this decade, which 
impacted vocational education, included the Education Amendments of 1972 and 1974; 
specifically Title IX, which stated that no person shall be excluded from participation in, be 
denied benefits of, or be subject to discrimination under any educational program or activity 
receiving federal funds.
56  
 The Vocational Educational Act was brought before Congress twice 
during the 1970's; once, in 1972, when reauthorization expanded programs primarily in the 
community college system, and again in 1976, as a mere extension of the previous act.   
It is worth mentioning, the term ―career education‖ did not gain the attention of 
politicians until the 1970's.  In 1971, Sidney Marland, President Nixon‘s commissioner of 
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education, gave a speech to the National Association of Secondary School Principals calling for 
more job awareness in their curriculum. The following year, he arranged for more than $20 
million in federal funds to be appropriated for career education under the Vocational Education 
Act of 1972. The monies were to be used by the states for career education demonstration 
programs. Then in 1977, the Career Education Incentive Act was signed into law.  The 
legislation provided funding for career education throughout the Country. The funding for the 
Career Education Incentive Act had a short life span, and in 1982 the monies were rolled into the 
Reagan administration‘s educational block grant system. The result was that career education as 
a categorical federal program ceased on July 1, 1982. Career education as a separate initiative, in 
the United States, had made a full circle in just ten years; beginning as an idea, developing into 
an operating federal program, and dying on the chopping block.   
The rapid change in attitude toward career education made vocational education 
supporters weary of what the future held for vocational education.  However, the Vocational 
Education Act of 1976 passed easily as a virtual extension of the previous legislation.  In the 
Vocational Education of 1976, there were five titles with Title II dealing explicitly with 
vocational education. The purpose of the reauthorized legislation was to extend, improve and 
maintain programs, overcome sexual discrimination and bias, and develop new programs. New 
money was appropriated to address gender equity, energy education, technology education, and 
females in non-traditional programs. Special funding was allocated for the disadvantaged and 
consumer science and homemaking; and a schedule for vocational program evaluation was 
established. 
The Educational Amendments of 1976 contained an amendment to establish the National 
Assessment of Vocational Education (NAVE) to assess and evaluate the process and progress of 
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vocational education.  This directive was very similar to the charges of the committee appointed 
by President Kennedy in 1963.  The study concluded that the 1963 Vocational Education Act had 
to broaden a mission with too little federal support, and that more money was needed to address 
the mission of the law.  Federal support to prepare youth and unskilled adults for entry into the 
labor force and to afford job training to those economically disadvantaged individuals and other 
individuals facing serious barriers to employment who are in special need of such training to 
obtain productive employment was granted through the passage of the Job Training Partnership 
Act (JTPA).  The act provided funding for job search assistance, remedial education and basic 
skill training, institutional skill training, on-the-job training, and up-grading and retraining.  The 
law established a Job Corp to provide economically disadvantaged youth with residential and 
non-residential programs in vocational training, work experience, counseling and education.
57
  
The goal of the act was to create employable, productive citizens.  JTPA was designed to 
coordinate with the Vocational Education Acts and the Carl D. Perkins Act. 
The 1960s and 1970s ushered in a new era for American education with the creation of 
the Department of Education as a cabinet level position, and the passage of several pieces of 
landmark educational legislation transforming the federal government‘s role in education 
providing stability for the future of vocational education.  As in all things, the universal truth of 
―this too shall pass‖ applies to education, with a new decade came new challenges, and with a 
new President came new reform efforts. Ronald Reagan accepted the Republican Party‘s 
nomination by declaring that ―our Federal Government is overgrown and overweight… [and] 
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should go on a diet.‖58  He stated that if elected he would call for a ―freeze on Federal hiring‖, 
and a ―detailed review of every department, bureau and agency that live by Federal 
appropriation.‖59  Reagan promised to ―put an end to the notion that the American taxpayer 
exists to fund the Federal Government.‖60  President Ronald Reagan was elected in 1980 and 
within days the climate of the country began to change.  His pledge to cut the size and influence 
of the federal government resonated in his State of the Union Address given one month after he 
was sworn into office.  In this address, Reagan described his New Federalism and called for the 
decentralizing of education policy by ―converting a number of categorical programs into block 
grants to reduce wasteful administrative overhead and to give local government entities and 
states more flexibility and control.‖61  His rationale for retrenchment was that : 
Federal aid to education amounts to only eight percent of the total educational 
funding [and] for this the Federal Government has insisted on a tremendously 
disproportionate share of control over our schools.  Whatever reductions we‘ve 
proposed in the eight percent will amount to very little of the total cost of 
education [but]…will, however restore more authority to states and local 
districts.
62
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Reagan served two consecutive terms inevitably defining and distinguishing the 
1980‘s from any other decade discussed thus far.  In the first few weeks of his 
presidency, Reagan proposed abolishing the Department of Education which had 
achieved Cabinet status in 1979 under the direction of President Carter.  The 
President proposed replacing it with a ―Foundation for Educational Assistance,‖63   
In his address to Congress on February 18, 1981, Reagan unveiled his plans to cut federal 
spending by $41.1 billion.  In education he proposed the ―collapse‖ of ―over forty-five narrow 
categorical programs…support[ing] a wide variety of educational objectives‖64 into two block 
grant programs – one which would be allocated to the states, and the other to the local 
educational entities. The proposed block grants system which would combine Title One of the 
Elementary and Secondary Education Act and most of PL 94-142 the Education for All 
Handicapped Children Act to create one large block grant.  The other proposed block grant, 
combining forty-five categorical programs, included the absorption of the Career Education 
Incentive Act, which resulted in career education as a categorical federal program collapsing as 
aforementioned in July of 1982.  
The absorption of the Career Education Incentive Act caused concern in the vocational 
education community since the reauthorization of the Vocational Education Act was on the 
horizon.  Many questioned how the legislation would fair under the current administration. 
Ronald Reagan had been elected against speculation regarding his age and lack of political 
experience, but he did possess the persuasive and communication skills necessary to succeed in 
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Washington.  In the book Reagan, Lou Cannon noted how the President established a rapport 
early in his administration with members of Congress by ―incessant‖ contact with House 
members, ―prompting some of them to say that they had seen more of Reagan in four months 
than they had seen of Carter in four years.‖65  He envisioned an invigorated, stronger America, 
and had a plan for redirecting the country toward this goal, mellifluously articulated it, and acted 
as if he believed every word of it.  Observed Cannon, ―Reagan was not believable because he 
was the Great Communicator; he was the Great Communicator because he was believable.‖66 His 
charisma and charm would push through the block grants.  His other education agenda items did 
not fare as well.  
Terrel Bell was the last member selected to join the President‘s Cabinet.  Bell‘s resume 
included: being a former science teacher, athletic coach, superintendent of schools in four 
counties and three states, State Superintendent for Public Instruction in Utah, Commissioner of 
Education in the Department of Health, Education and Welfare, university professor and 
department chairman, Commissioner of the Utah State System of Higher Education, author of 
five books on education and numerous articles.  According to William Mangan, Reform and 
Retrenchment: an Historical Comparison and Analysis of Federal Education Policy of the 
Johnson Administration and the First-Term Reagan Administration, Dr. Bell was well qualified 
for the appointment.
67
 He testified favorably on the bill that created the Department of 
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Education,
68
 the very entity he was appointed to dismantle. This goal was clear, and other goals 
became evident, in spite of the fact that ―no comprehensive written policy was ever adopted to 
guide legislative and administrative initiatives in the area of education during Ronald Reagan‘s 
first term.‖69 
First, the President wanted to reduce substantially federal spending for education.  
Second, he wanted to strengthen local and state control of education and to reduce dramatically 
the federal responsibility in this area.  Third, the President wanted to maintain a limited federal 
role that would build and enhance the capacity of the states to carry out their traditional 
responsibilities. Fourth, the President wanted to encourage the establishment of laws and rules 
that would offer greatly expanded parental choice and that would increase competition for 
students among schools in a newly created public and private structure patterned after the free 
market system that motivates and disciplines U.S. business and industry.  Fifth, President Reagan 
wanted to encourage a substantial reduction in federal judicial activities in education.  Finally, 
the President wanted to abolish the U.S. Department of Education and replace it with a newly 
established agency that would be less powerful and prominent in the total structure of the federal 
government.
70 
 
During his tenure in Reagan‘s Cabinet, Bell tried several times to win a firm 
understanding and a written policy describing the federal role in education.  Bell felt it was 
essential to establish a broad fundamental policy to guide legislative initiatives, appropriation 
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proposals to Congress and administrative action.  But such policy statement never surfaced.  As a 
result, ―each question had to be settled without the guidance of written policy …All statements 
were challenged by contending factions, and each issue was destined to be settled at the last 
possible moment.‖71  This chaos though frustrating for Bell allowed him to operate in his 
position like a trapeze artist.  He did move forward the plan to create a national foundation that 
would replace the Department of Education, a plan Reagan supported.  But the plan received 
little support from the radical right who wanted nothing less than the complete dismantlement.
72
  
The stalemate that was created ultimately led to the creation of a commission on education that 
transformed the educational platform and propelled education into the national spotlight.  Bell 
had pushed for a White House commission on U.S. education since his appointment, but the 
suggestion was firmly rejected on the grounds that such a commission would imply that 
education was a presidential responsibility, the direct opposite message Reagan wanted to send.  
Instead Bell commissioned a cabinet-level investigation, The National Commission on 
Excellence in Education.
73 
 
On August 26, 1981, with the encouragement of Secretary of Education T.H. Bell, 
President Ronald Reagan created the National Commission of Excellence in Education.  The 
eighteen person commission was directed to report on the quality of education in America by 
April of 1983.  The chairman of the Commission was David Gardner, president of the University 
of Utah, and a close friend of Bell.  Other members of the committee included professors from 
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both Berkley and Harvard, the president of Yale University, the national teacher of the year, a 
community college president, an urban high school principal and the retired President of Bell 
Telephone Laboratories.
74
 Bell successfully resisted pressure to appoint any high-profile 
conservative intellectuals to the committee.  Reagan still was familiar with at least five of the 
commissioners. The commission‘s executive director was Milton Goldberg, from National 
Institute of Education, who helped coordinate a series of regional hearings in late 1981 and 1982 
on particular themes including: science and technology, and gifted and talented students.  The 
committee‘s report, A Nation at Risk: the Imperative for Educational Reform was submitted to 
the Secretary of Education on April 26, 1983, just six months before Carl D. Perkins introduced 
legislation that would later become the Carl D. Perkins Act of 1984, to the House floor.  The 
Commission‘s findings were not positive.  In the opening statements the Commission stated. 
―We report to the American people that while we can take justifiable pride in 
what our schools and colleges have historically accomplished and contributed to 
the United States and the well-being of its people, the educational foundations of 
our society are presently being eroded by a rising tide of mediocrity that threatens 
our very future as a Nation and as a people. What was unimaginable a generation 
ago has begun to occur-others are matching and surpassing our educational 
attainments.‖ 75  
A Nation at Risk presented several problems that existed within the American educational system 
and claimed that, ―If an unfriendly foreign power had attempted to impose on America a 
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mediocre educational performance that exists today, we might well have viewed it as an act of 
war. As it stands, we have allowed this to happen to ourselves.‖76  The Commission declared 
―Our society and its educational institutions seem to have lost sight of the basic purposes of 
schooling and of the high expectations and discipline efforts needed to attain them.‖77  A Nation 
at Risk outlined recommendations to renew Nation‘s commitment to schools and colleges by 
committing to lifelong learning, focusing on individual learning styles, involving parents, and 
preparing students for college and the workforce.   The report called for an adaptation of ―New 
Basics,‖ which included English, mathematics, science, social studies, computer science and 
foreign language; and stated that America possessed the tools necessary to ―reform [its] 
educational system‖ and are ―waiting to be mobilized through leadership.‖78   The 
commissioners recommended that Americans need to raise their expectations for the schools and 
the students, incorporate more time into the educational process, their recommendations to 
accomplish this goal included: longer school days and school year, improve the quality and 
respect of the teaching profession, and increase funding support for public education.  The need 
for educational reform was evident to American business, political, and educational leaders.  A 
dialogue arose within political, social, and educational circles that centered around an emphasis 
on preparing a better workforce to keep America strong and competitive.  A Nation at Risk 
spawned nine other reports calling for educational reform including: Action for Excellence from 
the Education Commission of States, Academic Preparation by the College Entrance 
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Examination Board Educational Quality Project, Making the Grade produced by the Twentieth 
Century Fund, and Meeting the Need for Quality from the Southern Regional Education Board.   
 However, educators and scholars did not hold these truths to be self evident.  In 1995, 
David Berliner and Bruce Biddle refute, debunked, and expose popular myths presented in A 
Nation At Risk, in their work The Manufactured Crisis. 
79
 In their work, Berliner and Biddle 
discuss the following myths regarding the United States educational system: (a) America's public 
schools are frequently failing, (b) U.S. college student performance has declined in recent years, 
(c) American students typically fall behind their European counterparts with respect to 
achievement on standardized tests, (d) private schools are intrinsically better than public schools, 
(e) investments in public education are ineffective , (f) America spends much more on education 
than other countries, and (g) the U.S. economy and the country's future are threatened by the 
failure of its public schools.  The authors begin by exposing the hidden agenda of the Reagan and 
Bush administrations exposing their unprecedented attack on American education.  This is 
followed by presentations of evidence exposing the hidden agenda‘s that impacted education.  
The conclusion presented is that United States educational system is competing and ‗holding its 
own‘ while continuously serving a diverse population of students.   Other scholars have come 
forth in support of Berliner and Biddle‘s conclusion.  Richard Rothstein, in an essay titled A 
Nation At Risk 25 Years Later presents the diagnosis of the National Commission on Excellence 
in Education was flawed in three primary respects: (1) it wrongly concluded that student 
achievement was declining, (2) it placed the blame on schools for national economic problems 
over which schools have relatively little influence, and finally, it ignored the responsibility of the 
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nation‘s other social and economic institutions for learning.80  Even the critics who find positive 
outcomes for education since the publication of A Nation At Risk in 1983 admit the declaration 
that the K-12 educational achievement was on a downward trajectory and that American 
technological and economic preeminence was consequently imperiled by high school 
performance were wrong.
81
   What is clear is that the call to arms in support for education was 
warranted, however, the execution of reform over the past decades could have been improved. 
On July 28, 1983 during a hearing before the Subcommittee on Elementary, Secondary, 
and Vocational Education of the Committee on Education and Labor for the House of 
Representatives the committee was assigned ―to reaffirm the federal commitment to public 
education‖ and ―to provide that it is the sense of the Congress that the national policy of the 
United States be that the Federal Government contribute to the support of education in the 
United States.‖82  Carl D. Perkins, a Democrat from Kentucky, chaired the Committee which 
resolved that the Federal Government policy support for education would include: 
 coordination of development of national goals and priorities on the basis of 
national needs; 
 promotion of research, development, and demonstration activities and the 
dissemination of information for the improvement of all education; 
 promotion of equality, equity, and accessibility to education for all; 
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 provision of financial support for the services designed to serve special 
populations; 
 provisions of financial assistance to the needy postsecondary students for their 
education; 
 provisions of assistance to reduce the impact upon local and State educational 
agencies of the results of Federal policies or actions (such as energy boom-towns, 
refugees, and undocumented workers) 
 encouragement of educational programs which develop our human resources to 
meet economic , defense, and other national needs; and  
 implementation of an effective Federal role in education through a Department of 
Education, acting as a center for the interpretation of laws, for meeting national 
needs, for setting priorities, and for distributing Federal support for education.
83
 
 Bell had won a small victory, with the country focused on the state of American 
Education there was no way Reagan would be able to abolish the department.  The language of 
the report had served as a call to arms to address a national crisis, and educational reform moved 
forward as a way to support the social and economic agenda of the nation. 
Considering Representative Perkins‘ role in the educational hearings no one was 
surprised as the Vocational Education Act of 1976 came before Congress for reauthorization that 
many of the finding of the subcommittee were present in the revised legislation.  On October 19, 
1983, Representative Carl Perkins first introduced the law on the House floor it was to be the 
Vocational Education Act of 1984, a mere transformation in content, not in name.  It was not 
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until the Act was being discussed in the Senate on August 8, 1984, five days after Representative 
Perkins had passed, that Senator Stevens, from Alaska, in conjunction with Senators Stafford, 
Pell, Hatch, Kennedy, Huddleston, Ford, Randolph and Eagleton proposed Amendment 3661 to 
change the name from the Vocational Education to the Act of 1984 Carl D. Perkins Vocational 
Education Act of 1984 in honor of the late Congressman Carl Perkins from Kentucky.
84
  The 
recommendations from National Assessment on Vocational Education and A Nation at Risk 
provided the foundation for the Carl D. Perkins Vocational Education Act of 1984.  In creating 
the Carl D. Perkins Act of 1984, the 98th Congress stated that ―effective vocational education 
programs are essential to our future as a free and democratic society and are best administered 
by local communities, school boards, and community colleges where the primacy of parental 
control can be emphasized with a minimum of Federal interference...”85 
The federal Carl D. Perkins Act was signed into law on October 19, 1984, by President 
Reagan and enacted on July 1, 1985. The act commenced the largest overhaul of vocational and 
career education since the 1963 Vocational Education Act.  The law addressed the growing need 
for technology in education and the retraining of America‘s workforce.  The Perkins legislation 
had two objectives: to improve the quality of vocational training while continuing to modernize 
programs and to expand access to these programs for all students, in particular those groups who 
have previously been under-served.
86
 These objectives were to be accomplished while promoting 
stronger relationship between business and vocational education.  Under-served populations 
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were defined in the law as ―students who are educationally and economically disadvantaged, 
disabled, or in need of training and retraining.‖ Special provisions were established in the 
legislation to create programs that would eliminate sexual bias and stereotyping.
87 
 
The legislation provided federal funds to states, which allocate the federal funds to local 
schools, community colleges, or projects according to flexible criteria. The legislators who 
created this law viewed links with business and labor as essential to strengthening the American 
vocational education system. Therefore, other provisions outlined national programs, vocational 
education and occupational information data systems, and national leadership programs that were 
to be developed. As a final objective, the Carl Perkins legislation called for coordination with the 
Job Training Partnership Act (JTPA) at all levels of program operation, with particular emphasis 
on information-sharing between the two data systems.
88   
The law was intended to correct the lack 
of specific direction in vocational education and to focus the federal role in vocational education 
on two issues, access and quality. The focus on access was key in the incorporation of provisions 
and funding for special populations.
89  
This chapter has explored the evolution of vocational 
education, the following chapter will provide insight into the organization and people who 
encouraged and supported the expansion in purpose of the law. 
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CHAPTER THREE:   
The Players and Organization which Supported Vocational Education 
 
 
 Chapter two examines the evolution of Vocational education as it transformed and 
evolved to meet the needs of the United States.  This chapter explores the players and 
organization which created and supported the Perkins legislation and have been linked to the 
incorporation of the special populations as set asides in the Carl D. Perkins Act of 1984. 
Scholars such as Barlow and Gordon give credit to the rise of vocational education 
movement to two men, James P. Haney, director of Manual Training for the New York Public 
Schools, and Professor Charles R. Richards, Teachers College, Columbia University.
90
  On June 
9, 1909, Haney and Richards held a meeting with thirteen other members at the Engineers Club 
in New York City to discuss the creation of an organization to promote the ideas of vocational 
education.  From that meeting an organization called the National Society for the Promotion of 
Industrial Education (NSPIE) was born.  NSPIE is credited with providing the motivation and 
momentum to secure the first vocational education act in 1917, also known as the Smith Hughes 
Act of 1917.   The members of the society consisted of representatives from education, business, 
manufacturing, mechanics and other vocational education areas.  Dr. Charles Prosser served as 
the executive secretary of NSPIE in 1912. 
91
  Prosser is noteworthy for his work and vision for 
vocational education.  His pragmatic philosophy was easy for educators, industrialist and 
politicians to understand.
92
   He established sixteen theorems based on his philosophy, (see 
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Appendix F) which were influential in the structure of vocational education. The NSPIE 
organization was instrumental in the 1914 appointment of the National Commission on National 
Aid to Vocational Education.  Various panels and commissions were appointed to study and 
make recommendations regarding the growth and evolution of vocational education. In 1918, 
NSPIE changed its name to the National Society for Vocational Education, and then in 1925 they 
joined the Vocational Education Association of the Midwest (which had been created in 1914) 
and formed the American Vocational Association (AVA).
93
  In 1994, AVA changed their name 
to the Association for Career and Technical Education (ACTE).  On the whole, between 1914 
and 1968 there were six national panels responsible for reporting on the status and advancement 
of vocational education.  Five of the six panels were appointed by the President of the United 
States.
94
  However, only two are pertinent to this study.  They include the Panel of Consultants 
on Vocational Education, 1961 -1962, and the National Advisory Council on Education. 
Benjamin C. Willis 
Every year several committees of Congress hold hearings regarding the appropriations of 
government agencies.  The purpose of these meetings is to decide if any adjustments to 
appropriations for the activities of the federal government are needed.  During the 1961 budget 
hearings there was a recommendation to reduce the allocation for vocational education by 
$2,000,000.
95
  The reduction in appropriation was determined to be inconsistent with the needs 
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of the nation, and the Congressional committee restored the $2 million to the budget.
96
  
However, as a result of this discussion a task force was created to conduct a comprehensive 
evaluation of vocational education.  President Kennedy, in a special message to Congress on 
February 20, 1961 supported the creation of the panel of consultants to study vocational 
education.  In his message Kennedy stated: 
―The National Vocational Education Acts first enacted by Congress in 1917 and 
subsequently amended have provided a program of training for industry, 
agriculture, and other occupational areas.  The basic purpose of our vocational 
education efforts is sound and sufficiently broad to provide a basis for meeting 
future needs.  However, the technological changes which have occurred in all 
occupations call for a review and reevaluation of these acts, with a view towards 
their modernization. 
To that end, I am requesting the Secretary of Health, Education, and Welfare to 
convene an advisory body drawn from the educational profession, labor, industry, 
and agriculture as well as the lay public together with representatives from the 
Department of Agriculture and Labor to be charged with the responsibility of 
reviewing and evaluation of the current National Vocational Education Acts, and 
making recommendations for improving redirecting the program.
97
 
The panel consisted of twenty five members representing vocational education, business labor, 
education, government and the press.  The chair of the panel was Dr. Benjamin C. Willis, 
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superintendent of schools for the city of Chicago – who is most noted for the slow pace at which 
he desegregated the Chicago public schools during his tenure from 1953-1966.  The panel 
released its report in the spring of 1963 titled ―Education for a Changing World of Work‖ which 
as for mentioned shaped the 1963 Vocational Education Act.   
Benjamin C. Willis was a progressive educator from Buffalo who came to Chicago in 
1954.  In the beginning of his tenure Chicago public schools improved; teachers‘ salaries 
increased, non-teaching personal, such as nurses and psychologist doubled, curriculum was 
liberalized and enrollment in summer and after school programs climbed.
98
  Willis also found 
success in securing a quarter of a billion dollar bond for school construction, funds with which 
he built or expanded 208 elementary schools and 13 high schools.
99
  He became one of the most 
celebrated school superintendents of his day and was featured in both local and national media 
outlets as a ―model of efficiency and competence.‖100  However, this acclaim faded as the issue 
of integration grew.  In 1961, several African American parents brought suit against the Chicago 
Board of Education in Webb v. The Board of Education of the City of Chicago, the parents 
accused the board of following a policy of segregation and violating the Fourteenth 
Amendment.
101
  This court case illuminated the vast residential segregation that was occurring in 
Chicago – 80 percent of African American elementary children in the city of Chicago attended 
schools where the populations was 90+ percent African American, simply because of the 
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established patterns of residential segregation.  Willis continued to stand by his belief in the 
virtues of the neighborhood school.  He maintained keeping with the ideas of modern public 
education which emphasized the role of the school in community life and separate from politics.  
Willis stated that if education was an activity bound place and time (progressive education 
principles) then education should occur in close proximity to other facets of a student‘s life.102  
When the issue of race was brought to the Superintendent attention he explained he did not know 
the racial makeup of a particular school in the city of Chicago, because the district did not 
maintain records on race, color, or creed of any student.  What was clear was that Willis chose to 
maintain the spatial distribution that existed in Chicago.  He built new schools or purchased 
approximately 175 (20 x 36-foot aluminum mobile school units) and installed them at existing 
schools and on vacant lots primarily on the south and west sides of the city.  Willis Wagons, as 
they were called in boycotts and protest across the city, illustrate the Superintendant‘s 
commitment to segregation.  Benjamin Willis left Chicago in 1966.  
  The next panel or council grew out of the 1963 Vocational Education Act, required by the 
law to report on the state of vocational education every five years.  The National Advisory 
Council on Vocational Education was appointed by President Lyndon D. Johnson in 1967.  The 
focus of the committee was ―the enlargement of the concept of vocational training and the 
necessity to integrate more effectively the poor, unemployed, and underemployed into the 
economic system.‖103  The report, which was released in 1968, indicated that the majority of 
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Americans felt vocational education was designed for ―somebody else‘s children.‖104  The report 
went on to accuse the nation of intellectual snobbery regarding vocational education.
105
  
Leighbody stated in his 1972 work, Vocational Education in America’s Schools: Major Issues of 
the 1970’s ―clearly in the minds of some, the goal of vocational education is to meet the needs of 
those who are less fortunate economically, socially, and intellectually.‖106  The National 
Advisory Council‘s report in 1968 concluded that vocational education is not and should not be 
held as a separate discipline within education; to a certain extent it is a basic objective of all 
education and needs to be a foundational element of each person‘s educational experience.107  
Growing out of this report, the Amendments of 1968 and 1976 reflected a more extensive 
mission for vocational education and more focus on the contextualization of vocational and 
academic courses. 
Professional Organizations 
In the examination of professional organizations supporting vocational education there 
are several to choose from.  The most predominant include:  the Associate for Career and 
Technical Education (formerly the American Vocational Association), the National Alliance for 
Partnerships in Equity, and the National State Directors of Career and Technical Education.  
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The Association for Career and Technical Education which finds its roots in NSPIE 
defines itself as the largest national education association dedicated to the advancement of 
education that prepares youth and adults for careers.
108
 The Association for Vocational 
Education and later the Association for Career & Technical Education has been a driving force in 
the advocacy for vocational education over the years.  In the late 1960‘s the group‘s mission was 
to motivate servicemen to use the GI Bill benefits to continue their education and training after 
being discharged. Lowell Burkett was the executive director of AVA during this time and he 
traveled to Vietnam to speak to the troops about the importance of continued education.  When 
he returned from Vietnam he possessed an appreciation for the dedication of service men and 
women. ―We in vocational education have a great responsibility to the veterans who will be 
returning to civilian life,‖ Burkett wrote in the March 1970 American Vocational Journal. ―As a 
profession, we are obligated to fight for the resources that will make it possible for these young 
men and women to return to and become an integral part of our social and economic life.‖  AVA 
continued its prominent national role as the new decade began by sponsoring a National Study 
on Accreditation of Vocational-Technical Education.   
The next professional organization which had a visible role in shaping the Perkins 
legislation is the National Alliance for Partnerships in Equity (NAPE).  The creation of NAPE 
occurred when a dedicated group of state sex equity coordinators formed a committee in 1979 
with the purpose of sponsoring an annual national sex equity conference. This conference was 
attended by sex equity coordinators from across the country receiving recognition for the quality 
of the program and professional development provided. Marie Mayor from Maryland, Mary 
Anne Etu from New York, and Barbara Bitters from Wisconsin coordinated the earliest 
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conferences. As Mary Anne put it, "We used to plan the conferences in the back of the car while 
we traveled together."
109
 As the conference grew and developed, the Vocational Education 
Equity Council (VEEC) an affiliate organization of the American Vocational Association (AVA) 
assumed responsibility for the coordination.  In 1989, responding to the states' need for support 
in carrying out the vocational sex equity duties prescribed in federal legislation, Charlotte Gore, 
from Florida proposed to VEEC the concept of a consortium of states dedicated to the promotion 
of equity in vocational education. The VEEC executive officers realizing that this ―alliance‖ 
could provide leadership, professional development, and legislative advocacy during critical 
times approved the proposal; as a result, Gore with the VEEC executive committee leadership, 
formed the "National Alliance for Partnerships in Equity."
110
 The first organizational plans for 
NAPE were presented to the VEEC membership in December of 1989 at the American 
Vocational Association‘s National Conference and then in spring of 1990 at the State Sex Equity 
Administrators conference titled Professional Development Institute.
111
  The National Alliance 
for Partnerships in Equity, Inc. was chartered in 1990. The original charter members were 
representatives from Alaska, Arizona, Arkansas, California, Florida, Guam, Iowa, Louisiana, 
Missouri, Nebraska, New York, South Carolina, Utah, Washington, Wisconsin, and Wyoming. 
Mary Ann Etu representing New York served as the organization's first president. 
The organization was first housed at The Ohio State University with the National Center 
for Research in Vocational Education. Ohio State's staff wrote the organization's newsletters, 
assisted in the development of white papers, coordinated a performance standards project, and 
organized the Professional Development Institute.  In 1993, NAPE became an independent 
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organization and began the process of incorporating and obtaining its nonprofit status. In July of 
that year, Abigail Slayton (then consultant to the California Department of Education's Office of 
Gender Equity) and Shirley Haggard (former Mississippi Department of Education's Equity 
Coordinator) were appointed as co-directors responsible for conducting the activities of the 
partnership.  Under their leadership, membership grew to over 25 states; in 1995 the organization 
moved their office to the Offices of Brustein & Manasevit located Washington, D.C.  During this 
time administrative services were provided by these offices with Nicole Halstead serving as the 
national staff, and Mimi Lufkin, of Lufkin & Associates, serving as an administrative 
consultant.
112
  In the spring of 2000, Mimi Lufkin was appointed Executive Director, and 
NAPE's National Office was moved from Washington, D.C., to Cochranville, Pennsylvania.  
NAPE's membership is currently comprised of member states and has expanded the membership 
opportunity to local and community organizations through an affiliate membership status.
113
  The 
organization has given voice to gender equity issues and the working women of this nation for 
over thirty years.  NAPE describes itself as ―a consortium of state and local agencies, 
corporations, and national organizations committed to the advancement of equity and diversity in 
classrooms and workplaces.‖114  
 The last prominent organization is the National Association of Career and Technical 
Education Consortium founded in 1920 is a Washington D.C.-based professional society of the 
state and territory agency heads responsible for career technical education. The state directors are 
committed to leadership and results. The association has a growing membership of over 200 
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members who share the state directors‘ commitment to quality education at the secondary, post 
secondary and adult levels.
115
 
 The professional organizations are credited with coordinating the masses and bring voice 
and advocacy on behalf of vocational educators across the nation.  However, there are other 
players the political leaders of the vocational education movement played a significant role as 
well.  The House Committee on Education and Labor has been described as one of the most 
fascinating committees in Congress.  ―It might be described as the naughty child of Congress… 
rebellious, sometimes rambunctious and … regarded in membership and a committees as a 
whole as not ‗House-broken‘.116  There is a consensus among scholars that the Education and 
Labor Committee is a highly partisan, policy oriented panel that exhibits little integration.
117
  
Education and Labor was committee in the early 1960‘s with hardly any major legislation to its 
credit.  However, as the nation entered the 1960‘s Education and Labor became an important 
because of its jurisdiction over prominent National issues and because it had a chance to pass 
legislation that would have an impact.
118
   However, it just so happens that in 1984 the 
Vocational Education Act was named after Carl D. Perkins, the chair of the House Education and 
Labor committee.  Therefore, it might be worth the time to explore the two men who chaired the 
Committee from the early 1960‘s through 1984: Adam Clayton Powell, Jr. and Carl D. Perkins. 
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Adam Clayton Powell Jr. 
Adam Clayton Powell, Jr. a Democrat from the Twenty-second District in New York, 
born in New Haven, Connecticut, was the son of a Baptist preacher.  Powell attended Colgate 
University and graduated in 1930.  After Colgate, he attended Union Theological Seminary 
however; he left the seminary after a short time after several disagreements with the President 
Dr. Henry Sloane Coffin.  Coffin had told Powell that ―no minister could marry anyone in show 
business or anyone who was divorced.‖119  Powell continued his education at Columbia Teachers 
College where he earned a master‘s degree in religious issues education.120   In 1930, he 
organized picket lines and mass meetings demanding reform at Harlem Hospital.  Powell was 
beginning to establish himself as a charismatic and commanding civil rights leader in New 
York.
121
  When his father retired in 1937, Powell assumed the ministry at the Abyssinian Baptist 
Church.  Later he wrote: ―And so for the first time I heeded the call of the masses and became 
part of the struggle for the people of Harlem – not through any wish of my own, not through a 
divine call, but simply because I had been born to begin my work in the Great Depression.‖122  
Powell continued to be active in New York politics and in 1941 he was elected to New York City 
Council.  Powell was elected to Congress in 1944; and referred to himself as the ―first bad 
n%$&#r in Congress.‖123  This comment led Speaker Sam Rayburn to call Powell into his office 
for a meeting where Powell was told: ―freshmen members of Congress are supposed not to be 
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heard and not even to be seen too much.  There are a lot of good men around here.  Listen to 
what they have to say, drink it all in, get reelected a few more times, and then start moving. But 
for God‘s sake, Adam, don‘t throw those bombs.‖124  To which Powell replied, ―Mr. Speaker, 
I‘ve got a bomb in each hand, and I‘m going to throw them right away.‖125  After that exchange 
Powell said he and Congressman Rayburn became close friends.  Reeves writes that ―Powell 
went into Congress with his mouth at full throttle, advertising his presence from the first day to 
the very last.  For him to have done otherwise would have been as difficult as hiding a bull in a 
bean hamper.‖126 
Powell began his tenure on the House Committee of Education and Labor from 1961 and 
served until 1966.  During his tenure on the committee oversaw the passage of the Vocational 
Education Act of 1963, the Elementary and Secondary Education Act of 1965, the Economic 
Opportunity Act of 1965 and many several additional laws.  Powell was seen as a crusader for 
equality for all blacks.  He viewed all African Americans and civil rights supporters as his 
people.  He has been described as flamboyant and marched to his own drum – for example, he 
ate in the members‘ dining room – a whites only establishment since opening its doors – Powell 
was the first African American to do so.
127
  He was aware of the controversy that accompanied 
him and he thrived on it, but he was also keen in the business of Congress.  For example, he 
knew that several members of Congress disliked him so in order to promote the passage of a bill; 
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no legislation reported by his committee bore his sponsorship.
128
  He would later take credit for 
the progress but only after the legislation had passed.  Member of the Committee knew that 
Powell favored federal aid for education, and provided that it did not discriminate against his 
constituency he would support it.
129
 
Powell was an effective leader of the House Education and Labor committee his ability to 
navigate the system and move bills forward was evident in his success.  However, several 
members complained that if he was indisposed, Carl Perkins would preside with his blessing.  
The issue arose because Powell was indisposed quite often.
130
  On the positive side, Powell 
allowed his subcommittee chairs great freedom such as abilities to raise their budgets and hire 
adequate staff. Powell had the reputation of being one of the brightest members of Congress, and 
was frequently described as ―brilliant.‖131  He was certainly one of the most articulate, one of 
Speaker Rayburn‘s lieutenants described Powell as a House member you ―don‘t tangle with until 
you‘ve done your homework.‖132  Powell was unique as a person and a chairmen granting great 
liberties and leadership to his committee and living in the spotlight throughout his tenure.  His 
demise was brought about by a scandal and legal issues which led to him losing his chairmanship 
in 1967.  However, he did lead one of the strongest House committees during the beginning Civil 
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Rights movement and encouraged the passage of historic social welfare legislation which was at 
the top of the national agenda.   
His predecessor was Carl Dewy Perkins, a Democrat from Kentucky.  According to one 
of his constituents who later worked for him ―Carl Dewey Perkins was up there next to God in 
the Seventh District of Kentucky.‖133  During his tenure in the House of Representative he 
brought ―federal money, accompanied by jobs and roads to one of the poorest congressional 
districts in the country.‖134  Perkins was a vastly different man and leader than his flamboyant 
predecessor.  
Carl Dewey Perkins 
Carl D. Perkins was born on a farm near Hindman, Kentucky, the son of a lawyer.  In his 
youth Perkins earned money by transporting lawyers and judges to the local circuit courts.  After 
graduating from Hindman Settlement School, Perkins attended Caney College, in Pippa Passes 
Kentucky.  After two years of college, his accepted a teaching job which paid fifty dollars a 
month.
135
 Later, Perkins held a number of public offices.  In 1940, he was elected to the 
Kentucky General Assembly, and served as the Knott County attorney from 1941 through 1948.  
In 1948, Perkins was appointed by Governor Earle Clements to the Kentucky Department of 
Highway and won his first election to Congress representing the seventh district of Kentucky.  
The seventh district encompasses twenty-three counties in eastern Kentucky and is a 
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combination of steep valleys and mountains.
136
  At the beginning of his tenure, roads were 
generally poor, television was unknown and radio stations were sparse.  The seventh district of 
Kentucky was and is one of the poorest districts in the United States.
137
  The residences of the 
seventh district traditionally were Democratic as a result of the New Deal reforms and the 
influence of the United Mine Workers (UMW).  In Perkins first election, the Taft- Hartley Act 
was the major campaign issue and though he did not have their endorsement he took the side of 
the miners.  He had represented several miners in workman compensation cases.  He won the 
election with 60.5 percent of the vote and won the endorsement of the UMW in every election 
which followed.  Perkins was viewed as being on the side of labor from the time he entered 
Congress and the education establishment was a big supporter of Perkins who, in turn was a big 
supporter of education.  Before his chairmanship, Perkins gained backing from the education 
contingent with is work on the Elementary and Secondary Education Act of 1965 and the 
Vocational Education Act of 1963.  Teachers unions loved Perkins not only as a supporter of 
education but as an advocate for unions. 
When Perkins became chairmen of the Labor and Education Committee in 1967 he came 
in contact with a broader but not fundamentally different constituency, which consisted of the 
poor, uneducated, unemployed and unskilled.  They lived all over the country in large cities, 
small towns, ghettos and rural areas, and thousands of them lived in the seventh district of 
Kentucky.
138
  They were described as ―disadvantaged” what is uniquely different about Perkins 
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is he did not regard himself as an advocate for the disadvantaged nationwide.  He was simply 
devoted to the people of the Seventh District and truly being one himself, fought tirelessly for 
programs which would improve the quality of life for this poor Appalachian region.
139
   
Perkins was quite different than Powell is several regards. The Congressional Quarterly 
stated ―in his conduct of the Committee, Perkins is the antithesis of Powell.  Perkins is a team 
player, shuns the limelight, and is noncontroversial.‖140 Where Powell was viewed as a man 
prepared to state a crusade to gain his way.  Perkins appeared as a fumbling, bumbling bumpkin 
who whistled through his teeth when he spoke.
141
    One of the committee staff members wrote: 
―It has been nearly 30 years since Carl came to Washington.  But it is as if he has been placed 
under a glass bell, for urban life, Potomac Fever, or Congressional grandeur have never rubbed 
off on him.  He is still the same plain, unaffected, old-fashionedly polite Kentuckian he was 
when he set foot in the place.‖142  Perkins did not join the Washington social scene.  Frequently, 
he received invitation to dine at the White House and did not tell his wife, so he would not have 
to attend.  On one occasion he and his wife, Verna, were invited to the Johnson White House for 
dinner, the chairman as one of his staff members to ―go down and represent me‖  the last time 
they had accepted ―they didn‘t get supper on the table til‘ after 10 o‘clock.‖143   Perkins had the 
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reputation for being extraordinarily honest.  He paid for his personal telephone calls made from 
his office, and put postage on personal letters instead of relying on the readily available 
congressional frank.   On one occasion, the AFL-CIO tried to present Perkins with a colored 
television as a token of their appreciation for his continued support of the Union.  He would not 
go near it.  He did not want even the appearance of gifts.
144
 
It was out of the devotion to his district which led him to work hard for the Elementary 
and Secondary Education Act of 1965, the Vocational Education Act of 1963 (including the 
inclusion of services for disadvantaged), and the poverty programs that were part of the War on 
Poverty even before he was chairman.  He paid special attention to the formulas which 
determined state allocations to ensure that is his constituency would benefit.  Some judged 
Perkins to be a liberal while others classified him as a conservative; however the most influential 
factor in determining Perkins‘ ideology would be the way the law or legislation would impact the 
Seventh District.  One staff member pointed out, ―had Carl Perkins not been influential in the 
creation of the formulas, Kentucky probably would have been way down on the list.‖145  
Kentucky had surpassed several larger states whose cities alone might have been reason for a 
larger allocation.  One of the committee members cited eastern Kentucky as the ―model for 
everything – as long as we started from Seventh District and worked from there – give Carl what 
he wants and work from there.‖146  One of his favorite programs was the school lunch or 
―feeding programs‖ as he called them.  One of his friends said ―Literally millions of kids are 
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getting fed every day because of him.  Maybe it would have happened without him, but he was 
the one who found the handle to do it.  He believed in getting something going, not just 
talking.‖147 
Several historians claim that Perkins‘ rough edges remained enact, it is evident he still 
walked the walk and talked the talk of a Kentucky mountain man.  However, behind this country 
facade was a clever man who knew how to get the most out of government.  Perkins was able to 
carefully maneuver the Washington scene; he operated with significant more constraints on his 
committee compared to his predecessor.
148
  Fortunately for Perkins his goals coincided with most 
of the majority members on the committee, thereby reducing the levels of conflict.  Perkins led 
the Education and Labor Committee and wielded his gavel effectively.  This control allowed him 
to stop proceedings when he wished and allow his constituents to testify on a completely 
different issue if he felt the committee needed to hear it.  An example would be when a group of 
his constituents showed up in the middle of an education hearing and wanted to speak regarding 
the crisis with black lung (an issue which plagued the Seventh District because of the large 
number of mines).  This level of respect and power enabled Perkins to keep members negotiating 
till all hours of the night; a tactic he was said to have used frequently in order to wear down his 
opposition.  The Education Amendments of 1972 provides an example of the chairman‘s 
leadership.  Perkins‘ main goal was to come out of conference with a bill in hand.  He was 
quoted by several people saying repeatedly, ―We gotta get a bill.‖149   His reputation would be 
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riding on whether a bill was reported or not, he would bring a ―sausage stuffing mentality‖ to the 
conference process.
150
  One of his staff members is recorded stating: ―When Carl Perkins 
undertakes to do something, he generates phenomenal psychological drive to get it done.  This is 
his Baptist-Calvinist-Puritan ethic.  He drives and drives and drives.  If there are frustrations and 
road blocks, far from defeating him, they just energize him even more.‖151 
In examining these two men, they could not have been more different.  Perkins played by 
the rules and was considered a team player – where as Powell was described as flamboyant and 
disregarded the rules and procedures of Congress.  Both men had a deliberate and definite 
agenda and specific populations they served.   I do believe that if Powell would have been on the 
House Education and Labor Committee when the special populations were selected that he 
would have worked to have African American students included, however some argue that by 
including the all the other populations his constituents were covered without specifying race as a 
designation or ―special population.‖  On the other hand, it is evident that Perkins‘ primary 
concern was serving the disadvantaged students and people who were in need of training and 
retraining (i.e. his constituents in the Seventh District of Kentucky). 
Another influential participant in the creation of the 1984 Perkins law was T.H. Bell who 
served as the Secretary of Education during the powerful assessment and publication of A Nation 
at Risk. Terrel Howard Bell, born 1921 in Lava Hot Springs, Idaho; served as a sergeant in the 
Marines during World War II. Bell earned a Bachelor‘s degree from the Southern Idaho College 
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of Education at Albion in 1946, a Master of Arts from the University of Idaho in 1954, and a 
Ph.D. in education from the University of Utah in 1961.  Bell maintained his focus on education 
throughout his career. He taught high school from 1946 through 1947, served as professor and 
chairman of the department of educational administration at Utah State University from 1962-
1963, and worked as the superintendent of public instruction for all of the public schools in Utah 
from 1963 through 1970.  In the latter part of 1970, President Richard Nixon named Bell, (a 
member of the Republican Party) as deputy commissioner for school systems in the United 
States Office of Education, a subcabinet agency of the Department of Health, Education and 
Welfare (HEW). He served two years in this position before becoming the acting commissioner, 
a position he held from 1972 through 1973. Ultimately, in 1974, Nixon named Bell the 
permanent head of the office; Bell served until 1976; at which point he resigned to become 
commissioner and chief executive officer of the Utah System of Higher Education, a post he held 
until 1981. 
In 1981 Bell returned to Washington as Secretary of the Department of Education a 
department that President Ronald Reagan ultimately wanted to abolish. Though Bell was aware 
of the President‘s beliefs he was convinced he could change Reagan‘s mind. During his tenure in 
the Education Department, which lasted from 1981 to 1984, Bell established the National 
Commission on Excellence in Education in 1981.  This committee issued the 1983 report, A 
Nation at Risk: The Imperative for Educational Reform. As aforementioned, this report thrust the 
American educational system into the spotlight and created a climate for accountability and 
program improvement which in my assessment shaped the priorities within the 1984 Perkins 
legislation.   
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This chapter has presented the players and organization which aided in the creation of the 
Perkins legislation.  Through this assessment it is clear that the incorporation of the special 
populations as set asides in the Carl D. Perkins Act of 1984 was influenced not only by the social 
condition and climate of the nation but possibly more so by the men and women in position of 
power in the nation‘s capitol.   The following chapter will further examine Carl D. Perkins and 
his Seventh District of Kentucky.  Exploring the level of influence his constituency and 
community had on the selection and prescription of the designated special populations I n the 
1984 law.  
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CHAPTER FOUR:  
The 7
th
 District of Kentucky and Representative Perkins 
 
 
The previous chapter provided a glimpse into the character and conduct of Carl D. 
Perkins.  However, in 1984 and the years immediately prior, Representative Perkins had made 
such a name for himself as a champion for education, and in particular vocational education, that 
upon his untimely death in 1984 the Senate voted to change the name of the legislation to the 
Carl D. Perkins Vocational Education Act; a transformation which has stuck for over twenty 
years and through three reauthorizations.  This begs the question who was Carl D. Perkins, and 
what influenced him to select the prescriptive special populations that were outlined in the 1984 
legislation?  The following chapter explores the Seventh District of Kentucky and investigates 
the life of Representative Perkins. 
 Carl Dewey Perkins was first elected by the Seventh District of Kentucky to serve in 
Congress in 1948.  During his time, the Seventh Congressional District consisted of twenty-two 
full counties and a portion of a twenty-third located in southeastern part of Kentucky.
152
  
Redistricting occurred as a result of the 1990 census, and the Seventh District was absorbed into 
the Fifth District of Kentucky.
153
  This chapter examines the demographic makeup of the 
Seventh district of Kentucky as well as providing insight into the early years of Carl D. Perkins‘ 
life and political career. 
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 During Perkins‘s tenure, from 1948 – 1984, the Seventh District was considered one of 
the most economically depressed areas in the country.  The area was predominantly rural and 
extremely mountainous, lying in the region known as Appalachia.  The main industry of the 
district was coal mining and it was said fortunes of the area rose and fell with the fluctuations of 
the coal industry as the country moved towards or away from coal as an energy source.
 154
   The 
district had few community resources such as nursing homes, foster homes, or institutions for the 
elderly.   During Perkins‘s time, the average per capita income for the district was well below the 
national average.  For example, in 1968 the average per capita income in the Seventh District 
was $1,322, compared to the State average which was $2,614; and the national per capita 
average was $3, 159.
155
  For years the district held the distinction of being one of the most 
thickly populated rural areas in the country, even during the 1960s, as the rest of the State 
experienced a 10 percent population loss, as coal miners unable to find jobs migrated north 
toward the industrial areas to find work in factories.
156
  The Seventh district saw a growth in 
population from 444,821 in 1960,
157
 to 460,125 in 1970,
158
 to 526,284 in the 1980 census.
159
  I 
was not able to find any record as to why, however when comparing the increase in federal 
allocation during this time to the increase in population the conclusion could be made that the 
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population increase was due in part to the increase in revenue for roads, schools and hospitals 
from the federal government. 
 In addition to coal mining, other industries which existed in the district included tobacco 
production, petroleum refineries, and primary metal industries.  Over thirty thousand tobacco 
farmers lived in the district, making up the 80 percent of the population that were considered 
rural dwellers – in comparison to the national average which was 26 percent at the time.160 On 
average in the Seventh District in 1990, 70 percent of the people were categorized as blue-collar 
workers compared to the national average 35 percent.  During Perkins‘s tenure the demographics 
of the Sevenths district were slightly different as well.  African Americans and all other 
minorities accounted for 2 percent of the population, nationally during this time African 
Americans alone made up 6.2 percent with all other minorities accounting for 11.8 percent.
161
  
 The residents of the Seventh District were traditionally Democrats, as a result of the New 
Deal reforms and the influence of the United Mine Workers (UMW).  As of 1972, the local voter 
registry designated 65 percent of the voters as Democrats, and 34 percent as Republicans.
162
  
Carl D. Perkins knew the people of the Seventh District and represented them well.  He 
was one of them.  Carl Dewey Perkins was born October 15, 1912 in Hindman, a rural town of 
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eight hundred located in Knott County in the mountains in southeastern Kentucky.
163
  Perkins 
was one of four children born to a prosperous family (by mountain society standards).  His 
mother, Doris Calhoun Perkins, was a school teacher, and his father, James Elbert Perkins, was a 
lawyer and prominent county political figure – having served as the local school superintendent 
and county attorney. 
 The Perkins‘ house was located on the outskirts of town, and served as a lodging place 
for visiting lawyers, judges, politicians, and mountain people (hill folk) who came over the 
rugged trails to the county seat for supplies.
164
 James Perkins owned one of the few carriages in 
town, and as a boy Carl drove visitors to the rail stations at Hazard and Wayland for $1.50 a 
trip.
165
 By his own admission, Perkins stated these trips served to acquaint Carl with just about 
every family in the county and with all the politicians as well.
166
  The Perkins children‘s 
upbringing infused them with a strong commitment to work and a mountaineers‘ attitude.  
Growing up Perkins was known as the best plowboy in the Hindman, and earned spending 
money in the spring and fall working garden plots for his neighbors.  Peterson notes in his article 
―Carl Perkins: Kentucky‘s Most Powerful Congressman‖ that it was common for Carl to wake at 
day break and plow until 8 am, at which time he went to school.  After school he went back to 
the field to plow again and continued till after dark.  Peterson quotes Perkins as stating he was 
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always appreciative of the fact that his father ―learned [him] a little business sense when [he] was 
young.‖167 
 Carl Perkins was a politician; he learned the game at an early age and had learned to play 
it well.  As a young man riding mules up Troublesome Creek while speaking to his neighbors 
about his father and looking for their support to elect James Perkins to county office.  It was 
during this time that Carl learned the importance of handshake and a sympathetic ear.   
 Perkins graduated from Knott County High School and went on to attend both Caney 
Junior College (currently known as Alice Lloyd College) in Pippa Passes Kentucky, and Lees 
College in College in Jackson.  After completing two years of college, at the age of 19, Perkins‘ 
father passed.  This loss compelled him to accept a teaching position in a two-room school in 
Montgomery Creek, Kentucky – close to his family.168 He oversaw ninety students and his 
starting salary was $59.60 a month.
169
  At once it became obvious the meager salary offered little 
opportunity for advancement, therefore his applied for admission and entered Jefferson School of 
Law in Louisville, Kentucky.   
 Perkins graduated from law school in 1935 and returned to Hindman – where his brother-
in-law hired him and gave his workmen‘s compensation and estate cases.170  In 1938, Perkins 
married Verna Johnson and in 1939, they purchased a farmhouse three miles outside of Hindman 
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alongside one of the main roads.  This house was home to the Perkins and his family for the 
following forty-five years until his death. 
 In 1937, Perkins entered the political arena in a race for county attorney.  He allied 
himself with a friend of the family Mr. Ruby Watts, who was running for sheriff.  Perkins 
opponent was another young lawyer by the name of Dick Martin.  The two young and ambitious 
men made the campaign one of the most hotly contested in Knott County history.
171
  Martin 
ultimately defeated Perkins, teaching him a lesson in politics he never forgot, and Perkins never 
lost another election.  What Martin taught Perkins was to not rely on propaganda and marketing 
but to concentrate on meeting the people and knowing their issues.  Perkins had an amazing 
ability to remember names and faces, even when he had only met a person briefly.
172
  And if he 
did not know an individual he always began with the same question, ―Who is your Daddy?‖173  
Once the linage was established, he was able to make a connection to the person.  During his 
political tenure Perkins was known for strolling the streets of his home town wanting to hear the 
needs of his constituents.  He carried a notebook to write down requests placed during those 
impromptu town meetings.
174
  While serving as a Representative his staff members recall several 
instances when Perkins would return from his frequent visits to his district with his pockets full 
of scraps of paper with the requests of his constituents.
175
  Most of the papers would only have a 
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first name of the requester, because Perkins knew the people so well he did not need to record 
their surnames.
176
   
 In 1939, Perkins was appointed by the Governor Keen Johnson to complete an unexpired 
term as commonwealth attorney for the thirty-first judicial district.   Two years later, in 1940, he 
was elected as a member of the Kentucky General Assembly representing the ninety-ninth 
district.  But his desire to be the Knott County Attorney still manifested and in 1941 Perkins ran 
again for the office and this time was elected, he served in this capacity until 1943.
177
   
 Perkins political career was put on hold in 1943 when he enlisted in the United States 
Army as a private.  He fought the World War II, taking part in battles in Northern Europe, the 
Ardennes, the Rhineland and Central Europe.  He was discharged in 1945 at the rank of Sergeant 
and returned to Hindman – where he was re-elected to the Office of County Attorney where he 
served until 1948, when he resigned to become counsel for the Department of Highways in 
Frankfort.
178
   
 During this time in his political career Perkins associated himself with the Clements-
Wetherby-Combs faction of the Democratic Party in Kentucky.  And with the endorsement of 
Governor Earle Clements in 1948, Perkins entered his first race for Congress.
179
  Perkins entered 
Congress as Harry Truman was entering the White House, and viewed Truman and Johnson as 
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his two most favorable Presidents.
180
  During his first year in Congress Perkins was appointed to 
the House Education and Labor Committee.  It is worth mentioning that as a freshman 
congressman Perkins was known as a hard-working dedicated member of the committee.
181
  
 Perkins value of education was rooted in his experiences as a youth.  He came from a 
family which was educated and taught to understand the value of education.  However, he had 
also seen the effects of meager education living in the economically depressed Appalachian 
Mountains.  Perkins saw the effects of poor economy and the power of the coal mine owners 
over the entire economy in southeastern Kentucky.  When Perkins accepted the position on the 
Education and Labor committee, he was positioning himself so he could affect the two areas 
which he felt were most vital to the well being of the people of his district and the nation.
182
   
 As for mentioned Perkins never smoothed his rough edges and never became part of the 
Washington establishment.  Perkins truly was one of the people of the Seventh District.  Perkins 
was noted both at home and throughout the country for his dedication to his constituency.  
Through his persistence and maneuvering he was able to secure large amounts of funding to 
assist the poverty stricken area of eastern-Kentucky.  The voting records of Carl D. Perkins in his 
early years as a Representative paint a picture and give evidence to his eventual label as a 
‗border-state liberal‘, his voting was also described as ―one of the least Southern of the 
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Southerners.‖183   He tried to repeal the Taft-Harley Labor Management Relations Act; he 
attempted to add an amendment to the Submerged Land Act to authorize the use of royalties 
from the resources of submerged lands for educational purposes.  And he consistently supported 
the advancement of civil rights legislation, including the Civil Rights Acts of 1956, 1957, 1960, 
1964, and finally 1966.
184
 Perkins consistently supported legislation regarding education, poverty 
and benefits for coal miners and producers.   
 Several members of Congress became critical of Perkins because of his constant attention 
to the demands of the people in his district.  Perkins answered the accusations by simply stating 
―he always put the country first and the district second‖ but continued to stress that a good 
congressman always maintains contact with his/her people.
185
   As chairman of the Committee 
on Education and Labor, he had control over legislation that targeted and supported 
underprivileged areas of the nation and he used this position to funnel funds to his home district.  
He worked hard on the Elementary and Secondary Education Act of 1963, the Vocational 
Education Act of 1963 and the poverty program even before he was chairman.  Perkins was 
diligent to make sure formulas were written to best serve his constituency.  Due to Perkins 
diligence Kentucky received among the highest amounts of federal education funding – ranking 
fifth in higher education grants and loans, seventh in Teacher Corps funds, ninth in elementary 
and secondary money and thirteenth in vocational education financing.
186
  Historians such as 
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Reeves believe that had Perkins not been influential in the creation of the formulas that Kentucky 
would not have been so high on the lists.  Perkins improved his standing at home and was able to 
advance his agenda by routinely taking congressional delegations to his district for hearings.  He 
wanted his fellow member to see the conditions in his district and how badly they needed help.  
He insisted that all new committee members attend a hearing in Kentucky on black lung.  It was 
important for Perkins that other members of Congress see and understand the distress caused by 
the disease.  To accomplish his goal of getting members to his district Perkins would often hold 
meeting and hearing in their districts, which also made them look good to their constituencies.  
As a result of his success in bringing millions of dollars in federal money to his district, and his 
neighborly conduct with his public Perkins was highly regarding in Kentucky.  The people of the 
district respected him for his persistence, his position, and his success.  He was reelected by large 
margins every time after 1956, though the Republican‘s always entered a candidate.187   
 Some judged Carl to be liberal, and others judged him to be conservative.  As previously 
stated the best indicator for Perkins ideology was the benefit that was accrued by his district.    
He was regarded as liberal due to his whole hearted support for the social welfare programs of 
the 1960s – programs aimed at helping the poor and disadvantaged.  He was an advocate for 
federal aid for education, and on the side of organized labor – two determining factors which led 
him to be classified as liberal.  Moreover, he was one of the only a few southern Democrats who 
voted for Civil Rights Act of 1964.  Therefore, he was liberal in that Perkins though that the 
government was intended to help the people.  One editorial writer wrote, ―The idea of 
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government as a helping hand has never been more embodied in one man than in Carl 
Perkins.‖188  
 In other aspects he was considered a conservative.  He voted with the conservative 
southern Democrats on issues that were not under is committee‘s jurisdiction.  His son Chris 
stated ―My father was basically very conservative, but he had a social agenda that would be 
considered liberal.  He believed in feeding and educating children, giving students to opportunity 
to attend college, and in taking care of mothers and children.  He believed in causes associated 
with human need.‖189  Several of Perkins close friends were among the southern conservatives 
such as William Natcher (D-KY).   
There were some who were critical of Perkins and his attempts to justify federal poverty 
money for the Seventh District, but his constituencies respected him for his devotion to their 
needs.  In 1967, Jack Ayer, wrote in the Louisville Courier-Journal: 
The political calculus of Eastern Kentucky requires an ambitious person to 
consort with a dismaying array of self-servers and glory seekers.  Perkins gets 
along with all of them.  Yet the tarnish has never brushed off on Perkins‘ 
reputation in Congress.  Thus, for eighteen years, Perkins has haggled and cajoled 
funds for the poor out of the federal government.  In a sense, it is possible to 
characterize him as a champion boodler, with a lusty appetite for congressional 
pork.  Some of the money Perkins has conveyed to Eastern Kentucky undoubtedly 
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has gone to line the pockets of local bosses.  At the same time, there is no 
evidence that as much as a penny of the boodle stuck to Perkins.  And it is clear 
that for every dollar wasted by mountain politicians, many dollars have helped 
those in the Appalachian Mountains.‖190 
This quote shows complexity of Perkins and his social policies.  Though not as outwardly 
flamboyant as Powell it is evident that Perkins did play the games of Washington and played 
them well.  The influencing of formulas, the writing of legislation and the prescriptive nature of 
the special populations are all evidence that this backward country knew his way D.C. and knew 
how to get the most out of the legislation and committees where he had control.   
 The areas that dictated Perkins support grew out of his own experience.  He supported 
accessible healthcare having experienced a critical need for within his own lifetime.  When he 
was a young boy his appendix burst and ―he was stiff as a board by the time they got him to the 
little clinic at Ary for surgery.‖191  He lost his only brother to peritonitis or appendicitis around 
1930 because no medical facilities were nearby.  In addition, Perkins favored vocational 
education as a result of his childhood classes in manual training at the Hindman Settlement 
School and is said to have little to do with political philosophy except for the potential benefit for 
the people of his district.  He recognized the benefit of vocational training and would mention 
someone in Knott County or Floyd County who was ―one of the finest carpenters I ever saw.‖192  
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As for mentioned education was an area near and dear to Perkins.  Perkins began fighting 
for federal aid for public education in 1949.  That year Drew Peterson wrote in the Washington 
Post, ―it is possible to call the roll of the friends and foes of aid to education.  Chairman John 
Lesinski used every move in the book to block the bill. Perkins said, ‗If you mess up this effort 
to help our schools, I‘ll feel like wringing your neck.‘ There was a smile on Perkins‘ face as he 
said this, but no joviality in his voice.‖193 
Perkins would later comment that ―the vote was very close in the House Education 
Committee.‖194  The bill failed due to the maneuvering of a representative by the name of 
Richard Nixon, who was against federal aid for education.  In 1951, Perkins introduced HR545, 
which would provide $300 million in federal aid education directly in proportion to the number 
of school age children and inversely proportional to the wealth of the states.  In 1961, Perkins 
introduced a bill to establish an adult basic education program and a work-study program – both 
bills were incorporated in to the Economic Opportunity Act of 1964.  Perkins had failed to bring 
a youth training bill to the floor in 1962, however his work was not fruitless.  In 1963, he 
managed to gain passage of the Vocational Education Act.
195
   
 Perkins is credited with floor-managing the Elementary and Secondary Education Act of 
1965, which made federal aid available to schools for the first time. Title One of Perkins‘ 
HR2362 provided states grants funds to be distributed to local school districts based on the 
number of children from low income families times 50 percent of each state‘s average 
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expenditure per child.  Drew Peterson wrote that Carl Perkins worked eighteen hours a day to 
report this bill out of subcommittee.  In accomplishing this Perkins had to battle both a 
Republican boycott and a parochial school opposition.
196
   Perkins remarked on several occasions 
that he considered the Elementary and Secondary Education Act one of the most important of his 
career.  As chairman of the subcommittee considering this legislation, he expedited action on the 
legislation, holding hearings in an unprecedented extension of session in order to avoid delays.  
As a result the bill received only minor amendments on the House floor and none in the Senate – 
this smooth passage was credited to Perkins‘ careful work. 
 As aforementioned, Perkins was instrumental in the passage of the Vocational Education 
Act of 1963.  Perkins sponsored this legislation while he was chairmen of the General Education 
Subcommittee, and when passed it expanded existed vocational education program and created 
new program.  In 1968, Perkins was active the amendments to the Vocational Education Act 
which provided support for disadvantaged and gender equity creation.   
 After spending eighteen years as a dedicated member of the House Education and Labor 
Committee, Perkins was catapulted into the spotlight when he replaced Adam Clayton Powell as 
the Chairman in 1967.  Powell was stripped of his chairmanship on January 9, 1967 by a caucus 
of Democratic congressional leaders.  Powell had been accused of mismanagement of the 
committee staff and travel funds.  As the second ranking member of the committee, Carl D. 
Perkins was designated in a resolution by Morris K. Udall of Arizona and passed by voice 
vote.
197
 The replacement of Powell by Perkins in this manner marked the first time since 1925 
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that a House Committee chairman was removed from office and stripped of seniority.
198
  Perkins 
gained respect for the manner by which he conducted himself during the proceeding which 
eventually led to his appointment as chairman.  In the weeks preceding the vote, critics in 
Congress attacked Powell and Perkins was careful not to get involved.  Perkins was positioned as 
the man who was to gain the most from Powell‘s fall and he felt it would be impolite to 
comment.   When the closed-door caucus debated Powell‘s fate, Perkins did not comment, and 
when the Democrats took the vote to demote Powell, Perkins refused to vote.  As the session was 
over, Powell went to confront the press and Perkins made his way back to his office.  Many 
viewed this as a fitting close to an era where Powell chased headlines and notoriety and Perkins 
labored quietly as the number two man.
199
 
 The way Perkins and Powell each maneuvered the political machine was distinctly 
different as was their governance of the House Education and Labor Committee.  Powell was 
more flamboyant and robust and Perkins was more subtle in his maneuvering. Perkins had come 
to Congress at the same time as Harry S. Truman and as mentioned earlier, Perkins had the 
utmost respect for Truman and his presidency.  However, I would not hesitate to say that in my 
assessment Lyndon B. Johnson was his favorite.  Perkins often remarked that he felt he and 
Johnson were on the same ―wave length.‖200 Both men were experienced in Congressional and 
back-country politics and both were men who never shed their regional accents and mannerisms.  
Perkins was instrumental in establishing the core legislation which led to Johnson‘s Great 
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Society programs. 
201
 Johnson depended on Perkins‘ support and understood his position on 
issues.  When a crisis arose Perkins felt able to call the White House, and on many occasions did 
so in the early hours of the morning.
202
  One example is when federal officials ruled Pikeville, 
Kentucky would not be eligible for federal funds under the ―model cities‖ program.  Perkins 
made a call to Johnson and cleared up the request in a brief conversation.
203
 
 Perkins did not share the same affection for Nixon, as previously mentioned, Nixon had 
been instrumental in the defeat of the 1949 Education bill.  The bill would have provided $15 
million dollars in federal aid for Kentucky.
204
  Perkins did not forget Nixon‘s engineering and 
worked to prevent many of Nixon‘s proposed budget cuts during his presidency.  In Perkins 
opinion, the country got ―out of control because Nixon had a group of ‗superfools‘ around 
him.‖205 Perkins claimed that in the process of gaining control of the Presidency, the gained 
control of Congress, and because of that, the rest of the world.  As a result, they focused on 
getting even with their enemies, and that became all they could think about.
206
 
 During his tenure in the House Perkins did make enemies.  Some considered him to be 
one of the major reasons for the enormous budget deficit, which were fueled by the social 
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programs of the Kennedy and Johnson administrations.  One member of his own committee had 
the following to say about Perkins. 
 ―He is one of the most bullheaded members of Congress.  He smiles and 
clutches your arm, but watch out.  He would do anything to get his way.  Almost 
everyone in his district gets a benefit check.  The more money he can shovel out 
the more godlike he appears.  He‘s considered a deity in Eastern Kentucky.  He 
has a deity complex.‖207 
In spite of the fact that his long career produced several politicians and people who 
disagreed with his politics, it was universally known, and accepted, that Perkins was a 
master politician and was praised for his honesty.  Perkins never allowed the glamour of 
Washington separate him from his constituents or his job.  It was very common, during 
his time in Washington, for Perkins to return to his district on the weekends to listen to 
and acknowledge his people.  In all of his congressional business from campaigns to 
committee funds Perkins always held himself up to strict accountability.  And even those 
who criticized his efforts to funnel money into eastern Kentucky never made accusations 
about his personal finances.  Peterson in writing for the Washington Post made the 
following observation. 
―Those who know Perkins call him the most honest member of Congress.  
Perkins never accepts a campaign contribution from anyone for whom he 
has done a favor or if ht thinks the donor expects a favor.  He has been 
known to turn down $500 or more addressed to him.  He also never 
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accepts contributions from office assistants – rather unique for Capitol 
Hill.  As a result, he usually has to dig down in his own pocket to the tune 
of $4,000 or $5,000 every time he runs for re-election.  He is equally 
scrupulous in other ways.  Many colleagues use their telephone and 
telegraph allotments (paid by the taxpayer) for both personal and official 
business. Not Perkins.  He regularly sends checks to the Washington 
telephone company for personal phone calls from his office; the bill 
sometimes as high as $150 a month.  While some members of Congress 
use their free mailing frank for personal, unofficial letters, Perkins puts 
postage stamps on all personal letters.  Once or twice when a personal 
letter has been franked out of his office by mistake, Perkins asked the 
House postmaster to track it down and return it for a stamp. Perkins also 
makes it a practice of never accepting gifts of any kind, even if well 
intended.  A few years ago Perkins helped a disabled World War I veteran 
with three children obtain Social Security disability allowance.  The 
veteran was so grateful that he knitted a beautiful white shawl and brought 
it in a wheelchair to Perkins‘ office.  The congressman was on the House 
floor at the time, but when he returned and saw the shawl, he smiled 
appreciatively.  Then he told the aide, ‗we‘ll have to send it back with a 
note of thanks.  I did a favor for that old gentleman.‖208  
Perkins was never accused of improperly using funds.  When he became chair of the 
Education and Labor Committee he instigated a new book keeping policy which made it possible 
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for anyone who wanted to examine the books.  One might think this scrupulous accounting was a 
reaction to the problems Powell had encountered as chairmen.  However, those who knew 
Perkins claim he was always that way.  In examining his campaign expenditures one would find 
that Perkins reports every expense including noting repairs on his Ford Falcon which he drove 
until the last year of his life.  When ask how he handled his airline credit card regarding his 
person and professional travel, Perkins replied ―I never had an air travel card.‖209  
 Incorporated into the persona of fiscal responsibility was a devotion to doing his 
job well, and doing the work of the people he represented.  Traditionally, congressmen are absent 
from the floor, working on junkets or involved in other activities.  Perkins seldom missed a roll 
call vote in the House.  When he was involved with holding hearing for his committee, on 
several occasions member of the committee did not attend, however Perkins would always go 
ahead with the hearing even if he were the only congressional representative present.  On one 
occasion in 1967 Perkins was conducting a hearing on a bill for anti-poverty funding, not enough 
member of the committee were in attendance to gain a quorum.  So Perkins passed the word that 
he was opening the meeting to public and inviting the press to televise the event.  As the 
camera‘s arrived so did his members.210  The honesty and sheer determination which 
encapsulated Perkins was ingrained in him by his parents and a code of conduct expected from a 
man from the mountains of eastern Kentucky.  ―Perkins was able to fight battles for issues only 
on the basis of their merit in his mind.‖211 Dealing and political trades were not what he believed.  
His refusal to deal sometimes hindered the legislation he supported, but he usually overcame 
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through sheer doggedness and determination.  In many instances people commented that Perkins 
simply wore them out with his persistence and pressure to gain approval for his legislation.   
Perkins died during the Reagan presidency and spent the greater part of his last days 
grappling to save the programs his had created.  In a speech at his alma mater, the Hindman 
Settlement School, months before his death, Perkins stated ―If any of my programs survive 
they‘ll be lucky.  Medicaid.  Medicare. Everything is in trouble.‖212  Perkins died during a 
Congressional recess in August of 1984.  His death was sudden and unexpected, at the age of 71; 
he was in route back to Kentucky for an engagement. While on the plane he complained of chest 
pains and shortness of breath on the plane.  He collapsed in the airplane restroom shortly after it 
landed.  He was rushed to St. Joseph‘s Hospital and was pronounced dead at 12:37 pm.213   
Thousands came to pay their respects to the Congressman after his death.  Over three thousand 
people attend Perkins funeral including several state and local officials, the current Governor 
Martha Layne Collins, and four former governors.  All eight members of Kentucky‘s 
Congressional delegation and reflected on the admiration which those in Washington held for 
Perkins.  Nearly eighty member of Congress made the trip to Hindman to honor the memory of 
their colleague.  The major eulogies were delivered by the then Speaker of the House, Thomas P. 
―Tip‖ O‘Neil, House Majority Leader Jim Wright and Senator Edward M. Kennedy.   
 O‘Neil praised Perkins for the impact he had in Congress and recalled countless times 
when Perkins had grabbed his arm and declared, ―Thirty seconds, Mr. Speaker. This is 
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legislation we must fight for.‖214  Wright called his fellow Democrat ―a country lawyer from the 
hills of Kentucky who was a giant of a man in our day‖ and went on to say that ―no man has 
done more for those who needed his help that Carl Perkins did in forty years of public 
service.‖215  He listed Perkins achievements to include highways, hospitals, school lunches and 
vocational education.  Kennedy referred to Perkins as ―one of the true giants among the men and 
women‖ who have shaped this country, and compared him to his late brother John F. Kennedy, 
stating both refused to believe the impossible could not be accomplished.  ―Congress will not be 
the same without him, and the country is the better for him.  Carl Perkins left deeds to guide our 
way.‖216 
 One of the last pieces of legislation Perkins worked on was the Vocational Education Act 
of 1984, what became the Carl D. Perkins Vocational Education Act of 1984.  His dedication to 
assisting the disadvantaged, helping children and mothers is evident in the selection of special 
populations, but he did not work alone.  The following chapter outlines the laws, court cases and 
circumstance which permitted the special populations to be designated, defined, and admitted 
into the vocational education legislation.  
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CHAPTER FIVE: 
The Origin of “Special Populations” within Perkins 
 
 The Carl D. Perkins Vocational Education Act of 1984 is a piece of legislation born out 
of decades of debate and political maneuvering.  The circumstance that permitted the special 
populations to be designated, defined, and admitted is rooted in the social and political context of 
the time. To understand why seven distinguished populations were designated and provided with 
specific line items of funding, an examination of the contexts that ultimately impacted this piece 
of legislation is necessary.  This chapter describes the social and legislative climate that existed 
from 1963 through 1984 creating a shift in educational and social policy.  The examination of the 
laws and social reforms which impacted vocational education reveals how laws set the stage for 
the incorporation of special populations. 
So why was Perkins so special? The 1984 law shifted the federal focus of vocational 
education away from specific programs and refocused it on improving the quality of vocational 
programs across the country, and making vocational education accessible to ALL students no 
matter their race, sex, age, national origin, language or economic level.  This refocus or shift is 
rather monumental because it was so prescriptive.  Congress outlined that fifty-seven percent of 
a state funds were allocated to special populations - vocational education was to be accessible to 
everyone.  Congress also determined which populations received what percentage of the funding, 
handicapped (10 percent), disadvantaged (22 percent), adult postsecondary (12 percent), single 
parents/homemakers (8.5 percent), sex equity (3.5 percent), and incarcerated (1 percent).
217
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other Forty-three percent of state funds were allocated for program improvement.  Funds were 
not to be used to maintain existing programs, but create new programs.   
From the special populations set asides, the first two designated set-asides for 
handicapped and disadvantaged students were each subdivided into two additional percentage 
allocations. Fifty percent of the set-aside for the handicapped was mandated to ―…be allocated to 
eligible [school districts and postsecondary institutions] on the basis of the relative number of 
economically disadvantaged individuals enrolled…‖ compared to the total number of 
economically disadvantaged in the state.
218
  Subsequently, the other half of the handicapped set-
aside was to be allotted in the same manner but to handicapped individuals.  
The disadvantaged set-aside was divided in a similar manner with half of the funds 
assisting the economically disadvantaged and the other half assisting the ―…disadvantaged 
individuals and individuals with limited English proficiency‖219 States were not permitted to 
retain any of these funds at the state level. The remaining four set-asides were not prescribed 
mandates and therefore could be spent in a manner that the state thought was necessary to assist 
the eligible recipients.  In addition, the Act did not specify a formula to be used to distribute the 
remaining special population funding: adult postsecondary (12 percent), single 
parents/homemakers (8.5 percent), sex equity (3.5 percent), and incarcerated (1 percent). In other 
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words, the distribution method for the adult postsecondary, single parents/homemakers, sex 
equity, and incarcerated set-asides was at the discretion of the states (see Appendix C).
220
  
The Program Improvement section left more fiscal and administrative discretion to the 
state administrators, comprising forty-three (43) percent of total within-state Perkins funding, 
this section did not have set-asides or funding formulas and therefore was not nearly as confining 
or delimiting.  In fact, the legislation provided the states with twenty-five ways in which the 
Program Improvement funding could be expended. As Muraskin noted, ―The uses include 
traditional state and local activities such as curriculum development, in-service and pre-service 
[teacher] training, equipment purchases, and student organizations.‖221 Since the legislation 
indicated that states could only retain seven percent of the within-state allocation for state 
administration costs, ten to forty (10- 40) percent of Program Improvement funds were retained 
at the state level to conduct state level projects.
222
 It should be noted that the mindset at this time 
was that although this money was not directly going to localities, it produced a by-product of 
information, research, professional development, leadership, and curriculum that directly 
benefited local CTE secondary and post-secondary institutions. Home economics received 
special funding but one-third of the total federal allocation had to be spent in economically 
depressed areas.  The final stipulation was that each state would employ a full time sex equity 
coordinator.  As monumental as these changes are they did not happen overnight.  Congress did 
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not one day wake up and decide that program improvement and accessibility were two items 
generally lacking in vocational education.  The road was long, and the struggles were great.  
The concept of equal access to education which shaped the Perkins incorporation of 
―special populations‖ finds it roots in the 1954 Brown v. Board of Education of Topeka, Kansas 
decision which declared separate but equal had no place in education.  The Brown decision 
stated ―that the segregation of children in public schools solely on the basis of race, even though 
the physical facilities and other ‗tangible‘ factors may be equal, deprive the children of the 
minority group of equal educational opportunities.‖223  From this landmark decision the 
educational system of United States began the journey of desegregation, and the movement 
toward access to education for all students had begun.  Brown laid the foundation but the house 
was built at a snail‘s pace when you consider in it took ten more years to pass the Civil Rights 
Act of 1964, though the Supreme Court has made its commitment to equal rights clear, the cause 
of civil rights still required action by Congress.   
The social condition of the country was pushing Congress towards change.  African 
Americans had become increasingly vocal and mobilized for political action following World 
War II.  Protesters began to point at a number of social injustices that prevented them from being 
in the same social playing field as whites. In addition to challenging segregation in the courts, 
African Americans relied increasingly on direct action to publicize their plight by staging 
boycotts and sit-ins.   The pace of social protest increased dramatically in the four years before 
passage of the 1964 Civil Rights Act.  
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In February 1960, students demonstrated against segregation at a department store lunch 
counter in Greensboro, North Carolina. Later that year, violence erupted over New Orleans's 
school racial policies and the Supreme Court struck down a Louisiana statute blocking 
integration. In January 1961, two African American students enrolled in the University of 
Georgia at Athens marking the first desegregation in public education in Georgia.  
A major development in the civil rights direct action protest movement occurred with the 
formation of the Freedom Rides in the early 1960s. Groups of people entered southern cities by 
bus to test segregation barriers in transportation facilities. Frequently, they were met with 
violence. In May 1961, while riders were traveling through Alabama, rioting broke out, forcing 
the U.S. Attorney General to protect civil rights workers with U.S. marshals. During the fall of 
1962, James Meredith's attempt to enroll as the first African American in the University of 
Mississippi in Oxford generated extreme hostility. Two men were killed and 375 injured as the 
state resisted Meredith's admission.
224
  
Social pressures continued to mount in 1963. Martin Luther King organized peaceful 
demonstrations in Birmingham, Alabama, to protest segregation in public facilities. Throughout 
the spring, an escalating cycle of violence consumed Birmingham, forcing President Kennedy to 
alert federal troops and to warn Governor George Wallace that continued violence against 
peaceful civil rights marchers would bring the troops into action. The murder of civil rights 
workers Medger Evers and William L. Moore added fuel to the controversy.  The nation's news 
media covered the Birmingham episodes in depth, bringing pictures into homes throughout the 
country of African Americans being beaten, of fire hoses being turned against marchers, and of 
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police using electric cattle prods to control the crowd. Civil rights leaders and sympathizers 
protested the senseless violence through letters and telegrams to their congressman.  By 1964, 
there were unmistakable signs that social conditions for African American Americans required 
legislative attention in the U.S. Congress.  In a confidential memorandum, one Republican 
senator asked in May 1963 that ―Republicans meet the challenge by proposing a legislative 
initiative to revise Senate rules to make it easier to pass a civil rights bill which would cut off 
federal funds to programs that discriminated against African Americans‖225. In suggesting this 
action, the senator made the link between social conditions and legislation clear when he said 
that "recent events in racial relations in Birmingham, Alabama and elsewhere, in the North and 
the South, have demonstrated the critical need for further action by the Congress . . . toward 
righting the wrongs and ending the disadvantages of the past."
226
  
The political condition had changed as well.  In 1961, Americans elected President John 
F. Kennedy a Democrat from Massachusetts, and the youngest man to ever be elected to the 
office.   In his Inaugural Address he offered the memorable injunction: "Ask not what your 
country can do for you - ask what you can do for your country."
227
 As President, he attempted to 
redeem his campaign by pledging to ―get America moving again.‖  His economic programs 
launched the country on its longest sustained expansion since World War II; he laid plans for a 
massive assault on persisting pockets of privation and poverty; and took vigorous action in the 
cause of equal rights.  Kennedy began the process by proposing to Congress a civil rights act 
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dealing with voting rights, public accommodations,  desegregation of public schools, 
establishment of a Community Relations Service, continuation of the Civil Rights Commission, 
nondiscrimination in federally assisted programs and a formation of an Equal Employment 
Opportunities Commission.
228
   The Justice Department was charged with crafting a bill.  
Kennedy did not live to see his plans become reality; he served only two years and was 
assassinated in November of 1963 in Dallas, Texas.  The country was shaken by the 
assassination of the President.  Vice President Lyndon Johnson moved quickly to assume the 
duties of the Presidency and to begin to restore order and confidence.  The climate that was 
created by Kennedy‘s death allowed for key social reforming pieces of legislation to pass in 
Congress.   
On July 2, 1964, President Lyndon Johnson spoke these words before signing the 1964 
Civil Rights Act into law. 
 ―We believe that all men are created equal -- yet many are denied equal 
treatment. We believe that all men have certain inalienable rights. We believe that 
all men are entitled to the blessings of liberty -- yet millions are being deprived of 
those blessings, not because of their own failures, but because of the color of their 
skins. The reasons are deeply embedded in history and tradition and the nature of 
man. We can understand without rancor or hatred how all this happens. But it 
cannot continue. Our Constitution, the foundation of our Republic, forbids it. The 
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principles of our freedom forbid it. Morality forbids it. And the law I sign tonight 
forbids it....‖ 229  
The Civil Rights Act of 1964 outlawed discrimination on the basis of race, color, religion, 
national origin, and sex in public accommodations, employment, and federally funded programs. 
It also established a framework within the federal government for combating discrimination by 
giving the U.S. Attorney General the power to file discrimination suits, expanding the mandate 
of the U.S. Commission on Civil Rights, and establishing the Equal Employment Opportunity 
Commission to review employment discrimination complaints. The following year the Voting 
Rights Act of 1965 closely followed the language of the 15th amendment, applying a nationwide 
prohibition against the denial or abridgment of the right to vote on the literacy tests on a 
nationwide basis. Among its other provisions, the Act contained special enforcement provisions 
targeted at those areas of the country where Congress believed the potential for discrimination to 
be the greatest. In addition, the provisions of this Civil Rights Act forbade discrimination on the 
basis of sex as well as race in hiring, promoting, and firing. The word "sex" was added at the last 
moment. According to the West Encyclopedia of American Law, Representative Howard W. 
Smith (D-VA) added the word. His critics argued that Smith, a conservative Southern opponent 
of federal civil rights, did so to kill the entire bill. Smith, however, argued that he had amended 
the bill in keeping with his support of Alice Paul and the National Women's Party with whom he 
had been working. Martha W. Griffiths (D-MI) led the effort to keep the word "sex" in the bill. 
In the final legislation, Section 703 (a) made it unlawful for an employer to "fail or refuse to hire 
or to discharge any individual, or otherwise to discriminate against any individual with respect to 
his compensation, terms, conditions or privileges or employment, because of such individual's 
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race, color, religion, sex, or national origin." The final bill also allowed sex to be a consideration 
when sex is a bona fide occupational qualification for the job. Title VII of the act created the 
Equal Employment Opportunity Commission (EEOC) to implement the law. 
During this same time, President Johnson pushed through the Vocational Education Act 
of 1963.   In the two years prior to its passage there had been extensive study and deliberation 
regarding the new law.  A panel of experts had been charged by the United States Department of 
Health, Education, and Welfare to evaluate the state of vocational education in America and had 
issued a scorching report titled Education for a Changing World of Work. The panel‘s evaluation 
was extremely critical of the traditional vocational education programming.  In particular the 
report focused on occupational divisions, stating that many of the occupations seemed 
―hopelessly outdated.‖230  The panel recommended vocational education target not professions 
but people, ―especially those heretofore systematically slighted, if not ignored altogether.‖231  
The recommendations stated that in a changing world of work, vocational education must: 
1. Offer training opportunities to the 210 million non-college graduates who would 
enter the labor market in the 1960‘s. 
2. Provide training or retraining for the millions of workers who skills and technical 
knowledge must be updated as well as those whose jobs will disappear due to 
increasing efficiency, automation, or economic change. 
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3. Meet the critical need for highly skilled craftsmen and technicians through 
education during and after the high school years. 
4. Expand the vocational and technical programs consistent with the employment 
possibilities and national economic needs.  
5. Make educational opportunities equally available to all regardless of race, sex, 
scholastic aptitude or place of residence.
232
 
 
Inspired by certain recommendations from Education for a Changing World of Work, Title V of 
the National Education Improvement Act of 1963 both expanded the federal role in vocational 
education and shifted its emphasis.  Also resulting from the report, the 1963 Vocational 
Education Act rejected the traditional formulas for distribution of federal aid to the states, which 
had largely been correlated with where residents live, where they work, or both; instead the 1963 
law favored distribution of funding to be based upon the number of each state‘s residents within 
certain age range.  
The early 1960‘s were an undoubtedly turbulent time in education and across the nation. 
High levels of unemployment, poor educational facilities, and a lagging economy were just a few 
of the problems facing the country.  Additionally, not enough schools were preparing the average 
student for the labor force.  It was estimated that by 1961, less than two-thirds of all public high 
schools offered any federally funded CTE program, which left a large number of American high 
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school students with little to no exposure to vocational training.
233
  The CTE programs that did 
exist were preparing students for ―…limited employment opportunities‖.234 Meanwhile, the 
―federal support for [CTE] continued at a slow, even pace‖.235  The long-term unemployment of 
―…youth, minority groups, the unskilled, and the uneducated…‖236 coupled with the federal 
government‘s increased emphasis ―…on dealing with specific domestic problems by increasing 
governmental centralization and financial responsibility‖237 provided momentum for the 1963 
Vocational Education Act.  This Act solidified the federal government‘s commitment to 
maintain, extend, and improve existing CTE programs. The purpose of the Act was to ensure that 
all persons of all ages in all communities would have ready access to vocational training or 
retraining of high quality, suited to their personal needs, interest, and abilities.
238
  As Evans, 
Mangum, and Pragan stated, the 1963 Vocational Education Act ―…provided a totally new 
orientation for [CTE] and the opportunity for greater flexibility in pursuing it.‖239   This 
increased flexibility enabled states to use federal funds for all CTE programs rather than simply 
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those previously designated in the law.
240
   This expansion and flexibility resulted in a growth of 
43 percent in total secondary CTE enrollments between 1964 and 1966.
241
  The Vocational 
Education Act of 1963 changed the focus of funding from specific programs to identification of 
people.  The legislation did not require funds to be spent on various vocational services; instead 
it stipulated funding for particular types and ages of persons.  Ninety percent of the authorized 
funds were allocated directly to States on the basis of formula.
242
    According to Calhoun and 
Finch, the formula that was used required 50 percent of the funds to be used for 15 to 19 year old 
students, 20 percent for students 20-25 year old students, and 15 percent for students falling 
between the ages of 25 to 65.  The final five percent was to be used regardless of age.
243
  This 
change in formula and purpose changed the impetus of the law.    The intent of the 1963 act was 
to insure that people of all ages and communities had access to vocational training and retraining.  
The law provided services to assist people who were academically or economically 
disadvantaged. This modification in funding changed the way schools were funded and shifted 
more funding to vocational education to urban areas. In 1963, the mission of the law was 
expanded from simply funding and supporting programs to targeting disadvantaged students. 
Mason, Futado, and Husted reported that for the first time, the vocational education was 
mandated to meet the needs of individual students and not simply the employment needs of 
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industry.
244
   Since 1917, the purpose of the vocational education laws had been to expand and 
sustain specific programs (Agriculture, Industrial Technology, and Home Economics) now the 
focus was moving toward access of programs. 
The change in focus continued through the 1968 Amendments which emphasized 
services for handicapped students and for postsecondary education. In 1968, the Vocational 
Education Act was amended to ―…specifically target funds for the disadvantaged, handicapped, 
and post-secondary [CTE]‖245  Additionally, consumer and homemaking education, cooperative 
vocational education, and curriculum development were added to the lists of items VEA funds 
would continue to support through the 1968 Amendments.
246
 
In 1976, Congress added several new stipulations of purpose:  Congress required states to 
include a wide range of agencies in their planning and make resources available for vocational 
education curriculum. Another major change in 1976 was the focus on eliminating sex 
discrimination and sex stereotyping from vocational education programs.  The major thrusts of 
Vocational Education Amendments of 1976 were to: 
1. extend, improve and where necessary, maintain existing programs of 
vocational education; 
2. develop new vocational education programs; and  
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3. provide part-time employment for youth who need the earnings to continue 
their training on a full-time basis. 
These purposes were identified for the major portion of the legislation, Congress also included 
additional categories that reflected their priorities and were to be funded through state grants.  
These additional categories included funding for vocational guidance and counseling, pre-service 
and in-service training for personnel, renovation and remodeling of facilities and grants to 
overcome sex bias.
247
  The 1976 Amendments to the Vocational Education Act included several 
provisions intended to eliminate sex bias and stereotyping in vocational education programs.  
Among them were requirements for a vocational sex equity coordinator in every state, for a 
women representative to serve on state advisory councils, and for each state to spend $50,000 of 
its federal vocational education grant on sex equity personnel.
248
 The 1976 amendments sought 
to ―…dismantle sex segregation in CTE‖249 through these provisions.  
In 1976, the basic state grant was divided into two sections: (a) CTE training and 
program maintenance; for which 80 percent of federal monies was allocated, (b) program 
improvement and supportive services; for which 20 percent of federal monies was allocated.
250
 
In section one there were nine areas in which states could expend the federal dollars:  
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1. state and local CTE programs;  
2. work-study for students aged 15-20;  
3. cooperative education;  
4. energy-related CTE which authorized post-secondary training in coal mining and the 
installation of solar energy equipment;  
5. construction of area CTE schools;  
6. industrial arts programs at the junior high level;  
7. support services for women who were either entering for the first time or about to re-
enter the job market;  
8. CTE training at private institutions to provide training where such training is not 
available in public institutions; and 
9. sex equity coordinator.251  
Section two of the basic state grant could be expended in six areas:  
1. CTE research; 
2. development and implementation of exemplary and innovative CTE programs; 
3. curriculum development;  
4. CTE guidance and counseling (mandatory 20 percent of section two funding);  
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5. personnel training; and  
6. support activities to eliminate sex bias in CTE programs252 
 It could be argued that the shift from focusing on prescriptive age ranged services helped to do 
two things.  First, it helped to centralize CTE programs nationwide and secondly, it helped to 
increase the federal government‘s leverage over the operation of statewide CTE programs.  
Sex equity made its debut in educational reform with the passage of Title X of the 
Educational Amendments of 1972 calling for an end to sex discrimination.  Women had been 
fighting for equal pay since the Civil War when for the first time women were employed as 
government clerks.  In addition to be trained differently from men, women also earned a 
different wage.  Congress appropriated funds for the salaries of the female clerks in 1864 to have 
an annual salary cap of $600.00, an amount less than half the salary of the male clerks.
253
 
Following the governments direction, private industry also paid women 50 percent of the wage 
of the male counter parts for the same work.  More than seventy years later, Westinghouse, 
stipulated in their personal manuals that ―the lowest paid male job was not to be paid below the 
highest paid female job, regardless of the job content and value to the firm.‖254 Thus the feminist 
movement had a steep hill to climb as it worked for equal pay and equal access. 
There are three federal statutes in the area of education which promote women‘s rights in 
education.  They include: Title IX of the Educational Amendments of 1972, the Women‘s 
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Educational Equity Act (WEEA) passed in 1974, and the provisions established in the 1976 
Vocational Education Act and continued in the Carl D. Perkins Act of 1984.
255
   Scholars define 
sex equity in Education as both the elimination of sex discrimination, sex stereotyping, and sex 
segregation.
256
  Title IX is the ―most comprehensive educational legislation to date was passed as 
a little noticed addendum in a general education bill; it was however, a conscious maneuver by 
women‘s groups to have the legislation enacted.‖257  Title IX  states ―no person in the United 
States shall, on the basis of sex, be excluded from participation in, be denied the benefits of, or 
be subjected to discrimination under any education program or activity receiving Federal 
financial assistance.‖ 258  The bill covered education at all levels from kindergarten to university.  
After its passage Title IX was viewed as controversial and the Department of Health, Education 
and Welfare (HEW) took three years from 1972-1975 to translate the law into specific 
regulations took an additional four years to create policy interpretations to address athletics.
259
 
The enforcement of Title IX falls on the Office of Civil Rights (OCR), which had assumed the 
charge in 1964 of enforcing racial nondiscrimination. Under the Reagan Administration, the 
judiciary supported a narrow interpretation of Title IX.  Evidence of this are found in the North 
Haven v. Bell (1982) decision, challenging whether Title IX banned discrimination in the 
employment of teachers and administrators, as well as in the Grove City v. Bell (1984) case 
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where the Supreme Court ruled that Title IX regulations applied only to those portions of 
programs  and activities funded by the federal government. 
260
  Finally, in 1988 Congress passed 
the Civil Rights Restoration Act, which declared that the ―program and activity‖ reference in 
Title IX affected ―all operations‖ of an institution receiving federal funding.261 
The next piece of legislation is the Women‘s Educational Equity Act (WEEA).  The 
purpose of this legislation is to: 
 evaluate curricula, textbooks, and other educational materials;  
 produce models of pre-service and in-service training programs for 
educational personnel;  
 promote research and development;  
 support guidance and counseling activities;  
 develop educational activities  to increase opportunities for women;  
 and to improve educational programs in vocational education, physical 
education and educational administration.
262
 
The legislation was implemented through grants to colleges and universities, state agencies and 
other institutions.  However, a large issue for this legislation has been, and continues to be, 
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funding (see Appendix D).  WEEA was passed as part of the Special Projects Act of 1974.  In 
1991, there were 247 grant applications and only 17 awards funded.
263
  The legislation created 
the National Advisory Council on Women‘s Educational Programs (NACWEP) to oversee sex 
equity legislation; unfortunately the council was eliminated in 1988.    
The final legislation which support sex equity  include the Vocational Education Act and 
the Carl D. Perkins Vocational Education Act of 1984 and its subsequent reauthorizations and 
amendments; as previously noted, sex equity and single parents were identified through set 
asides or ―special populations‖ in the 1984 legislation.  In the 1976 Amendments Congress 
required a vocational sex equity coordinator in every state, women representatives to serve on 
state advisory councils, and each state to spend $50,000 of its federal vocational education grant 
on sex equity personnel.
264
 
During the Congressional hearing in 1981, the National Advisory Council on Women‘s 
Educational Programs (NACWEP) presented the following facts: 
 Nearly two-thirds of all women in the labor force in 1979 were single, 
widowed, divorced, or separated, or had husbands who earned less than 
$10,000. 
 The average women worker still earns only 39 cents for every dollar that a 
man earns, even when both work full time, year round. 
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 In 1979, half of all poor families were headed by women, compared to 
only about one-third of such families in 1969. 
 Black teenage girls have the highest unemployment rate of all workers, 
male and female. 
 Hispanic women have the lowest median income of all workers, male and 
female.
265
 
The NACWEP went on to report that after the focus on sex equity in the 1976 legislation 
enrollments had been impacted.  The council state that from 1972 – 1978 the following occurred: 
 National enrollments in all occupational training areas increased by 44 percent 
with an influx of over three million additional students.  The enrollment increase 
was greater for women than for men.  Women increased by 1.8 million (60 
percent more than their enrollment in 1972) while men increased by 1.4 million 
(32 percent more than their enrollment in 1972). 
 While the actual number of women enrolled nationally in Traditional vocational 
programs increased by 723, 700, the percent of all women vocational students 
were in Traditional programs decreased by 9 points, from 65percent to 56 
percent.
266
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These small changes all culminated in the 1984 Perkins Vocational Education Act and the set 
asides for sex equity, single parents and homemakers.   The Cleveland Board of Education v. 
LaFleur case would further solidify the addition of single parents into the law.  In the fall of 
1973,  Pregnant public school teachers Jo Carol LaFleur and Ann Elizabeth Nelson brought 
actions under 42 U.S.C. 1983 challenging the constitutionality of mandatory maternity leave 
rules of the Cleveland, Ohio (No. 72-777), and Chesterfield County, Virginia (No. 72-1129), 
School Boards.
267
 The Cleveland rule required a pregnant school teacher to take unpaid 
maternity leave of five months before the expected childbirth, with leave application being made 
at a minimum of two weeks before her departure. Eligibility to return to work was not accorded 
or considered until the next regular semester after her child was three months old.
268
 The 
Chesterfield County rule required teachers to leave work for at least four months, and to give 
notice at least six months, before the anticipated childbirth. Re-employment was guaranteed no 
later than the first day of the school year after the date she is declared re-eligible. Both practices 
required a physician's certificate of physical fitness prior to the teacher's return. Each Court of 
Appeals reversed the court below, one holding that the Chesterfield County maternity leave rule 
was constitutional, the other holding the Cleveland rule unconstitutional.  On January 21, 1974, 
the court delivered its ruling. The majority opinion of the court was delivered by Justice Potter 
Stewart. The Supreme Court ruled the mandatory maternity leave practices were unconstitutional 
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under the Due Process Clauses in the 5th and 14th amendments. Essentially, the practices were 
found to be too arbitrary. 
  When examining the other laws which passed between 1963 and 1984 it is evident that 
much of the legislation which passed through Congress addressed providing equal education for 
all.  So did Perkins create a more of a democratizing effect on the American educational system 
than we tend to see? Or did it perpetuate the maintenance of a dual-tiered system of education, 
i.e. traditional education v. vocational education, under the facade of ―equal opportunities‖?  To 
get at the heart of this we can look at the struggles of the other populations that have been 
classified as ‗special‘ including English Language learners and individuals with disabilities.   
English Language Learners 
The assertion to assist limited English proficient students first entered educational 
legislation in the 1972 Education Amendments in the same amendments which include Title IX 
there are provisions to assist the needs of limited – English proficient (LEP) students.  The 
ground work for this population to be included was established in a similar manner to that of 
equal access – through the court system.  In 1971 the San Francisco, California school system 
integrated as a result of a federal court decree. Approximately 2,800 Chinese ancestry students in 
the school system did not speak English. One thousand of these students received supplemental 
courses in English language.  The other 1,800 students did not receive any guidance or 
instruction. A class action suit was brought by the non-English-speaking Chinese students who 
did not receive additional instruction and support against officials responsible for the operation 
of the San Francisco Unified School District. The students alleged that they were not provided 
with equal educational opportunities and, therefore, were not being afforded their Fourteenth 
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Amendment rights. The District Court denied relief, and the Court of Appeals affirmed the 
decision. The basis of the Court of Appeals decision was that every student brings to his or her 
educational career different advantages and disadvantages based on social, economic, and 
cultural background.  These factors are created separately from the school system.   The case Lau 
v. Nichols made its way to the Supreme Court.  The Supreme Court did not validate the Equal 
Protection Clause argument of petitioners, but relied on Section 601 of the Civil Rights Act of 
1964, which prohibits discrimination based on race, color, or national origin in any program or 
activity receiving federal financial assistance.
 269
 The San Francisco Unified School District 
received substantial federal financial assistance, and based on guidelines imposed upon 
recipients of such funding, school systems must assure that students of a particular race, color, or 
national origin are not denied the same opportunities to obtain an education generally obtained 
by other students in the same school system. 
This guideline was further expanded in 1970 to include students with language 
deficiencies were to be afforded the tools necessary to rectify the deficiency.  The advocates for 
the English as a Second Language curriculum were also successful in the 1981 case of 
Castañeda v. Pickard. This case was filed against the Raymondville, Texas Independent School 
District (RISD).  Mexican-American children and their parents claimed that the district was 
discriminating against the students based on their ethnic heritage.  The parents argued that 
classrooms were segregated using a grouping system based on racially and ethnically 
discriminatory criteria. School districts were required to establish bilingual education according 
to the Lau vs. Nichols ruling, yet, there was no way to evaluate the adequacy of the school‘s 
approach. Consequently, in some cases inadequate separation could be the result. Castañeda v. 
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Pickard went to trial and on August 17, 1978 the judge ruled in favor of the defendant, stating 
that the district had not violated any of the plaintiff‘s constitutional or statutory rights. The ruling 
was appealed and in 1981, when the Fifth Circuit Court of Appeals ruled in favor of the 
plaintiffs.  The Castañeda v. Pickard case established three criteria for a program that serves 
Limited English Proficient (LEP) students. These measures outline an evaluation of a school 
district‘s services for the LEP students and determine if the program addresses the needs of this 
particular population. The criterion includes:  
i. Programs and curriculum must be based on ―a sound educational theory.‖   
ii. They must be ―implemented effectively,‖ with adequate resources and 
personnel. 
iii. After a trial period, the curriculum must be evaluated as effective in 
overcoming language handicaps.  
The final case that shaped the incorporation of English Language Learners into the Carl 
D. Perkins Act of 1984 was the Plyler v. Doe case of 1982.  The Supreme Court of the United 
States struck down a state statute denying funding for education to children who were illegal 
immigrants. The Court found that where states limit the rights afforded to people based on their 
status as aliens, this limitation must be examined under an intermediate scrutiny standard to 
determine whether it furthers a substantial goal of the State. 
The mention of serving handicapped students was first included in the 1963 Vocational 
Education Act, the move towards including access for all students has been a large part of 
Perkins as previously mentioned.  However, the vocational legislation was not the only support 
or mandates for handicapped students. In 1975, Congress passed Public Law 94-142 (Education 
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of All Handicapped Children Act), now codified as IDEA (Individuals with Disabilities 
Education Act). In order to receive federal funds, states must develop and implement policies 
that assure a free appropriate public education (FAPE) to all children with disabilities. Public 
Law 94-142 requires schools to provide the least restrictive environment possible for all children. 
The passage of this law means children are no longer to be isolated or excluded from the rest of 
the academic environment. They are to be included into the educational mainstream to the 
greatest extent possible. The law (1) protects a child‘s right to due process in educational 
placement, (2) attempts to protect exceptional children from undue bias and discriminatory 
practices in testing, and (3) mandates that every exceptional child is entitled to an individual 
educational plan to meet his or her unique needs. 
The Perkins law states that individuals who are members of special populations 
(including individuals with disabilities) must be provided with equal access to recruitment, 
enrollment, and placement activities in vocational education. In addition, these individuals must 
be provided with equal access to the full range of vocational education programs available to 
others, including occupationally specific courses of study, cooperative education, apprenticeship 
programs, and, to the extent practical, comprehensive guidance and counseling services. Under 
the law, vocational educational planning should be coordinated among public agencies, including 
vocational education, special education, and the state vocational rehabilitation agencies. The 
provision of vocational education to youth with disabilities should be monitored to ensure that 
such education is consistent with objectives stated in the student's Individual Education Plan 
(IEP).  
The term special populations or special needs populations under Perkins includes: single 
parents/homemakers, economically and academically disadvantaged, handicapped, limited 
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English proficient students, and employment/sex equity (later referenced as students pursuing 
nontraditional occupations for their gender).  There is no mention of ethnic minority groups.  
However, scholars such as Gordon believe the term special populations ―is generally used to 
describe individuals who are (1) members of minority groups; (2) limited –English speaking and 
physically and/or mentally disabled, economically and/or academically disadvantaged; or (3) 
gifted and talented.
270
  Therefore, it seems necessary to explore not only why those particular 
populations were included as ―special populations‖ in the 1984 Perkins law, but also why ethnic 
minorities in particular were left out of a legislation so focused on access for all students. 
The relationship between African Americans and vocational training can be traced to the 
second Morrill Act.   The views regarding the educational path for African Americans are rooted 
in the philosophical debates between Booker T. Washington and W.E.B DuBois.  Washington 
defined an educated person as one ―possessing both cognitive and problem-solving skills, self 
discipline, moral standards, and sense of service.‖271  In 1895, Washington delivered the famous 
―Atlanta Compromise‖ speech, at the Atlanta Exposition stating that is was ―acceptable for black 
people to remain separate from whites in social and political matters but that black people could 
help themselves economically by being more industrious and thrifty‖ – and obtaining an 
education prepared them for manual labor.
272
   This speech catapulted Washington into the 
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national spotlight, and laid the foundation from which the DuBois/Washington debates grew.
273
 
The following excerpt from this speech reveals some of Washington‘s beliefs.  
Our greatest danger is that in the leap from slavery to freedom we many overlook 
the fact that the masses of us are to live by the production of our hands, and fail to 
keep in mind that we shall prosper in proportion as we learn to dignify and glorify 
common labor, and put brains and skill into common occupations of life; share 
prosper in proportion as we learn to draw the line between the superficial and the 
substantial, the ornamental getaways of life and the useful.  No race can prosper 
till [sic] it learns that there is as much dignity in tilling a field as in writing a 
poem.  It is at the bottom of life that we must begin and not at the top. 
274
 
Washington‘s proposal for African American progress was based on the theory that industrial 
education provided the skills needed for business and occupational success, and this success 
would lead to civil and political success.
275
  He was criticized for encouraging African 
Americans to peacefully coexist with the southern whites and the Atlanta speech was held by 
many in the United States as a ‗blue print‘ for African American advancement.276   
Unfortunately, the economic reality was a far cry from gospel presented by Washington.  
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Washington‘s greatest adversary or critic was Dr. William E.B DuBois; a graduate of 
Harvard who believed it was more important for African American‘s to press for the immediate 
implementation of their civil rights than for the race to ‗peacefully coexist‘.277   DuBois spoke 
openly about the unjust circumstances plaguing the nation.  He is credited for being a central 
figure in founding the NAACP, where he served as the director of publications and research.  
During his tenure with the NAACP he founded and edited Crisis, a magazine designed to 
educate all Americans on the reality of racism.
278
  DuBois was also an active leader of the 
Niagara Movement (the first African American protest organization in the 20
th
 Century).  In that 
role he is to have said, ―We want full manhood suffrage and we want it now… We want the 
constitution of the country enforced…We are men! We will be treated as men and shall win.‖279  
DuBois favored the more liberal arts education.  Washington believed that industrial or 
vocational education would create economic self-reliance and better position African American‘s 
in the industrializing America.
280
  The issue Moody sites in his work The History of Blacks in 
Vocational Education was that DuBois believed that Washington‘s programs and proposal 
accepted an alleged substandard of living for African Americans.
281
  Lazerson and Grubb 
emphasize the importance Washington placed on industrial education in the following: 
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 ―As a race there are two things we must learn to do – one is to put brains and skills into 
the common occupations of life, and the other is to dignify common labor.  If we do not, we 
cannot hold our own as a race.  Ninety percent of any race on the globe earns its living at the 
common occupation of life, and African Americans can be no exception to this rule‖.282 
DuBois felt the route to social and financial success would come through the development of 
mental faculties, and needed to follow the attainment of civil and political rights.  
 Vocational education legislation continues to identify and target special populations in 
the pursuit of equal access, and has since the 1963 legislations.  However, it is evident to both 
practitioners and researchers that there has been a lack of attention to ―the vocational needs of 
the African American community.‖283   From 1910 – 1930 public high schools began to offer 
manual training courses for African Americans.
284
  The manual training movement was designed 
to meet the needs increased labor needs that accompanied the industrial revolution.  Lazerson 
and Grubb offer the movement also offered an educational response to the social and economic 
challenges created by the huge influx of rural poor and newly free, uneducated and unemployed 
African Americans in the South.
285
  They go on to assert that both educators and economist, 
primarily industrialist, were concerned with the immigrants‘ high attrition rates in secondary 
schools leaving this populations uneducated, unskilled, and unprepared for life as a worker.  
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What was prescribed for urban immigrant and other poor was socialization and training in the 
values of hard work and proper homemaking, which for education translated into woodworking 
and industrial arts for boys and sewing, cooking, and home economics for girls.
286
 
 During the first decade of the twentieth century, educational opportunities for African 
American women slowly expanded.  Local African American industrial training schools were 
transforming into public high schools and the industrial training institutes were converting into 
colleges.  Some schools offered more academic work, while others expanded their vocational 
programming as traditional trades became obsolete.  The young African American women were 
interested in educational opportunities that ensured they could avoid domestic servant work – 
these areas predominately included nursing, cosmetology, or printing.
287
  Nursing and 
cosmetology were popular and open to African American women because the services were 
needed in the African American communities, and the work fit into the accepted women‘s 
roles.
288
  Printing was open to women because the print shops on campuses were expanding and 
men were choosing other fields of vocational work.
289
 
 As decades passed and the economics changed there was a shift in educational training.  
The Depression caused more competition between Blacks and Whites for jobs while at the same 
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time creating a competition for the limited federal funding.  The end result was a public school 
system already separate becoming increasing more unequal.
290
  By 1935, Black Institutions were 
less likely to receive federal funding and African Americans in the South became 
underrepresented in vocational education programs.  Anderson notes that while southern White 
students were equally likely to be enrolled in all areas of vocational education; agriculture (36 
percent), home economics (34 percent) and trade and industries (30 percent).  This equal 
distribution of students was not reflected in African American students, who were more likely 
found in agriculture (55 percent) and home economics (29 percent) with only 16 percent of 
African American students enrolled in trade and industrial arts programs.
291
  The decreased 
participation by African American student is the trades and industry programs most likely reflect 
the exclusion of African Americans from practicing in these occupations.
292
  Furthermore, under 
the George-Deen Act of 1929 distributive occupations had been funded in vocational education 
however, these programs were not offered in most Black schools.
293
   
 Through the 1930s African American educators and associations worked to reduce 
educational and economic inequities in the North and the South through a Black vocational 
guidance movement which sought to improve vocational and career counseling for African 
American students.  It was evident that African American students were either aspiring to entry 
level occupations or expecting to pursue an academic or professional education.  Educators in the 
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African American community believed that students needed more information on the wide range 
of middle-level skilled occupations, which would encourage them to choose more of these kinds 
of occupations.
294
  Unfortunately, this effort had little effect on level of participation of African 
American students in the more lucrative vocational occupations.  What was a turning point was 
the demand for civilian labor that was created after the United States entered World War II.  This 
new economy of opportunity provided African American youth with the encouragement they 
needed to aim for entrance into colleges and university and move away from vocational 
training.
295
  
Today, African American students make up only 16.6 percent of all students enrolled in 
career and technical education programs at the Community College level, equally 1.8 million 
African American students. If vocational education is to achieve the goal of equal access for all 
students no matter their race, sex, age, national origin, language or economic level the nation will 
need to consider broadening the definition of special populations. 
 The special populations were created and designated in the 1984 Vocational Education 
act which was named after Representative Carl D. Perkins from Kentucky.  Perkins as the 
Chairmen of the Education and Labor Committee is understood to have influenced which 
populations were selected.  In examining the vocational education legislation it is as essential to 
understand what, as it is to examine whom.  By understanding the people who had a role in the 
creation of the law, one can clearly see how the law was shaped.  And by determining key which 
issues are important to the player, a researcher is able to decode the intent of the legislation. 
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CHAPTER SIX: 
Conclusion - The Evolution from Vocational Education to 
Career and Technical Education 
 
Chapter five examined the social and legislative climate that existed from 1963 through 
1984 creating a shift in educational and social policy which led to the incorporation of the special 
populations in the Carl D. Perkins 1984 legislations. The purpose of the 1984 Act aimed to 
improve programs and increase access for all students. As the act was implemented the National 
Assessment of Vocational Education (NAVE) was commissioned by the President and was part 
of the 1984 legislation to provide an assessment of the state of vocational education.  This 
chapter will examine the evolution of the Perkins legislation from 1985 -2006, and provides an 
interpretation of the transformation from vocational education into career and technical 
education, while examining what influences the law has had on other educational, economical, 
and social policy.  
In 1989, NAVE released its final report describing the status of implementation.  The 
assessment designed focused on five broad areas:  the implementation of Perkins, vocational 
education for special populations, conditions of secondary vocational education, conditions of 
postsecondary education, and the changing economy and its skill requirements.  The study found 
that ―the rates at which states allocated Perkins Act funds among secondary and postsecondary 
sectors varied greatly… with postsecondary shares ranging from 8 -100 percent.‖296 And that ―a 
substantial amount of the Perkins Acts funds were used for assessments and other types of 
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vocational counseling.‖297 The committee included twenty separate recommendations for 
changes included the following: 
1. Interstate formula: Eliminate minimum allotment - the research suggested that 
the minimum allotment resulted in smaller states attaining over twice as much 
funding over more populous states. 
2. Interstate formula: Take into account the distribution of disadvantaged 
students and other students with special needs across states.  In the 1984 
legislation, the distribution of funds for disadvantaged youth did not correlate 
with the extent of youth in poverty. 
3. Match all basic grant funds at the state level or match services directly for 
disadvantaged and handicapped students. 
4. Limit expenditures of federal aid for equipment and materials. 
5. Increase the size of sex equity grants.298 
Several recommendations focused on tightening provisions around funds for special populations 
if ―targeting to individuals is maintained.‖  Examples include, restricting student eligibility, 
assessments to assist those students with the greatest need first, and assuring that students 
receiving support through the Perkins legislation are in fact vocational education students. 
In 1989, Congress initiated the discussions on the reauthorization of the Carl D. Perkins 
Vocational Education Act.  The Department of Education survived the Reagan presidency and 
George H. W. Bush began his tenure as President.  Bush ran on a platform calling himself the 
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―Education President.‖  His support for education was evident in his first State of the Union 
Address where President Bush proposed funding a $500 million dollar educational program 
rewarding America's best schools or merit schools.  The proposal was quite detailed and included 
the creation of special Presidential awards for the best teachers in every state – the teacher of the 
year, established a new program for National Science Scholars, giving the current generation of 
students special incentive to excel in science and mathematics and called for the expansion of 
magnet schools, requesting programs which encouraged alternative methods of certification to 
allow talented people from the workforce the ability to more easily enter the teaching 
profession.
299
 Many of the programs he proposed came to life in the following years, including 
the Troops to Teachers program, provisional certification and teacher of the year awards.  
Supports for these programs are also evident in the Goals 2000 legislation that was conceived 
during Bush‘s tenure. 
The 1989 congressional negotiations on Perkins focused on the ―hold harmless‖ 
component of the legislation to safeguard against changes to the funding formula. ―Hold 
harmless" describes a provision within a law designed to protect an educational entity from 
dramatic loss of local revenue or state aid. Hold harmless provisions are common when a 
significant change is made to a funding formula or source of funds. The Carl D. Perkins 
Vocational and Applied Technology Education Act of 1990 was signed into law by George 
Bush.  In the end, the 1990 Perkins Act‘s purpose shifted the way in which vocational education 
was presented in America.
300
  Gordon notes that ―earlier [legislation], initiated and promulgated 
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by Congress and accepted by vocational educators since the days of the Smith-Hughes Act, 
tended to separate and isolate vocational teachers, students, and curriculum from the rest of the 
school community.‖301  Gordon believed in 1990 that Congress intended to integrate CTE with 
academic instruction, as well as provide closer linkages between CTE secondary and 
postsecondary institutions, CTE and business.
302 
In order to accomplish this purpose Congress 
removed ―virtually all distributional discretion from state officials‖303 and reallocated the 
majority of funds directly to the local educational agencies.  Prior to the passage of the 1990 
Perkins Act, states held responsibility for determining the most effective and efficient way to use 
their federal allocations to meet the federal requirements.  After 1990, seventy-five percent of the 
federal funds were allocated directly to local CTE programs.  It is also important to note that 
Perkins II, as it soon became known, increased the federal funding allocation for vocational 
education to $1.6 billion annually through 1995.  The Perkins Vocational and Applied 
Technology Education Act (Perkins II) reflected the educational policies and reform efforts of 
the time, placing a great deal of emphasis on the integration of vocational education and 
academic instruction.  Congress believed that for vocational education to remain relevant and 
properly prepare students for the increasing technological demands of the workforce, it would 
have to teach broader skills and incorporate basic academic concepts into the curriculum.  The 
1990 Law strengthened the provisions related to providing services to the disadvantaged, 
disabled and other special population students.  Special populations continued to be defined as 
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individuals with disabilities, individuals from economically disadvantaged families including 
foster children, individuals preparing for nontraditional training and employment, single parents 
including single pregnant women, displaced homemakers, and individuals with other barriers to 
educational achievement including individuals with limited English proficiency.
304 
 
 A significant programmatic change to the 1990 Legislation was the incorporation of 
Title II and the creation and implementation of the Tech Prep program.  Tech Prep had been 
championed by the chairman of the Education and Labor Committee, a democrat from Michigan, 
William Ford.  William D. Ford, no relation to Henry, was known best for his contribution to the 
Direct Federal Student Loan program.  The theoretical framework for Tech Prep originated in a 
book written in 1985, by Dale Parnell titled The Neglected Majority.  In The Neglected Majority, 
Parnell championed the cause of those high school students who were too often overlooked, ―the 
seventy-five percent of students who do not graduate from a four-year college. For their sake and 
for the sake of the country, Parnell argued it was time for our high schools to develop and 
implement Tech Prep programs.‖305 Parnell pointed out in 1985 that roughly eighty-percent of 
the adult population in the United States did not hold a baccalaureate degree. Yet to many the 
baccalaureate degree represents the sole image of success.
306
  Parnell‘s question was in essence 
―What is educational success for the average student, those in the middle, those for whom the 
baccalaureate degree is not the right option, that eighty percent who comprise the ―neglected 
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majority.‖307  Parnell argued that what we needed was an educational system to bring out the best 
in ordinary students.  He outlined in his work a program he called ―Tech Prep,‖ a program 
designed to combine academic rigor with real world application. 
Tech Prep, a technical preparation program, combined two years of secondary education, 
with a minimum of two years post-secondary education (2+2) in a non-duplicative, sequential 
course of study. Students at the end of their postsecondary education would be prepared for 
employment or further postsecondary education. Tech Prep programs integrated academic and 
technical instruction in order to build student skills in academic and technical subjects, work-
based learning experiences were also incorporated into the Tech Prep program.
308
 
The incorporation of Tech Prep and the integration of academic and vocational 
instruction intended to position the Perkins Vocational and Applied Technology Education Act 
(Perkins II) as a tool for educational reform by linking vocational education with academic 
instruction at the postsecondary level.  Tech Prep provided diverse educational pathways by 
providing students with focus, foundation, and contextual learning experiences.  Tech Prep was 
designed to furnish career pathways intended to motivate students to learn, finish high school, 
and transition to college or work.  By supplying students with career-focused programs, students 
who wished to pursue a career field and learn in high school elements and skills they needed to 
achieve their career goals.  Tech Prep was guided by the principles that core academics and 
technical skills are the foundation of success in all occupational fields.
309
  Deweyan educators, 
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such as Parnell, believed when a student is taught the application of science and mathematics 
principles in a real world setting, their interest are piqued.
310
  Finally, Tech Prep is based on the 
concept that the mind naturally seeks meaningful relationships.  Contextual teaching 
environments enhance student‘s ability to discover meaningful relationships between abstract 
ideas and practical application.
311  
Tech Prep found great success.  The basic components of Tech 
Prep outlasted the program.  In 2006 with the passage of the fourth reauthorization of Perkins 
these principles became outlined in a new initiative titled Programs of Study.  
In 1995, when Congress was scheduled to once again review the Perkins legislation, the 
political climate was dramatically different that it had been in 1990.  In 1994, for the first time in 
forty years, the Republican Party gained majority control of the House of Representatives and 
the Senate.  This transformation in control set the stage for a very different agenda for education 
policy.  When Congress began to hold hearings on reauthorization, it was clear the House and 
Senate had two major objectives: to consolidate programs creating a single stream-lined program 
delivery system, and to reduce the federal requirements and presence in the largely local and 
state funded educational programs by creating block grants for educational programs for state 
governments to administer.  The proposed block grants offered funding to the states with less 
―red tape‖ requirements. However, historically, programs that were rolled into block grants 
gradually received less funding.  In addition to the idea of block grants, Congress proposed 
combining the Perkins Act with the Job Training Partnership Act.  If this transition took place it 
would have removed Perkins from the auspices of the educational authorities and allow state 
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governors to spend the federal funds designated for vocational education on programs to retrain 
disadvantaged adults.   
In 1994 the U.S. Department of Education issued another final report from the National 
Assessment of Vocational Education (NAVE), expressing concern that vocational education had 
become ―an educational backwater, a dumping ground for the economically disadvantaged and 
the disabled.‖312  The report also expressed concerns about the quality of vocational courses 
citing ―deficits in the formal education of teachers, insufficient homework in vocational courses, 
and in adequate requirements for vocational program completion.‖313  The evaluators found that 
most districts were not implementing the federal requirements of the TECH PREP program 
consisting of coherent sequence of academic and vocational courses; and stated that the current 
vocational programs were too narrow and should be modified to focus on industries rather than 
occupations.
314
 Moreover, the report called for a shift in emphasis for vocational education 
recommending vocational education focus on preparation for postsecondary education (including 
community colleges) for most students.
315
 
The Perkins Acts of 1990 and 1998 both reflected the concerns and focused on program 
improvement, incorporation of standards and academics.  In both reauthorizations the set asides 
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for special populations were reduced and states were required to collect and report data on key 
performance indicators.
316
  In order to avoid the stigmas that were being attached to the name 
―vocational education,‖ the American Vocational Association (AVA) changed its name to the 
Association for Career and Technical Education (ACTE) and urged its membership to adopt the 
new nomenclature.
317
  
The same year the NAVE report was released Congress passed the School-to-Work 
Opportunities Act of 1994, (STWOA).  The Act stated the U.S. lacked ―a comprehensive and 
coherent system to help its youth…make the transition from school to career-oriented work or to 
further education and training.‖318 The STWOA, which expired in 2001 had three primary goals: 
1) to prepare all students for lifelong learning by providing them with career exploration 
opportunities at all grade levels, 2) to improve educational outcomes and better prepare students 
through work-based learning and collaborative instruction, and 3) to collaborate with all 
stakeholders in workforce development - parents, educators, students, employers, civic leaders, 
labor and government.
319
 An early evaluation found that the broad programs purpose created 
duality in the Act.  On the one side of the coin, STWOA grew out of the concern about non-
college-bound youth, and the ―emphasis on structured programs incorporating career majors and 
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the integration of academics and vocational education reflects this concern.
320
  On the other side 
of the coin, the law stressed availability to all students and authorized nebulous activities such as 
―career awareness and exploration,‖ ideas that were designed to provide a career foundation for 
all students rather that supply students with specific occupational skills.
321 
Based on surveys 
conducted in 1996 and 1997, evaluators found local programs emphasized general activities such 
as job shadowing work site visits, and career awareness classes. Intensive and specific programs 
which could benefit non-college-bound students were less common.  This may have been due to 
the unpopularity of approaches that seemed to lead students away from college.
322
 Most notably, 
the legislation created an entirely new School-to-Work delivery system that operated outside of 
the existing vocational educational structure – instead of strengthening the existing system.  In 
doing so, Congress and the nation‘s educational system missed an opportunity to assist non-
college bound youth fund their place in the global economy.   
The mission of vocational education was changing; it had emerged at the turn of the 
twentieth century in response to businesses‘ need for skilled labor, as time passed fields of study 
matched industrial categories.  The focus of the federal legislation shifted over the years to 
accommodate the needs of the economy but was it successful.  Hurst and Hudson in their work 
Changes in High School Vocational Course taking in a Larger Perspective released data that 
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indicated between 1982 and 1998,  the percentage of students who completed a ‗vocational 
concentration‘ (defined as the completion of three or more credits in a single program area such 
as agriculture) declined from 34 percent to 25 percent.  During the same time, the percentage of 
students completing a college preparatory curriculum increased from 9 to 39 percent, and the 
percentage of students having a ‗general education preparation‘ declined from 58 to 43 
percent.
323 
However, it is also important to note, the percentage of students combining a 
vocational concentration with a college preparatory curriculum increased from less than one 
percent in 1982 to almost seven percent in 1998
324
 - this increase could be attributed to the 
development of vocational programs that combine academic and vocational studies.
 
 Technically, the Perkins Act expired in October 1995 however, it extended through a 
continuing resolution and funding was appropriated pending reauthorization.  In 1997, the 
Perkins Act was reintroduced for reauthorization to the 105
th
 Congress and the process started all 
over again.  This time two very different bills were approved by the House and the Senate, a long 
process of negotiation and compromise began and continued through much of 1998.  The 
negotiations were successful and a new Perkins Act was signed into law on October 31, 1998.  
The new law, the Carl D. Perkins Vocational and Technical Education Act, offered vocational 
education greater flexibility in how federal funds could be spent, while maintaining vocational 
education as a separate program administered through the educational system.  The reform 
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initiatives of Tech Prep and the integration of academic and vocational instruction were 
continued, and the requirements for the act were simplified and streamlined.   
The significant changes from the 1990 Act included requiring methods for allocating 
funds, increased emphasis on accountability measures, removal of set asides, and rigorous 
outcome-based education and evaluation for all learners.
325
  More stringent accountability 
measures emphasizing quality, flexibility, and seamless communication between the educational 
and workforce systems was also implemented during this time. The driving force behind this 
system was a larger national education reform movement which was an integral part of many 
state and national initiatives including the Workforce Investment Act, the Adult Education and 
Family Literacy Act, the Higher Education Act and was lesser a part of the School-to-Work Act.  
In order to prepare all learners for the workplace and lifelong learning systematic changes on 
multiple fronts were required.   An example of this systemic change required services and 
programs for special populations previously provided by Perkins II to be coordinated with 
services provided under the Workforce Investment Act (WIA) to avoid duplication.
326
   
The accountability system measures students at both the secondary and postsecondary 
levels and consist of four basic areas including: 1) student attainment of challenging academic 
and technical skill proficiencies, 2) credential attainment, 3) placement in postsecondary 
education, advanced training, military or employment or retention in education and employment, 
and 4) nontraditional program participation and completion.
327
 The data is collected by local 
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educational agencies which report to the state agencies in seven different areas – called core 
indicators which were established in during the 1990 reauthorization.  At the secondary level, 
academic skill attainment description is labeled as core indicator 1S1 whereas at the 
postsecondary level it is 1P1 (with the S signifying the ―secondary system‖ and the P signifying 
the ―postsecondary system‖).  Each of the four areas is broken into two accountability measures. 
For example, under Perkins III 4P1 represented Nontraditional Program Participation and 4P2 
denoted Nontraditional Program Completion. 4P1 was defined as a percentage of students 
enrolled in occupational programs leading to occupations that are nontraditional for their 
gender.
328
  The nontraditional core indicators represent both male and female categories and the 
data is collected from a variety of sources.  In Illinois, the data for 4P1 and 4P2 comes from the 
Illinois Community College Board (ICCB) Annual Enrollment and Completion Submissions, the 
Sub-state Employment Projections System from the Illinois Department of Public Security, the 
Current Populations Survey from Labor Statistics, Illinois Wage Survey, and the ICCB 
Curriculum Master. The aggregate data was then submitted to the federal government from each 
state annually in the Consolidated Annual Report (CAR) to report progress.
329
    
The evolution of Perkins is different in every state, for example, in Illinois vocational 
legislation including the Perkins legislation was administered by the Illinois State Board of 
Education (ISBE).  In the fall of 2002, the Illinois Community College Board (ICCB) and the 
Illinois State Board of Education (ISBE) announced a memorandum of understanding (MOU) 
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intended to strengthen and streamline the delivery and effectiveness of Perkins III and Tech Prep 
program statewide leadership.  The federal Carl D. Perkins Vocational and Technical Education 
Act of 1998 (Perkins III) set a vision for vocational and technical education in the 21
st
 century.  
Postsecondary Perkins funds in Illinois are used by the community college system to improve 
performance in attainment of academic and technical skill proficiencies, postsecondary degree 
attainment, placement and retention in employment and/or continuing education, and enrollment 
and completion of programs that are nontraditional for a student‘s gender.  The memorandum 
addressed the administration of federal Perkins funds, and beginning July of 2002, administrative 
leadership of postsecondary Perkins was transitioned to Illinois Community College Board from 
the Illinois State Board of Education. 
This information is common knowledge among career and technical educators in Illinois.  
Through two interviews with state level officials a clearer understanding of why the transition 
took place and what elements played a key role in the change in the administration of Perkins 
was captured.  The transition of the federal monies began with negotiations in the fall of 2000. 
At that time, Max McGee was the State Superintendent for the Illinois State Board of Education 
and Joe Cipfl was President/CEO of the Illinois Community College Board.  The political 
climate in Illinois at this time could be described as one of excessive spending and rapid 
transformation.  Governor George Ryan, an incumbent republican, was planning to run for re-
election in 2002.   Many in the state felt Ryan would not be re-elected because of his ties to a 
scandal that occurred during his time as the Secretary of State‘s office.  However, that did not 
keep Ryan off the ballot.  It was also during this time that the legislature became aware of the 
deficit that had been accrued by the state.  On February 20, 2001, the Chicago Tribune ran an 
editorial titled ―Rein in your promises, Governor.‖   The article highlighted a promise made in 
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the Governor‘s State of the State Address that allocated $250 million over three years to aid in 
new construction at the states forty-eight community colleges.  This was one of many press 
pieces that highlighted the increased emphasis being placed on community colleges in the state.  
While Governor Ryan was getting press about his overzealous spending, he was also making 
headlines regarding his power over the Illinois State Board of Education.  Earlier that same 
month the Chicago Tribune ran an article about the excessive power the Governor had over the 
state school system.   In Illinois, the state superintendent is hired by the education board 
members who are appointed by the governor.  This design is intended to keep education separate 
from politics.
330
  The Governor was proposing a major overhaul in Illinois education.  By 
restructuring the Board of Education to give the governor more authority over the activities of 
the agency and put the school bureaucracy under his direct authority with a CEO-type leader.  
This model is similar to what the legislature did in restructuring Chicago Public Schools under 
Mayor Daley.
331
  One goal of this transformation was the realignment of the mission of ISBE.  
Ryan‘s administration was studying how to divide up the state board‘s policies and financial 
sections, reduce redundant positions, and possibly cut jobs.  To accomplish everything described 
in the State of the State Address the governor would have had to change a considerable number 
of state laws and the state constitution.
332
 
The transformation of power did not happen, but what did take place considerably 
changed education administration in the state of Illinois. As early as 1999, when ISBE 
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transferred administration of the Adult Education and Family Literacy programs to ICCB, the 
winds of change were evident.   ISBE, though not under the direct control of the governor was 
beginning to refocus and narrow its audience to only K-12 students.  The first mention of the 
transition of postsecondary Perkins was in a letter to State Superintendent Max McGhee from 
Joe Cipfl, President/CEO of ICCB.  The letter outlined programs and/or parts of programs that 
could be transferred to ICCB for administration.  The list included Even Start, Postsecondary 
Perkins and Tech Prep. Even Start is a program intended to break the cycle of poverty and 
illiteracy by addressing the needs of children and adults.  The program‘s greatest successes were 
in teaching parents‘ literacy and parenting skills so they can, in turn, teach their children.  Even 
Start provided immediate intervention in this cycle by addressing the needs of low-skill, low-
income adult parents.  The state viewed parents as adults and the program to be in correlation 
with Adult Education and Family Literacy.  Therefore they should be served by the Community 
College Board not by the State Board of Education. 
Postsecondary Perkins, as defined in Illinois, is the community college aspect of the 
career and technical education system.  In past years, ISBE had subcontracted a percentage of 
funding to ICCB.  However, the June 2002 memo called for forty-percent of administration, 
leadership and local grant funds to be transferred to ICCB in order to serve the postsecondary 
population.  Tech Prep was another program where there was collaboration between agencies.  
Dr. Cipfl requested a joint leadership of the program with ICCB working to strengthen the 
postsecondary element of the program. 
 Since there is very little documentation on the negotiations and deliberations that lead to 
the Memorandum of Understanding (MOU), I chose to interview two individuals who were at 
ICCB at the time to gain an understanding for what occurred over the two-year period between 
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the letter of intent from ICCB‘s President/ Joe Cipfl, in 2000, and the announcement of the 
signing of the MOU in 2002.  The individuals selected were Dr. Karen Hunter-Anderson, the 
Director of Career and Technical Education at ICCB in 2002, and the current Vice President of 
Adult Education and Institutional Support; and Rob Kerr, the Associate Director of Career 
Initiatives at ICCB in 2002, and the current Director of Career and Technical Education.  Both 
individuals played an active role in the negotiations and deliberations that occurred over the two-
year period from 2000 – 2002. 
Hunter-Anderson described her role as ―one of the key players‖ because of her role as the 
Director of Career and Technical Education at ICCB.
333
  Her involvement in the process was to 
assist with documents that were used for agreements between the two agencies, participate in the 
planning for the future role of ICCB, and aid in the development of the plan to execute the 
transition.
334
  When asked about her feelings on the execution of the transition, Hunter-Anderson 
indicated that in some respects it went much smoother than anyone had ever expected, but was a 
bit rougher in others.
335
  Rob Kerr described his role as being similar to Hunter-Anderson‘s.   
The goal of both agencies was to make the transition appear seamless to the 
field/educational community. However, in some regards this was not the case.  On April 26, 
2001, an e-mail was sent around to all of the Education for Employment (EFE) system directors.  
This system was initially coordinated with the Tech Prep system and was anxious to see how the 
transition was going to affect their role in Illinois education.  The e-mail read . . .  
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―I have some very scary news - however, I do not have the entire specific  
details. It is my understanding that yesterday Fran Beauman & John Klit 
 went to meet with ICCB to (they thought) finalize the agreement about  
ICCB administering the post-secondary portion of (I think) Perkins &  
Tech Prep funding.  However, they returned without a finalized 
agreement.  
Diana, Fran, John Klit, Susie M., & others were in a caucus the rest of the 
 day! 
Again - it is my understanding that ICCB wants a larger portion of the 
funds.  
 Keep your ears open as we need to keep on top of this issue.  
 My question is whether or not our FY02 Perkins &/or Tech prep 
allocations  
may be adjusted?????????????????
336
  
 
Kerr and Hunter-Anderson indicated roots of  this ―conspiracy theory‖ was caused by the two 
agencies, who had every intention of making the transition seamless, however, they did not make 
an effort to keep their local constituency involved in the process.
337
  Hunter-Anderson explained 
the reasoning‘s behind ICCB pursuit of the administration of the Postsecondary Perkins dollars.  
She stated that ICCB felt that if they were administering the federal dollars for Postsecondary 
Perkins, they would be able to better meet the needs of the community colleges and the 
postsecondary institutions.  The claim was based on the understanding that ICCB understood the 
college‘s restrictions, mission and operations because they worked with them in all other aspects 
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of their business.  Another key issue was the governor‘s redirection of ISBE to focus solely on 
K-12 initiatives.   
Hunter-Anderson and Kerr indicated there were two levels of meetings that took place 
during negotiations between ISBE and ICCB.  Hunter-Anderson described them as ―tier one and 
tier two meetings.‖338   Tier one was composed of the President/CEO of ICCB, Joe Cipfl, the 
Executive Vice-president of ICCB, Virginia McMillan, the State Superintendent of ISBE, Max 
McGhee and Deputy Superintendent of Workforce and Community Partnerships, Diana 
Robinson who met with representatives from the governor‘s office.  It was at this level that they 
discussed ―what they wanted to go into the MOU or if there was a specific point of contention 
they might need to discuss.‖339  The next level was the level that both Kerr and Hunter-Anderson 
operated in, the second tier.  Tier two meetings involved staff from both agencies that worked 
directly with the programs being discussed.  It was during these meetings, when the ―nitty gritty‖ 
of the transition was discussed, including language, dollar amounts, expectations, and an 
allocation processes.  Kerr and Hunter-Anderson both mentioned that during these tier-two 
meetings on several occasions the ICCB staff would leave the meeting feeling like the ISBE staff 
was holding back information.  It was later discovered that the lack of detail in communicating 
processes and allocation methodologies was not an attempt to keep information, but more a 
realization that those functions were so imbedded in the ISBE structure it was difficult to 
separate what were federal mandates and what was State imposed.
340
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One highly disputed component of the MOU was the full transitioning of the Tech 
Prep program.  Initially, Dr. Cipfl had requested a joint administration of the program, but in the 
MOU all responsibilities for Tech Prep were transitioned to ICCB.  Hunter-Anderson mentioned 
that when it came up in the tier-two meetings the ―state board was not very receptive in the initial 
meetings, they agreed to Perkins, but they really wanted to keep Tech Prep.‖341   This 
observation is based on the reality that it is not easy to separate the secondary responsibilities 
from the postsecondary functions of Tech Prep.  Hunter-Anderson believes there were many 
factors on the minds of ISBE staff regarding the transition of Tech Prep; the ease of the 
beginning stages of postsecondary Perkins, the change in state and ISBE administration, the 
downsizing of ISBE, and the early retirements at ISBE.  Hunter-Anderson strongly believed that 
had the Postsecondary Perkins transition not been successful it would have been a big battle to 
get any other transitions in process.  She further stated the Perkins transition helped solidify the 
role of ICCB as a leader in career and technical education.
342
   More importantly, in the Tech 
Prep transition, both agencies made a concentrated effort to involve the field in all aspects of the 
process, which has led to a smooth effective change in administration.  
 Hunter-Anderson and Kerr both agree that without the fluctuating political climate in 
the state, the leadership at both agencies, and refocusing of ISBE that the transition would not 
have been as effectively executed.
343
  Another important aspect to note, is that both Kerr and 
Hunter-Anderson felt that the whole process was anticlimactic.  They told a story about how 
their team had planned to one day give Joe Cipfl, a pie from the Perkins restaurant to signify that 
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they had accomplished their goal to administer the postsecondary Perkins dollars.  The problem, 
as they explained, was that the day never came.  They had moved so seamlessly from transition 
to implementation that there was not a definitive moment to celebrate their accomplishment.  
Perkins III accountability system changed the way Congress assessed Career and 
Technical Education. The new data system enabled states to identify gaps, and the local 
educational agencies were required to work toward established annual adjusted level of 
performance (AALP).  The transition to accountability and curricular integration continued in 
Perkins IV.  In 2001, with the election of George W. Bush to the presidency, the son of the 
―Education President‖ came to office with his own educational agenda.  The Elementary and 
Secondary Education Act was up for reauthorization and President Bush took this opportunity to 
implement his new educational reform.  As a result, in 2002, the Elementary and Secondary 
Education Act was reauthorized and named No Child Left Behind (NCLB) Elementary and 
Secondary Education Act.  The United States Department of Education emphasized four pillars 
within the bill: accountability, flexibility, research-based education and parental options. In 
essence, it was a national extension of the standards-based education reform efforts initiated 
under the first Bush administration.  NCLB grew out of a foundation established in the document 
and legislation of Goals 2000.    
Following the 1989 Education Summit the National Governors' Association and 
President George Bush, Sr. adopted the National Education Goals, and the state-led education 
reform movement gained momentum. State and local officials, educators, parents, and 
community and business leaders joined in a commitment to raise the academic achievement 
levels of all students. Then on March 31, 1994, the Goals 2000: Educate America Act became 
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law.
344
  Goals 2000 awarded grants to participating states and districts to support communities in 
the development and implementation of their own standards-based education reforms.
345
   Goals 
2000 highlighted fundamental principles that underlie effective school change.  The five basic 
principles include: the belief that all students can learn, the realization that lasting improvements 
depend on school-based leadership, the knowledge that simultaneous top-down and bottom-up 
reform is necessary, strategies for such reform must be locally developed, comprehensive, and 
coordinated; and finally that the whole community must be involved in developing strategies for 
system-wide improvement.  Many argued including Knudsen and Morrissette that ―Goals 2000 
was destined to fail.‖346  They go on to state ―this failure will not result from a lack of interest, 
effort or expense but from social realities.‖347  Historically, the United States reacts with 
educational reform when confronted with social, political and economic challenges – in the 
1930‘s there was an increase in vocational program to address the high unemployment rate, in 
the 1950‘s the curriculum was enhanced with a focus on science and mathematics to respond to 
the ‗space race‘ and fears created by the launch of sputnik.  Cobb suggested that Goals 2000 was 
no exception, and it originated from economic and political forces outside of education.
348
  Many 
argued that the interests of politicians and businesses heavily influenced the goals outlined in 
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Goals 2000.  Goals 2000 outlined eight goals that the American Educational system was to 
achieve by the year 2000.  They included the following:  
1. By the year 2000, all children will start school ready to learn. 
2. By the year 2000, the high school graduation rate will increase to at least  90% 
3. By the year 2000, all students will leave grades four, eight, and twelve having 
demonstrated competency over challenging subject matter… 
4.  By the year 2000, the Nation‘s teaching force will have access to programs for the 
continued improvement of their professional skills and the opportunity to acquire 
knowledge and skills needed to instruct and prepare all American students for the 
next century. 
5. By the year 2000, U.S. students will be first in the world in mathematics and science 
achievement. 
6. By the year 2000, every adult American will be literate and will possess the 
knowledge and skills necessary to compete in a global economy and exercise the 
rights and responsibilities of citizenship. 
7. By the year 2000, every school in the United States will be free of drugs, violence, 
and the unauthorized presence of firearms and alcohol and will offer a disciplined 
environment conducive to learning. 
8. By the year 2000, every school will promote partnership that will increase parental 
involvement and participation in promoting the social, emotional, and academic 
growth of children.
349
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Goals 2000 expired with the passage of NCLB; the United States failed to achieve any of the 
goals outlined in the legislation.   It is notable, that Goals 200 was passed under President 
Clinton who was the Governor of Arkansas in 1989 serving on the Goals 2000 committee and 
NCLB was passed under President George W. Bush who was Governor of Texas in 1989, when 
his father was President.   
In 2003, the Perkins legislation was once again up for review and reauthorization.  
However, the political and social climate that existed in 2003 was vastly different from that of 
1998.  In 2001, the United States suffered a terrorist attack within its borders and the economy 
floundered.  The attacks of 9/11 left the country focused on safety and survival and the action 
taken by Congress reflected those concerns.  The discussions regarding education reauthorization 
or reform were overshadowed by discussions of Iraq and the war on terrorism. The George W. 
Bush administration presented their concept of the reauthorization for the Perkins act in the 
budget address in 2003.  President Bush introduced the Secondary and Technical Education Act 
requesting $1.59 billion to support the reshaping of the federal investment in education for the 
workforce and intensify the focus on adult literacy skills.
350
  The proposed bill called for the 
incorporation of Tech Prep into all career and technical education (CTE) courses, and the 
elimination of funding for nontraditional students.  The proposed legislation shifted from 
providing traditional vocational education to an entirely new focus on supporting academic 
achievement at the high school level and providing high-quality teacher education at the 
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community college level that was to be coordinated with the local high schools.
351
 The 
administration called for the elimination of the 1998 Perkins legislation and for it to be replaced 
with ―more effective, higher priority activities.‖352   
The career and technical education community responded by working to create 
legislation that would preserve aspects of the foundation of vocational education, while at the 
same time preparing students for the global economy that awaited them after graduation. The 
vocational education constituency promoted that the 1998 Act was significant for a number of 
reasons, including: the mention of directives for sex equity, displaced homemakers and special 
populations, and the fact that Perkins was the single largest funding source for Career and 
Technical Education in the country.   The proposed legislation indicated a need for transitioning 
students to postsecondary institutions in vocational and technical areas and provided funding to 
support those endeavors.  As a result, the 1998 law extended first through fiscal year 2005.  
During this time both the House and the Senate began talks regarding the future of Perkins.  
However, due to the elections of 2004 the law once again extended through fiscal year 2006.   
In January of 2005, Bush released his fiscal year 2006 budget proposal which called for 
the reduction of funding for the Department of Education.  To achieve this goal, the proposed 
budget included the elimination of forty-eight programs including GEAR UP, Safe and Drug 
Free Schools, Up-ward-Bound, the Perkins Student Loan program, LEAP and the Perkins 
Vocational and Technical Education Act.  According to the Department of Education budget 
documents, the ―2006 discretionary budget for education focuses on the following priorities: a 
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$603 million increase for Title I grants to local educational agencies - the cornerstone of NCLB, 
a $508 million increase for the reauthorized Special Education Grants to State programs, an $834 
million increase for Pell Grants, and a $500 million for a new Teacher incentive fund to 
encourage a performance-based compensation system to change the way school districts pay 
teachers.‖353  The cornerstone of the proposed education budget was the creation of a new High 
School Initiative which would absorb the Perkins funding.  The proposed High School Initiative 
seeks to extend NCLB to high schools through improved testing and programs for at-risk youth.  
On March 9, 2005 the Senate Health Education Labor and Pension committee 
unanimously passed S. 250, the Carl D. Perkins Career and Technical Education Improvement 
Act of 2005.  The same day, the House Education and Workforce Committee unanimously 
approved H.R. 366, the Vocational and Technical Education for the Future Act.  The next day, 
March 10th the Senate passed the Carl D. Perkins Career and Technical Education Improvement 
Act of 2005 with a bipartisan vote of 99 to 0.  Both laws include a stronger academic focus, 
improved articulation between secondary and postsecondary levels.  The main difference 
between the two pieces of legislation is that the Senate bill maintains Tech Prep as a separate 
program, and the House bill has the fundamental components of Tech Prep applied to all CTE 
students.    
On August 12, 2006, President George W. Bush signed the Carl D. Perkins Vocational 
and Technical Education Improvement Act of 2006 into law. The new Act provides an increased 
focus on the academic achievement of career and technical education students, strengthens the 
connections between secondary and postsecondary education, and improves state and local 
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accountability.   The new law allowed for funding to be spent transitioning students to 
baccalaureate degrees, providing support for entrepreneurial education and training programs, 
developing and enhancing data systems, and improving recruitment and retention of Career and 
Technical Education teachers.
354
   
As part of the implementation of Perkins IV the vernacular of vocational education 
changed.  For the first time, Congress reflected the change in language and the term vocational 
education was replaced with career and technical education (CTE).
355
  Other terms which will 
shape the future of CTE were incorporated as well, including the terms ―cluster, pathway and 
program of study,‖ when referring to the path a student would take through their educational 
career.  The law defines cluster as ―groupings of occupations/career specialties used as an 
organizing tool for curriculum design and instruction. Occupations/career specialties are grouped 
into the Career Clusters based on the fact that they require a set of common knowledge and skills 
for career success. The Knowledge and Skills represented by Career Clusters prepare learners for 
a full range of occupations/career specialties, focusing on the holistic, polished blend of 
technical, academic and employability knowledge and skills. This approach enhances the more 
traditional approach to career and technical education in which instruction may focus on one or 
two occupations and emphasize only specific occupational skills.‖356  The next level of 
educational focus is a career pathway; a career pathway is defined as a ―sub-groupings of 
occupations/career specialties used as an organizing tool for curriculum design and 
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instruction.‖357  Finally, the local application of the cluster model is the incorporation of a 
program of study which is defined as ―a sequence of instruction (based on recommended 
standards and knowledge and skills) consisting of coursework, co-curricular activities, work-site 
learning, service learning and other learning experiences. This sequence of instruction provides 
preparation for a career.‖358  
Each state modified the definition and implementation of programs of study.  For 
example, in Nebraska a Programs of Study is a sequence of Career and Technical Education 
(CTE) courses that a school district offers to students. The approved programs of study represent 
course offerings a school provides to assist in preparing students for college and career 
options.
359
 In Ohio, Programs of Study is defined as a the framework for ―coherent and rigorous 
content aligned with challenging academic standards and relevant career and technical content in 
a coordinated, non-duplicative progression of courses that align secondary and postsecondary 
education to adequately prepare students to succeed in postsecondary education‖360 and the 
workplace.
361
 This is a direct quoting of the law but Ohio defines a career pathway as:  
[A] natural next step in the implementation of the career field, career 
pathways are a series of academic and technical career-focused coursework 
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and other education learning experiences leading to a career specialty, 
seamless transition from high school to postsecondary education and 
employment in a career field.  Each Career Pathway is developed, 
implemented and maintained in collaboration with Ohio‘s stakeholders.   This 
educational opportunity is available to all students, including adult learners; 
and each is designed to lead to high-wage, high-demand or high-skill 
employment.  Career Pathways and the Ohio Career Technical Education 
Program of Study are pieces of a systemic, educational transformation 
framework to connect the needs of students and employers throughout the 
educational continuum.
362
 
A unique definition outlines the roles and responsibilities for the partners involved in the 
development and implementation of a program of study.  Finally, Illinois has taken a somewhat 
different approach defining the cluster system as follows:  
Career Clusters are groups of occupations and industries that have in common 
a set of foundational knowledge and skills. Career Pathways are multi-year 
programs of academic and technical study that prepare students for a full range 
of postsecondary options within each of the 16 clusters. Programs of Study 
(POS) are sequences of courses that incorporate a non-duplicative progression 
of secondary and postsecondary elements which include both academic and 
career and technical education content. Programs of Study should start no later 
than the ninth grade and continue through at least two years of postsecondary 
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education. Programs of Study include opportunities to earn college credit (dual 
credit) in high school, an industry-recognized credential or certificate at the 
secondary/postsecondary level, and an associate or baccalaureate degree.
363
 
 
In July of 2010, the National Research Center for Career and Technical Education 
produced a research study titled ―Six Stories about Six States Programs of Study‖ the research 
was conducted by the University of Minnesota‘s Dr. Rob Shumer and Dr. Cynthia Digby.  The 
purpose of the document was to examine and explore how six states were developing programs 
of study, determine how technical assistance programs have evolved and what success and 
challenges exist as states across the country are working toward the implementation of programs 
of study.  Their findings indicated that technical assistance is needed at both the state and local 
level – citing that states which have technical assistance ―champions‖ are more effective at 
communicating with the field.
364
  Some of the challenges cited include: the time and resources 
needed to meet all the demands of implementing Programs of Study; overcoming the cultural 
difference that exist between secondary and postsecondary systems and institutions; and 
navigating the relationships and priorities of core academic and career and technical educators.  
Over all the review painted the efforts of the six undisclosed states in a good light.  What was 
lacking was the admission that Programs of Study is a huge undertaking by the CTE community.  
Though the concept and ideas are logical and this introduction of the concept of Programs of 
Study is transforming the way administrators, parents, and students view career and technical 
education; that the direct correlation to core academics is unclear in many areas. In order for 
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Programs of Study or any reform efforts to be effective educators at all levels have to 
communicate – with each other, with parents, with business and with students.  And thus far that 
is one of the greatest barriers to the success of Programs of Study.   
The world has dramatically changed since 1984 and the origination of the Perkins 
legislation.  The law through the reauthorization process has become a living changing 
document, adapting to the changing world, but is it enough?  Moreover, CTE students make up a 
good portion of high school students across the country.  During the 2008-2009 school years the 
Illinois State Board of Education through their Illinois Student Information System (ISIS) 
reported the state enrollment for high school at 635,444 with 328,584 of those students being 
enrolled in or classified as Career & Technical Education Students, and the other 306,860 
classified as non-CTE students.
365 
 Just over half of all high school students in Illinois are taking 
CTE courses.  Technology considered common place today, such as laptop computers and DNA 
research, would have been viewed as futuristic in 1984 when this legislation originated. 
However, through the adapting educational system supported through federal funds, such as the 
Perkins funding, students throughout the country are being trained as nurses, phlebotomist and 
computer programmers.  Construction workers, mechanics, forensic scientist, and entrepreneur 
across the country got their start by taking a CTE course, engaging in an internship and/or 
experiencing work-based learning.   
In 1984, for the first time the federal government provided direct line funding in support 
of specific disadvantaged student groups. This dissertation has explored the development of the 
Carl D. Perkins Vocational Education Act from 1963, which led to the incorporation of ―special 
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populations‖ as a provision within the law.  In doing so, I generally examine the social, political, 
and economic influences which created an environment where the focus was not on the programs 
but on the people and supports they needed to be successful in the vocational courses. 
The study began by examining the history of vocational education in the United States. In 
the early part of the 20
th
 century, the United States identified a need for ―industrial intelligence‖ 
or ―mechanical intelligence‖ and the Smith Hughes act was born.366  The Smith Hughes Act 
funded the development and expansion of agricultural, home economics and industrial trade 
courses at the high school level.  A long list of major decisions preceded the creation of 
vocational education and ―many people felt that the idea of educating every Tom, Dick and 
Harry was preposterous – and Tom, Dick, and Harry were not very happy about the idea 
either.‖367  The intentions of vocational education as Barlow explains centered around who 
should attended, focusing primarily on students in high school and the employed adults but he 
goes on to say that not all students in high school were included – vocational education programs 
were to be only for those with a purpose…in no way was the trouble makers welcome in a 
vocational education class.
368
 Ironically, much of the criticism of vocational programming 
originates from educators, administrators and policy makers getting away from this basic 
intention.  When vocational education first made its début in 1917, it is estimated that less than 
twenty-percent of the high school aged populations were actually enrolled in high schools.
369
  By 
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the 1960s, upward of seventy percent of all of the high school age populations attended public 
high schools, and today upwards of ninety-percent of the aforementioned persons, are enrolled in 
some form of secondary education.    This study explores how not only the intended recipient of 
vocational training changed, yet so has the purpose of the law.  A pinnacle point in the expansion 
of vocational education occurred in 1963 when politicians expanded the focus to include 
disadvantaged students and began to dismantle the traditional ideas of program based vocational 
education.   The Vocational Education Act of 1963 said educators no longer needed to classify 
coursework with jobs or occupation and then divide them into categories such as agriculture, 
industrial trades, or home economics.  Beginning in 1963, vocational educators were instructed 
to provide the training needed, and not worry about what area it belongs to.
370
  The trend of 
expansion of mission and services for vocational education was a direct reflection of the times – 
however, in the 1990s Congress again shifted its funding priority and focus on accountability and 
integration leaving states scrabbling for the program affiliated data they had moved away from 
during the 1960s. 
Next, the study examines the man who championed the legislation from 1963 – 1984 
when it adopted his name after his passing.  This research examines Carl Dewy Perkins and the 
Seventh District of Kentucky.  This chapter delves into youth and maturation of Perkins‘ 
political career.  And examines the social and economic climate that existed in Kentucky from 
1963-1984 which influenced the selection of special populations groups. 
This research is followed by a general examination of the grass root organizations and 
political player who authored the legislation.  The Association for Vocational Education, AVA 
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(later known as the Association for Career & Technical Education), and the National Alliance for 
Partnerships in Equity (NAPE) grew in response to the needs of the educators and administrators 
of vocational coursework.  NAPE was created based on the initiative of the sex equity 
coordinators which were required under the 1976 amendments. These organizations have a loud 
voice in directing the future for vocational programming.  This section also provides a closer 
look at the chairmen of the Education and Labor committee from 1961 – 1984 exploring the 
personalities of Adam Clayton Powell and Carl Dewey Perkins.  These two men though 
distinctly different, both shared a desire to serve their constituency in New York and Kentucky, 
whom though distinct at face value were similar in that both the men and women of Harlem and 
the people of the Seventh district of Kentucky were all poor, disadvantaged, unemployed, in 
need of training, retraining and education.  As were millions of Americans during this same time 
– so the efforts of Powell and Perkins served a larger audience than their mere representative 
districts.  The other player mentioned in this chapter is Terrel Howard Bell, the Secretary of 
Education from 1981 -1985, the man hired by President Ronald Reagan to dissolve the 
Department of Education who in his strategic assessment propel education into the national 
spotlight.  And though the legislation bears the name of one man, it is evident that the efforts of 
all three and many more created the 1984 legislation.  
Next the study explores, in general, the social, political, and legislative influences which 
initiated this transformation from specific program improvement to program quality and access 
for all students.  The relevance of timing is investigated – the movement toward special 
populations began with the inclusion of disadvantaged in the 1963 legislation – which was 
passed days after Kennedy‘s assassination and months before the Civil Rights Act of 1964.  The 
focus on sex equity in vocational education grew out of the Women‘s movement which created 
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Title IX.  And finally, the economical turmoil and scrutiny of the American educational system 
outlined in A Nation at Risk created a space in the spotlight for educational reform.  It is also at 
this point where the change in funding priorities and formulas are discussed - in the Carl D. 
Perkins Act Congress allocated 57 percent of the allocation for special populations and the other 
43 percent for program improvement.  A detailed examination of the prescriptive nature which 
the Congress outlined the funding allocations for each identified population and the flexibility in 
spending for program improvement is also provided.  Investigating the social conditions which 
existed in the United States during the 1960‘s which led to a more access driven agenda for 
education, for the purposes of the study specifically vocation education, examining the Civil 
Rights movement and the Supreme Court cases which supported accessible education for ALL 
students no matter their race, sex, age, national origin, language or economic level. 
The study culminates by examining the evolution of the Perkins legislation from 1985 
through 2006 and provides an interpretation of the transformation from vocational education into 
career and technical education.  Investigating how technological advancements influenced 
curriculum and the call for integration of vocational and academic coursework established the 
foundation for the Tech Prep program.  Dale Parnell, the president of the American Association 
of Community Colleges from 1981- 1991, wrote The Neglected Majority in 1985 calling for an 
educational system which would bring out the best in ordinary students.  He claimed the current 
American educational system was not preparing the majority of high school students for 
anything after graduation.  In response, he outlined a program which would combine academic 
rigor and real world application – titled Tech Prep.  Tech Prep would be incorporated into the 
Perkins legislation in 1990 and continue to manifest through reauthorizations though 2006 – 
where Tech Prep became the foundation for the integration of academics into all vocational 
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coursework under the Programs of Study initiative.  However, in 2011 the Obama administration 
and Congress eliminated all funding for Title II dissolving Tech Prep as a program.  This chapter 
also traces the impact and influence of the National Assessment of Vocational Education.  In 
1963, Congress included funding in the Perkins legislation for the National Assessment of 
Vocational Education (NAVE).  Over the years, NAVE continued to assess and provide direction 
for the future of CTE.  In 1994, the NAVE report indicated that vocational programs had become 
a dumping ground for disadvantaged students.
371
  The report called for a shift in programming, 
requesting that vocational programs progress from focusing simply on job skills toward focusing 
on preparation for postsecondary education.
372
   In an effort to reflect this change in mission and 
evade the stigmas that were being attached to vocational education, the American Vocational 
Association (AVA) changed its name and the Association for Career and Technical Education 
(ACTE) manifested.   This evolution of career and technical education continued, during the 
reauthorizations of 1990, 1998 and finally in 2006 the new name was adopted.  During this same 
year, the Cluster framework was unveiled and states were now required to develop programs of 
study – an integration of academic and vocational coursework.  The idea reflects the changing 
economy of today.  In 1984, it was easy for students to graduate high school and find work in 
manufacturing, office management or the hospitality industry.   In the twenty first century, 
business expects more.  It is forecasted that by 2018 (in just seven years) sixty-five percent of all 
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jobs will require postsecondary education.
373
   Congress believes that if America wants to 
compete in the global economy there is a need for our students to achieve educational attainment 
beyond high school.  This section concluded with an overview of the implementation of 
Programs of Study and explores how the evolution of vocational education continues.  
After the examination of the social and political culture that existed from 1963-1984 
which led to the incorporation of special population it is evident that vocational education 
legislation was a platform for social equalization in the United States.  Vocational education in 
1963, prior to the signing of the Civil Rights Act took action toward equal opportunity by 
incorporating funding for disadvantaged and handicapped students.  This action quickly led to 
subsequent federal legislation identifying specific populations, such as the 1965 Elementary and 
Secondary Education Act prioritizes services for disadvantaged, handicapped, and English 
language learners.  Moreover, in 1976 the amendments to the vocational education act included 
funding for sex equity coordinator and activities in every state.  Bear in mind, this is three years 
prior to the then Department of Health, Education, and Welfare producing ―policy 
interpretations‖ for Title IX.374  Vocational education has assisted in the call for equalization for 
women through direct allocation of funding and through the collection of core indicator data 
specifically tied to a state‘s ability to recruit and retain women into occupations which are 
nontraditional for their gender.  Today, Perkins legislation requires states to spend a portion of 
their allocation providing ―activities to prepare special populations, including single parents and 
displaced homemakers who are enrolled in career and technical education programs, for high 
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skill, high wage, or high demand occupations that will lead to self-sufficiency‖375  (a complete 
list of the required uses of funds is in Appendix H).  Moreover, each state is required to allocate 
$75,000 of its federal allocation to provide statewide support for students pursuing nontraditional 
occupations for their gender. This might seem meager when examining the federal budget 
however; it remains specifically designated funding supporting gender equity and access.   
The pronounced support for disadvantaged students through the 1960‘s and 70‘s and 
from 1984 forward special populations is evident in the vocational education legislation, but at 
what cost.  In 1917, vocational education was specific and concise in its mission.  It is easily 
argued that the world today is much different than the world in 1917. In 1963, when vocational 
education moved away from specific programs it was acknowledging a change in the world, the 
expanded role of technology in the workplace and need for a skilled workforce.  Vocational 
education continues to be one of the single places in the American educational system which has 
strived to keep pace with the now global economy.  Since President Kennedy called for the need 
to review the legislation with a view toward modernization citing that technological 
advancements had occurred in all occupations thus necessitating a call for review. Vocational 
education attempted to expand, adapt and modernize to the best of its ability.  To its detriment, 
there has not always been a purge to accompany the review and growth.  In subsequent NAVE 
reports vocational education has continually cited a need to keep up with business and prepare 
the students today for the jobs of tomorrow.  After the 1994 NAVE report the vocational 
education community tried to distance itself from the stigmas which followed vocational 
education.  The idea that industrial education is outdated, for other people‘s children, and a 
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dumping grounds for special education students was at the heart of the argument.  The idea that 
vocational education was a track to lower middle class or the working class was only fed by the 
roots of the discipline.  Also under being scrutinized was the fact many vocational programs and 
occupational courses kept their distance from the core academics.  The deliberate separation that 
had occurred as a result of the Smith Hughes Act quickly outlived its initial purpose, but the 
stigma‘s created still plague our nation today.  However, in reality vocationally training 
individuals do quite well.  In Illinois, the Department of Employment Securities cites an 
experienced dental hygienist will earn on average $35.80 as an hourly wage with a two year 
degree from a community college.  An experienced accountant with a four year degree will earn 
$39.57 a small difference once you take into account the student loans the accountant accrued for 
their education.  Which leads to another point, since the 1984 distinction of the special 
populations in the Perkins legislation, they have for the most part remained the same – with the 
exception of updating the terminology there has been no effort to modify the populations.  There 
has been one change.  In the 2006 reauthorization academically disadvantaged students were 
removed from the list of students served under disadvantaged special populations in the 
definitions.  Congress reasoned that the No Child Left Behind Act had addressed this population 
sufficiently.    It would stand to reason that as our population continues to diversify and change 
that those students needing additional assistance would expand warranting an expansion of the 
classification of special populations; however that has not been the case.  Unfortunately, in the 
economic climate that currently exist more focus is placed on sustaining and continuing funding 
than adapting and modifying services, but that can always change. 
While examining the birth and evolution of vocational education a couple ideas were 
pronounced.  Prior to this research, I had concluded that the shifts in educational reform reflected 
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that of a pendulum swinging from more liberal motives and executions to more conservative 
applications.  However, after conducting this research I see vocational education more as a 
reactionary body evolving, adapting and changing while trying to maintain its roots.  This 
discipline has reached a point in its evolution where it must be absorbed by the larger educational 
agenda or perish in its solitude.  
In a recent report by the Harvard Graduate School of Education titled Pathways to 
Prosperity, researchers echoed what Parnell had claimed decades before, that the majority of 
students graduating from high school in the United States are not prepared for college or a 
career. Pathways to Prosperity sites that in 1973, almost a third of the nation‘s 91 million 
workers were high school dropouts, and in addition another 40 percent had little or no education 
beyond the high school diploma.
376
  However, during this time it was possible for those with less 
education but a strong work ethic to earn a middle-class wage.  The high school diploma was 
seen as the ―passport to the American Dream.‖377  As aforementioned this is not the case today – 
the American employer insist on some form of postsecondary education.   Symonds discusses the 
problem as being three fold, a more demanding labor market, a widening skill gap and a reduced 
pool of potential employees due to the number of students dropping out.
378
  The thesis of 
Pathways to Prosperity is the way to remedy this problem is to infuse more vocational 
programming into the core curriculum.  American moved away from seeing the relevance in 
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vocational training as the abovementioned stigma grew.  But this trend occurred globally.  In 
1950, the average proportion of full time vocational students was 24.2 percent of all secondary 
students; by 1965 the portion had dropped to 19.2 and in 1975 less than 17 percent of high 
school student across the globe were considered full time vocational students.
379
  This trend was 
evident worldwide (as shown in Appendix I).  Symonds states that the U.S. is falling behind 
because we have abandoned the relevance in teaching provided through vocational education he 
cites that other nations who have broad vocational programs are leap froging the United States in 
achievement.  American students are dropping out not only because they cannot compete 
academically but because they are not engaged in the curriculum and do not see its purpose or 
application to the real world.  Ironically, Pathways to Prosperity calls for a system of pathways to 
careers infused with practical minded application – a concept fairly adequately outlined under 
the Career Clusters framework under Programs of Study.   
After reflecting on the research it is my assessment that there is a future for Career and 
Technical education in the United States.  Vocational legislation continues to set pace for access 
in education?  It is evident that vocational education is an evolving, growing and developing 
discipline.  The need for access and equality is as relevant today as it was in 1963 or 1984.  
Allowing student to see the relevance of their work provides engagement for the student which 
leads to success, understanding and application.  Dewey argued in 1916 that education should 
use a critical democratic approach to raise student‘s consciousness about values, attitudes, and 
worker responsibility.
380
  He believed the primary purpose of education in the United States was 
to foster growth of democracy minded citizens – and saw vocational education as a means to 
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acquire practical knowledge, apply academic content, and examine occupational and societal 
values.
381
  Dewey warned against the over emphasis of simple technical efficiency stating that 
education would then become ―an instrument of perpetuating unchanged existing industrial order 
of society, instead of operating as a means of its transformation.‖382  These principles still hold 
true.  The areas where vocational education is established on an equal playing field with 
academic education the students, community and teachers are experiencing success.  An example 
of such application is at the Chicago High School for Agricultural Science, created in 1984 out 
of the last family farm within the city of Chicago.  The Chicago Public school operates as a 
magnet school and sits on an 83 acre plot of land where students have access to a livestock, 
fields and a full culinary arts kitchen.  There are 595 students enrolled, and eighty percent of 
their students graduate and go on to college.  The curriculum at Chicago Ag Science is what 
makes it unique, all students have an agricultural focus in additional to their academic 
curriculum.  During their junior and senior years students select which agriculture area that wish 
to focus on selecting from food science, agricultural business and marketing, horticulture or 
animal sciences.  This is the only school of its kind in the Midwest - there are others in other 
parts of the country which focus on other career and technical education areas.  The unique 
factor in all the schools have students spending half their time on core academics and half their 
time on career and technical education.   More importantly, the CTE education is aligned with 
the academic education showing articulation, relevance and both sides of the house. 
Those who support the support for the new agenda for CTE have said that career and 
technical education has become too broad in focus.  The Perkins legislation has incorporated so 
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much that it has moved away from the original intent of the law.  If there is to be a place for 
vocational/career and technical education in this evolving world – vocational educators must 
adapt and focus.  The fact of the matter is the world has changed significantly since 1984; 
technology has propelled society into a world only imaginable only a few decades ago.  As a 
result, the needs and expectation of business have changed – because the United States is now 
competing and participating in a global economy.   The need for vocational training is still 
evident and necessary – and equal access to all education is still a necessity.  It is my assessment, 
though slow at times, vocational education has adapted to the social, political, and economic 
needs of this nation and will continue to do so through the twenty first century. 
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Appendix A  
Educational Attainment of 25 years or older from 1940-2000 
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 Source: US Department of Commerce and Economic and Statistics Administration, US Census Bureau, 
Educational Attainment 2000, August 2003 www.census.gov/prod/2003pubs/c2kbr-24.pdf 
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Appendix B 
Illinois Core Indicator Definitions 
 
ILLINOIS CORE INDICATORS
384
  
The following definitions will provide clarification to performance indicators in meeting 
performance targets. 
Secondary Core Indicator Definitions 
1S1: Academic Attainment-Reading\Language Arts 
 
Numerator: Number of CTE concentrators who have met the proficient or advanced level on the statewide 
high school reading\language arts assessment administered by the state under Section 11 1 l(b)(3) of the 
Elementary and Secondary Education Act as amended by the No Child Left Behind Act based on the 
scores that were included in the state's computation of adequate yearly progress and who, in the reporting 
year, left secondary education. 
 
Denominator: Number of CTE concentrators who took the Elementary and Secondary Education Act 
assessments in reading\language arts whose scores were included in the state's computation of adequate 
yearly progress and who, in the reporting year, left secondary education. 
 
1S2: Academic Attainment-Mathematics 
 
Numerator: Number of CTE concentrators who have met the proficient or advanced level on the statewide 
high school mathematics assessment administered by the state under Section lll (b)(3) of the Elementary 
and Secondary Education Act as amended by the No Child Left Behind Act based on the scores that were 
included in the state's computation of adequate yearly progress and who, in the reporting year, left 
secondary education. 
 
Denominator: Number of CTE concentrators who took the Elementary and Secondary Education Act 
assessments in mathematics whose scores were included in the state's computation of adequate yearly 
progress and who, in the reporting year, left secondary education. 
 
2S1: Technical Skill Attainment 
 
Numerator: Number of CTE concentrators who passed technical skill assessments that are aligned with 
industry-recognized standards, if available and appropriate, during the reporting year. 
 
Denominator: Number of CTE concentrators who took the assessments during the reporting year. 
 
3S1: Secondary School Completion 
 
                                                     
384
 Source: The Carl D. Perkins Career and Technical Education Improvement Act of 
2006, Illinois State Plan, page 39-45. Available at 
http://www.isbe.net/career/pdf/perkins_state_plan0713.pdf 
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Numerator: Number of CTE concentrators who earned a regular secondary school diploma, earned a 
General Education Development credential as a state-recognized equivalent to a regular high school 
diploma (if offered by the state) or other state-recognized equivalent (including recognized alternative 
standards for individuals with disabilities), or earned a proficiency credential, certificate, or degree, in 
conjunction with a secondary school diploma (if offered by the state) during the reporting year. 
 
Denominator: Number of CTE concentrators who left secondary education during the reporting year. 
 
4S1: Student Graduation Rates  
 
Numerator: Number of CTE concentrators who, in the reporting year, were included as graduated in the 
state's computation of its graduation rate as described in Section 11 1 l(b)(Z)(C)(vi) of the Elementary and 
Secondary Education Act.  
 
Denominator: Number of CTE concentrators who, in the reporting year, were included in the state's 
computation of its graduation rate as defined in the state's Consolidated Accountability Plan pursuant to 
Section 11  (b)(2)(C)(vi) of the Elementary and Secondary Education Act. Due to the inability to produce 
this measure, Illinois proposes to use 3S1 Secondary School Completion as a proxy. 
 
5S1: Secondary Placement 
Numerator: Number of CTE concentrators who left secondary education and were placed in 
postsecondary education or advanced training, in the military service, or employment in the second 
quarter following the program year in which they left secondary education (i.e., unduplicated placement 
status for CTE investors who graduated by June 30,2007, would be assessed between October 1,2007, and 
December 31,2007). 
 
Denominator: Number of CTE concentrators who left secondary education during the reporting year. 
 
 
6S1: Nontraditional Participation  
 
Numerator: Number of CTE participants from underrepresented gender groups who participated in a 
program that leads to employment in nontraditional fields during the reporting year.   
 
Denominator: Number of CTE participants who participated in a program that leads to employment in 
nontraditional fields during the reporting year.   
 
6S2: Nontraditional Completion 
 
Numerator: Number of CTE concentrators from underrepresented gender groups who completed a 
program that leads to employment in nontraditional fields during the reporting year. 
 
Denominator: Number of CTE concentrators who completed a program that leads to employment in 
nontraditional fields during the reporting year. 
 
Postsecondary Core Indicator Definitions 
1P1: Technical Skill Attainment 
Numerator: Number of CTE concentrators who completed a degree or occupational certificate or who are 
still enrolled in the institution or have transferred within four years of enrollment. 
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Denominator: Number of CTE concentrators. 
 
2P1: Credential, Certificate, or Diploma 
 
Numerator: Number of CTE concentrators who received an industry recognized credential, a certificate, 
or a degree during the reporting year. 
 
Denominator: Number of CTE concentrators in the postsecondary education tracking cohort for the 
reporting year. 
 
3P1: Student Retention or Transfer 
 
Numerator: Number of CTE concentrators who remained enrolled in their original postsecondary 
institution or transferred to another two- or four-year postsecondary institution during the reporting year 
and who were enrolled in postsecondary education in the fall of the previous reporting year. 
 
Denominator: Number of CTE concentrators who were enrolled in postsecondary education in the fall of 
the previous reporting year and who did not earn an industry-recognized credential, a certificate, or a 
degree in the previous reporting year. 
 
 
4P1: Student Placement   
 
Numerator: Number of CTE concentrators who completed a program and were placed or retained in 
employment, or placed in military service or apprenticeship programs in the second quarter following the 
program year in which they left postsecondary education (i.e., unduplicated placement status for CTE 
concentrators who graduated by June 30,2007, would be assessed between October 1,2007, and 
December 31,2007). 
 
Denominator: Number of CTE concentrators who completed and left postsecondary education during the 
reporting year. 
 
5P1: Nontraditional Participation 
 
Numerator: Number of CTE participants from underrepresented gender groups who participated in a 
program that leads to employment in nontraditional fields during the reporting year. 
 
Denominator: Number of CTE participants who participated in a program that leads to employment in 
nontraditional fields during the reporting year. 
 
5P2: Nontraditional Completion 
 
Numerator: Number of CTE concentrators from underrepresented gender groups who completed a 
program that leads to employment in nontraditional fields during the reporting year. 
 
Denominator: Number of CTE concentrators who completed a program that leads to employment in 
nontraditional fields during the reporting year. 
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Secondary Participant and Concentrator Definitions 
Secondary CTE Participant: A secondary student who has earned one or more credits in any CTE 
program area. 
 
Secondary CTE Concentrator: A secondary student who has earned three or more credits in a single 
CTE program area (e.g., health care or business services), or two credits in a single CTE program area, 
but only in those program areas where two credit sequences at the secondary level are recognized by the 
state and/or its local eligible recipients. 
 
Postsecondary Participant and Concentrator Definitions  
Postsecondary CTE Participant: A postsecondary/adult student who has earned one or more credits in 
any CTE program area. 
Postsecondary CTE Concentrator: A postsecondary credential-seeking CTE student who: 
1) within one fiscal year completes at least 12 academic or CTE credits within a single program area 
sequence that is composed of 12 or more academic and technical credits and terminates in the 
award of an industry-recognized credential, a certificate, or a degree; or 
2)  completes a short-term CTE program sequence of fewer than 12 credit units that terminates in an 
industry-recognized credential, a certificate, or a degree. CTE concentrators are preparing for a 
future job immediately after attending the community college or are participating in higher 
education to improve their skills for their current employment. 
Core indicator alignment
385
 
Core Indicator Description Secondary Core 
Indicator 
Postsecondary Core Indicator 
Academic Skill Attainment 1S1 1P1 
Technical Skill Attainment 1S2 1P2 
Credential Degree or Certification 
/ Secondary Completion for 
Secondary system 
2S1 Secondary 
Completion 
2P1  
Credential Degree or Certification 
Completion 
Secondary Placement  3S1 3P1 
Student Retention or Transfer  3P2 
Nontraditional  Participation 4S1 4P1 
Nontraditional Completion 4S2 4P2 
 
                                                     
385
 United States Department of State, PL  105-332 Carl D. Perkins Vocational and Technical Education Act of 
1998. Washington DC: United States Public Laws, 1998. 
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Appendix C: Core Indicator Crosswalks 
SECONDARY CORE INDICATOR CROSSWALK 
The following chart demonstrates the modifications made to the core indicators between 
Perkins III and Perkins IV
386
 
Perkins 
III 
Core Indicator  Perkins 
IV 
1S1 Academic Attainment Academic Attainment—
Reading/Language Arts 
1S1 
Academic Attainment—
Mathematics 
1S2 
1S2 Vocational Skill 
Attainment 
Technical Skill 
Attainment 
2S1 
2S1 Secondary Completion Secondary School 
Completion 
3S1 
Student Graduation Rates 4S1 
3S1 Secondary Placement 5S1 
4S1 Nontraditional Participation 6S1 
4S2 Nontraditional Completion 6S2 
 
 
 
 
                                                     
386
  Core Indicator Crosswalk, Illinois Center for Specialized Professional Support, www.icsps.illinoisstate.edu 
based on United States Department of State, PL  105-332 Carl D. Perkins Vocational and Technical Education Act 
of 1998. Washington DC: United States Public Laws, 1998. 
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POSTSECONDARY CORE INDICATOR CROSSWALK 
The following chart demonstrates the modifications made to the core indicators between 
Perkins III and Perkins IV
387 
Perkins 
III 
Core Indicator  Perkins 
IV 
1P1 Academic Skill Attainment N/A 
1P2 Technical Skill Attainment 1P1 
2P1 Credential, Certificate or Degree 2P1 
3P1 Student Placement 4P1 
3P2 Student Retention or Transfer 3P1 
4P1 Nontraditional Participation 5P1 
4P2 Nontraditional Completion 5P2 
                                                     
387
 Core Indicator Crosswalk, Illinois Center for Specialized Professional Support, www.icsps.illinoisstate.edu 
based on United States Department of State, PL  105-332 Carl D. Perkins Vocational and Technical Education Act 
of 1998. Washington DC: United States Public Laws, 1998. 
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Appendix D 
Graph Reflecting Distribution of 1984 Federal Funding 
 
 
388
 
 
                                                     
388
 United States Department of State, HR 4164 (234) Carl D. Perkins Vocational Education Act of 1984 
(Washington DC: United States Public Laws) 1984:130. 
1984 Carl D. Perkins Funding Distribution 
Special Populations
Program Improvement
43%
57% 
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Appendix E: Graph Illustrating the Distribution of Funds among Special Populations 
 
389
                                                     
389
 United States Department of State, HR 4164 (234) Carl D. Perkins Vocational Education Act of 1984 (Washington DC: United States Public Laws) 1984:130. 
Percentage of Special Populations Funding as 
Segmented to respective Special Populations
Handicapped
Economically Disadvantaged
Disadvantaged
Limited English Profeciencey
Postsecondary
Single Parents/homemaker
Sex Equity
Incarcerated
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Appendix F 
Chart Reflecting the Female Enrollment in  
Occupationally Specific Vocational Programs  
 
1971 – 1972 and 1981 - 1982390 
Program Number Percentage of 
Students who 
are Women 
Number Percentage of 
students who 
are Women 
Percent 
Change 
 1971 - 1972 1981 -1982  
Office 
Occupations 
1,797,205 76.4 1,342,527 73.8 -2.6 
Health 
Occupations 
285,241 84.7 380,229 84.8 +.1 
Marketing  
Education 
290,028 45.3 290,744 57.4 +12.1 
Trade and 
Industry 
279,510 11.7 296,702 18.5 +6.8 
Home 
Economics 
241,239 86.1 188,061 79.6 -6.5 
Technical 33,007 9.8 93,384 22.3 +12.5 
Agriculture 48,163 5.4 82,610 21.7 +16.3 
 
                                                     
390
 L. Vetter, and D.R. Hickey, ―Where the Women are enrolled” Vocational Education Journal, 60 (7), 1985, 27-
28. 
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Appendix G: Appropriations for Vocational Education 
 
 
 
                                                     
391
 Howard Gordon, The History and Growth of Vocational Education in America, (Allyn and Bacon, Neeham 
Heights, MA 1999) 182. 
Fiscal Years 1960 -1966391 
Year Amount (in $ millions) 
1960 47,683,393 
1961 49,842,068 
1962 53,619,101 
1963 90,169,303 
1964 135,586,109 
1965 292,091,671 
1966 416,902,278 
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Appendix H 
Charles Prosser’s Sixteen Theorems 
1. Vocational education should occur in the most realistic setting that replicates the work 
environment. 
2. Vocational education should only be given where the training jobs are carried on in the same 
way, with the same tools, and the same machines as in the occupation itself. 
3. Vocational education should provide students with thinking habits – technical knowledge and 
scientific problem solving skills – and the manipulative skills required in the occupation itself. 
4. Vocational education should be planned and delivered in a manner that capitalizes on the 
student‘s interest, aptitudes, and intrinsic intelligence to the highest degree. 
5. Vocational education is not for everyone, but for those individuals who need it, want it, and are 
able to profit from it. 
6. Vocational education should provide opportunities for students to repeat operations of thinking 
and manipulative skills until habits are formed characteristics of those required for gainful 
employment. 
7. Vocational education should be taught by instructors who have successful experience in the 
application of skills and knowledge required of competent workers. 
8. For every occupation there is a minimum of productive ability which an individual must possess 
in order to secure or retain employment in that occupation. 
9. Vocational education should prepare individuals for the occupations as the currently exist in the 
work force and for future labor markets as a secondary concern. 
10. Vocational education should provide opportunities for students to perform operations on actual 
job and not only simulations of work tasks. 
11. The only reliable source of content for specific training in an occupation is in the experiences of 
masters of the occupation. 
12. For every occupation there is a body of content which is peculiar to that occupation and which 
practically has not functioning value in any other occupation. 
13. Vocational education should meet the needs of individuals when it is needed and in such a way as 
they can benefit from it. 
14. Vocational education is more effective when its methods of instruction are best suited to the 
particular characteristics of any particular group which it serves. 
15. The administration of vocational education should be efficient in proportion as it is elastic and 
fluid rather than rigid and standardized. 
16. While every reasonable effort should be made to reduce per capita cost, given, a minimum level 
which effective vocational education cannot be given, and if the course does not permit this 
minimum of per capita cost, vocational education should not be attempted.
392
 
 
                                                     
392
 Source: C. A., Prosser, and Allen, C. R. Vocational Education in a Democracy. NY: Century 
Company, 1925. 
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Appendix I 
WEEA Funding Table 
The Women's Educational Equity Act (WEEA) program was enacted in 1974 to promote 
educational equity for girls and women, including those who suffer multiple discrimination 
based on gender and on race, ethnicity, national origin, disability, or age, and to provide funds to 
help education agencies and institutions meet the requirements of Title IX of the Education 
Amendments of 1972. 
393
 
Funding History 
 
 
 
 
1/ For FY 1992, Congress appropriated $500,000 for a contract to be awarded for the operation 
of the WEEA Publishing Center. Since no funds above that amount were made available, the 
Department did not conduct a competition for new grants during FY 1992. 
  
                                                     
393
 Source: Federal Register/ Vol. 74, No.1 Friday, January 2, 2009/Notices – also examined 
www2.ed.gov/programs/equity/index.html 
 
Fiscal Year Appropriation Fiscal Year Appropriation 
1976  $6,270,000  1987  $3,500,000  
1980  10,000,000  1988  3,351,000  
1981  8,125,000  1989  2,949,000  
1982  5,760,000  1990  2,098,000  
1983  5,760,000  1991  1,995,000  
1984  5,760,000  1992  500,000 
1
  
1985  6,000,000  1993  1,984,000  
1986  5,740,000  1994  1,984,000  
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Appendix J 
Vocational Programs Designated as Non-traditional for Women 1972 
 
Agriculture 
Agricultural Supplies/Services 
Agricultural mechanics 
Agricultural Products 
Agricultural Production 
Agricultural Resources 
Forestry 
Agriculture, Other 
Distributives 
Automotive Sales 
Building Hardware 
Petroleum 
Health 
None 
Home Economics, Gainful & Non-Gainful 
None 
Business Office 
None 
Technical 
Chemical Technology 
Aeronautical Technology 
Architectural Technology 
Automotive Technology 
Civil Technology 
Electrical Technology 
Electronic Technology 
Electromechanical Technology 
Environmental Control 
Industrial Technology 
Instrumentation Technology 
Mechanical Technology 
Metallurgical Technology 
Commercial Pilot Training 
Fire and Fire Safety Technology 
Forestry Technology 
Oceanographic Technology 
Air Pollution 
Miscellaneous Technology, Other 
Police Science 
Water and Waste Water Technology 
 
Trade and Industrial  
 
Plastics Occupations 
Air Conditioning 
Aviation 
Appliance repair 
Body and Fender Repair 
Auto Mechanics & Other Auto Training 
Blueprint Reading 
Business Machine Maintenance 
Carpentry 
Custodial Services 
Commercial Fishery Occupations 
Diesel Mechanics  
Drafting Occupations 
Electronic Occupations 
Graphic Arts Occupations 
Law Enforcement Training 
Metalworking Occupations 
Machine Shop 
Machine Tool Occupations 
Welding and Cutting 
Tool and Die Making 
Metallurgy Occupations 
Masonry 
Plumbing and Pipefitting 
Leather work 
Fire Fighter Training 
Instrument Maintenance Repair 
Marine Occupations  
Refrigeration 
Management Development 
Sheet Metal 
Other Metal Working 
Barbering 
Stationary Energy 
Electricity 
Other Construction 
Electrical Occupations 
Trade and Industrial Occupation 
Other 
 
Source: Based on data from U.S. 
Department of Health, Education and 
Welfare, Bureau of Occupational and Adult 
Education
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Career Education 
Incentive Act 1977 
established comprehensive 
career development 
concepts. 
Elementary & 
Secondary Education 
Act 1965 
 
Civil Right Act of 1964- established 
basic human rights and 
responsibilities in the workplace and 
prohibited discrimination on the 
basis of race, gender, national origin 
or disability.  Other issues addressed 
include equal employment 
opportunity, voting rights and equal 
education. 
Vocational Education Act 1963 
modernized vocational education by 
providing more program flexibility, 
funding for special populations and 
construction of vocational centers 
Vocational Education 
Amendments 1968 
established the National 
Advisory Committee and 
expanded vocational 
education services to meet 
the needs of the 
disadvantaged 
Higher Education Act 1965 extended opportunity grant 
programs to postsecondary technical and vocational 
programs by setting aside 25% of the funds appropriated 
for Title IV Educational Opportunities 
Educational 
Amendments 
1972 created 
Title IX 
Job Training Partnership Act 
1982 replaced CETA and 
enlarged the role of state 
governments and private 
industry in federal job training 
programs. 
National Commission on 
Excellence in Education 
publishes  
A Nation at Risk 1983 
Carl D. Perkins Act 1984 
changed the emphasis of 
federal funding in 
vocational education from 
primarily expansion of 
programs to program 
improvement and special 
populations 
1973 Comprehensive Employment 
and Training Act authorized funds 
for training and retraining of 
unemployed and underemployed 
and focused services in urban and 
economically disadvantaged areas. 
Education of All Handicapped 
Children Act of 1975 launched an 
organized effort to provide a free 
and appropriate education for all 
handicapped children age 3-21 
Appendix K 
Vocational Education Timeline from 1963 -1984 
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Career 
Education 
Incentive Act 
1977 
Elementary 
& 
Secondary 
Education 
Act 1965 
1957 
Russian 
satellite 
Sputnik is 
launched.  
National Defense Education 
Act 1958 provided vocational 
education programs to address 
needs regarding national 
defense 
Smith-Hughes Act 1917 
provided funding for vocational 
education explicitly trades and 
industry, agriculture and home 
economics and provided money 
for teacher preparation ~ 
Provisions in 1924 allowed for 
the inclusion of Hawaii 
Smith-Sears 
Vocational 
Rehabilitation Act 
1918 provided 
vocational training 
to WWI veterans 
upon return from 
war. 
 
Smith-Blackhead 
Act 1920 provided 
civilian 
rehabilitation 
training for anyone 
injured in industry 
George-Reek Act 1929 
allocated $2.4 million 
for a period of five 
years to supplement 
the Smith-Hughes Act 
in the areas of home 
economics and 
agriculture 
George-Ellzey 
Act 1934 
provided 
additional 
funding for trade 
and industrial 
education 
George-Deen Act 1936 
allocated $12 million 
annually for 
agriculture, home 
economics, trade and 
industrial education, 
and distributive 
education 
National Apprenticeship 
Act 1937 designed to train 
competent workers at the 
expense of the employer 
National Defense Act 1940 
provided funding for vocational 
education for war production 
workers; primarily women took 
advantage of the rapid training 
programs 
Walsh-Clark Act 
1943 provided 
vocational 
rehabilitation for 
WWII veterans 
GI Bill 1944 provided 
college education or 
vocational training for 
veterans. 
George-Barden Act 1946 
supplemented the Smith-Hughes 
Act in providing $28 million for 
agriculture, home economics, 
trade and industrial, and 
distributive education.  Equipment 
became an allowable expense  
Area Development Act 1961 
training and retraining 
provided in the science and 
technical fields 
Manpower Development 
Training Act 1962 designed to 
upgrade the work skills of the 
nation 
Vocational Education Act 1963 
modernized vocational education by 
providing more program flexibility, 
funding for special populations and 
construction of vocational centers 
Vocational 
Education 
Amendments 1968 
increased flexibility 
for the 1963 Act 
Higher Education Act 1965 extended opportunity grant 
programs to postsecondary technical and vocational programs 
by setting aside 25% of the funds appropriated for Title IV 
Educational Opportunities 
Educational 
Amendments 
1972 created 
Title IX 
1976 Vocational 
Education Act 
Job Training 
Partnership 
Act 1982 
National Commission on 
Excellence in Education 
publishes  
A Nation at Risk 1983 
Carl D. Perkins Act 
1984 marking the 
largest overhaul in 
vocational education 
since 1917 with the 
inclusion of provisions 
for Special Populations 
Appendix L 
Vocational Education Timeline from1917 - 1984 
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Appendix M 
Aimee LaFollette 
110 S. Gadwall Lane 
Downs, IL 61736 
Date 
Dear, 
You are invited to participate in a historical policy analysis of the Carl D. Perkins legislation.   This 
project will be conducted by Aimee LaFollette and Dr. Yoon Pak in the Educational Policy Studies 
Department at the University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign. 
In this project, Ms. LaFollette will, with your permission, conduct an audio recorded interview, of 
approximately 1 hour, inquiring as to your involvement with the creation, implementation and 
reauthorization of the Carl D. Perkins legislation, and your thoughts on the impact Perkins has had on the 
educational community, locally, statewide and nationally. We anticipate that the benefit of this research 
will contribute to the understanding of the local efforts related to the Perkins legislation history. The 
audiotapes and all other information will be stored securely by the researchers and will be transcribed 
using pseudonyms and then erased.    
We do not anticipate any risk greater than normal life with this research and your participation in this 
project is completely voluntary. You are free to withdraw at any time and for any reason without penalty 
and your choice to participate or not will not impact your employment status or your relationship with the 
University. You are also free to refuse to answer any questions you do not wish to answer. You will 
receive a copy of the research results after this project is completed. 
If you have any questions about this research project, please contact Ms. Aimee LaFollette at 
amlafollette@yahoo.com or by phone at 217-836-2141. You may also contact Dr. Pak at 217-244-9299 or 
yoonpak@uiuc.edu.  
________________________________________________________________________ 
I have read and understand the above information and voluntarily agree to participate in the research 
project described above.  I have been given a copy of this consent form. 
 
I agree to have my interview audio-taped for the purpose of accurate data collection and transcription.  
_________________________________________________________________ 
Signature ___________________________________________   
Date         _________________  
If you have any questions about your rights as a research participant please contact Anne Robertson, 
Bureau of Educational Research, 217-333-3023, or arobrtsn@uiuc.edu or the Institutional Review Board 
at 217-333-2670 or irb@uiuc.edu 
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Appendix N 
Dear Participant: 
 
I would like to take this opportunity to invite you to participate in a historical policy analysis of the Carl 
D. Perkins legislation.   You have been selected based on your expertise and involvement with the 
legislation.  This project will be conducted by Aimee LaFollette and Dr. Yoon Pak in the Educational 
Policy Studies Department at the University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign. 
 
In this project, Ms. LaFollette will, with your permission, will conduct an audio recorded interview, of 
approximately 1 hour, inquiring as to your involvement with the creation, implementation and 
reauthorization of the Carl D. Perkins legislation, and your thoughts on the impact Perkins has had on the 
educational community, locally, statewide and nationally. We anticipate that the benefit of this research 
will contribute to the understanding of the local efforts related to the Perkins legislation history. The 
audiotapes and all other information will be stored securely by the researchers and will be transcribed 
using pseudonyms and then erased.    
 
We do not anticipate any risk greater than normal life with this research and your participation in this 
project is completely voluntary. You are free to withdraw at any time and for any reason without penalty 
and your choice to participate or not will not impact your employment status or your relationship with the 
University. You are also free to refuse to answer any questions you do not wish to answer. You will 
receive a copy of the research results after this project is completed. 
 
If your schedule will allow you to participate, we would like to set up an interview in the near future.  
Please let me know if there is time in the next two weeks for me to come to your office to conduct the 
interview.  If you have any questions or concerns about this research project, please feel free to contact 
me at amlafollette@yahoo.com or by phone at 217-836-2141. You may also contact Dr. Pak at 217-244-
9299 or yoonpak@uiuc.edu.  
 
Aime'e LaFollette 
University of Illinois, Graduate Student 
Educational Policy Studies 
amlafollette@yahoo.com or alafoll@ilstu.edu 
Ph: 217-836-2141 
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Appendix O 
Anne S. Robertson, Director 
Office of School-University Research Relations 
Bureau of Educational Research 
236 Educational Building 
1310 South Sixth Street 
Champaign, IL 61820 
December 21, 2005 
 
Dear Anne S. Robertson,  
 
Aime'e LaFollette at the University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign is conducting a historical policy 
analysis of the Carl D. Perkins legislation.   In this project, Ms. LaFollette will conduct audio recorded 
interviews inquiring as to the involvement with the creation, implementation and reauthorization, and 
impact of the Carl D. Perkins legislation on the educational community.  The Illinois Community College 
Board (ICCB) is supportive of this research and will permit Ms. LaFollette to interview any staff she has 
identified as pertinent to the historical policy analysis with the understanding that the audiotapes will be 
kept by Aime'e LaFollette in a locked file and transcripts will be kept on a password protected computer 
to be used for her dissertation research, and any further research regarding the Perkins legislation.  ICCB 
will receive a copy of the research results after this project is completed. 
 
Thank you. 
 
Sincerely, 
 
 
 
Geoff Obrzut, CEO/President 
Illinois Community College Board 
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Appendix P 
Dissertation Sample Questions 
 
1. Describe your experience with the Carl Perkins legislation? 
 
2. What was your involvement in the creation, implementation and reauthorizations of the 
legislation? 
 
3. What was your role in implementing Perkins at the local, state and federal level? 
 
4. What are your feeling regarding the legislation? 
 
5. Do you believe Perkins has impacted the American educational community?  If so how?  If not 
why?   
 
6. Would you classify Perkins as an effective federal legislation? 
 
7. Do you believe there are/were flaws in the legislation? If so what?  
 
8. Do you believe the current reauthorized format of Perkins will be successful?  If so why?  If not 
why?   
 
9. In your opinion what are the barriers to the reauthorized legislation? 
 
10. Do you believe Perkins in Illinois will continue to be implemented in it‘s current form with sixty 
percent addressing secondary education and forty percent addressing postsecondary education? 
 
 
 
